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Abstract
As technological advances provide minute-by-minute updates of current events and
personalized media feeds push the boundaries of political polarization, the task of social studies
educators to provide students with the tools to become effective citizens becomes increasingly
important. Undergirded by theories of psychosocial identity development, civic identity
development, and the promotion of identity exploration in the academic curriculum, this
qualitative multiple case study attempts to examine the processes of adolescent identity
exploration and civic identity development in relation to the assignments and activities in a
twelfth-grade Advanced Placement (AP) U.S. Government classroom. Classroom observations,
teacher and student interviews, and artifact collection over the course of a three-month research
period informed the development of individual case studies and cross-case analysis. The
findings in this study demonstrate support for Rubin’s (2007) civic identity typology, and also
indicate that the frequent use of whole class discussion was supportive of identity exploration for
students in different statuses of civic identity. Additionally, all participants perceived support
from their AP U.S. Government teacher and reported enhanced identity positions and more
active attitudes toward civic participation at the conclusion of the research period. The findings
suggest that the promotion of identity exploration in the social studies classroom is both possible
and practical, but require intentional teaching. The study recommends the frequent and
purposeful use of whole class discussion of controversial issues in the social studies classroom,
and an awareness and appreciation for adolescent identity exploration in the development of
social studies curriculum and classroom activities

vii

Chapter One:
Introduction
My first opportunity to teach United States Government came in fall 2016. Although I
already had three years of experience teaching other social studies courses, I was new to the U.S.
Government content. In preparation, I reacquainted myself with America’s founding documents,
reviewed the mandated curriculum, and worked to create a routine structure of assignments and
readings for my students.
I had always wanted to teach United States Government during an election year, but this
year felt different than election years past. It was the year of Brexit, the outbreak of the Zika
virus, and the proliferation of the idea of “fake news.” It was also the year of the Dakota Access
Pipeline protests at Standing Rock, the Pulse nightclub shooting in Orlando, Florida, and what
felt like a never-ending newsreel reporting the deaths of unarmed black men killed at the hands
of police officers. I realized that I would eventually have to address the social turbulence
occurring across the country. Like many social studies educators, I had originally planned on
covering current events on Fridays.
On our first current events Friday, I had an intricately designed cooperative learning
activity planned in which students rotated through small groups sharing self-selected articles
with group members. While well intentioned, my small group plan just was not working.
Students seemed to simply be re-reading their selected news articles aloud and were uncertain of
how to initiate discussion with their peers. Clearly, students needed a learning activity that
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promoted higher order thinking and engagement. What my students needed was the opportunity
to discuss, debate, and dissect the issues and events in the news.
Out of this first attempt came the current events roundtable. At the current events
roundtable, anywhere from two to four students had the opportunity to share a news article of
their choice and facilitate a discussion of the topic with their classmates. In the roundtable, my
role as teacher was to act as a moderator when necessary and guide students to relate information
back to the course content. The inaugural current events roundtable went off without a hitch.
We discussed military spending and the advantages and disadvantages of dairy subsidies.
Needless to say, the students and myself were playing it safe. But I knew avoiding controversial
issues would not be able to continue for long.
I woke up Monday, September 19, 2016 to news reports on the death of Terrence
Crutcher, killed by a police officer in Tulsa, shot in the middle of a street (Williams &
Fernandez, 2016). My lesson plans for the day included a quiz and a review of content for an
upcoming assessment. I cannot recall the exact classroom conversations that occurred on that
day, but what I do remember is that when I told my government classes we were going to take a
pause to discuss the events of the weekend, I had their attention. Students typically preoccupied
with other tasks were engaged and listening closely. Without prompting, some students made
connections to our analysis of the Bill of Rights the week before, others offered personal
anecdotes of racial injustice experienced by themselves or family members, and there was even
some discussion of possible solutions and next steps. All in all, this impromptu activity took 15
to 20 minutes of class time to reflect upon this tragic event. My students came into that
discussion at varying levels of understanding: some knew the events well and had already
formed opinions, others had not yet heard the details but wanted to participate in conversation
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about the issue, and some came into the class as blank slates. But it was evident that all of the
students were impacted in some way by that discussion and others that would follow over the
course of the semester.
As I employed the current events roundtable strategy that semester, the experience also
had an impact on the way I approached teaching U.S. Government. My aim for teaching the
course had always been to develop effective citizens, but that day I recognized that my role was
to also help students realize their connection to larger civic issues and to facilitate the
development of their civic identity. My students wanted to know what was happening in the
world and to connect patterns of events that have been facing our nation. More importantly, they
were searching for understanding to form their own opinions and for avenues for action. Rubin
(2007) defines civic identity as “a young person’s sense of connection to and participation in a
civic community” (p.450). For students to truly identify with their role as citizens, it is necessary
for social studies educators to facilitate such meaningful connections and assist students in
exploring the facets of their civic identity.
Since that initial experience teaching U.S. Government, I have reflected on my and my
colleagues’ roles in the civic identity development of students. Intentional or otherwise, the
manner in which social studies teachers involve students in dialogue about social studies content
plays a role in shaping student conceptions of effective citizenship. I see the spark of identity
exploration and developments of civic identity among students occur year after year in the
classroom and evidenced throughout my school. To better understand this process and the role
of social studies education in the psychosocial and civic development of students, I examined the
impact of one social studies teacher through the voices of students in her classroom.
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Background
The National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) was founded in 1921 with an explicit
aim of fostering citizenship development of students in K-12 education (Perrotta & Bohan,
2018). In the past two decades, NCSS has renewed this aim by outlining the characteristics of
effective citizenship (NCSS, 2001; NCSS 2010), developing goals to revitalize civic learning in
schools (NCSS, 2013b), and creating the College, Career, and Civic Life (C3) Framework
(NCSS, 2013a). Since the founding of the social studies education flagship professional
organization, and perhaps earlier with the National Education Association’s Committee on Social
Studies (1916), the development of effective citizens has been at the heart of social studies
curriculum. Civics education, as it is termed today, includes specific – and sometimes mandated
– disciplinary coursework such as courses in United States Government emphasizing civic
knowledge and skills (NCSS, 2001). Civics education also encompasses larger objectives within
the realm of social education in which students participate in character development or servicelearning programs focusing upon dispositions and attitudes of effective citizens (Westheimer,
2015).
Determining the most appropriate policies by which community stakeholders may
support students in the acquisition of the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors necessary for
civic life is no simple task. For instance, most states currently require students to enroll in at
least one civics or government course during their secondary schooling. Yet, in a National
Youth Survey commissioned by the Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement [CIRCLE] (2013), results indicate that state-mandated civics course requirements
and civics end-of-course examination requirements had no detectable effect on future voter
turnout, youth political engagement, or political knowledge. Civic courses matter, but their
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effectiveness is largely dependent upon the quality of instruction and whether students see the
topics in social studies courses as relevant to their lives (CIRCLE, 2013).
Results from the International Association for the Evaluation of Education Achievement
(IEA) Civic Education study of 90,000 14-year olds in 28 countries suggest that a key
component in the preparation of students for civic life is the ability to engage in the discussion of
civic issues in an open classroom climate (Torney-Purta, 2002). In many countries, including the
United States, discussion was not at the forefront of instructional activities in the classroom
(Torney-Purta, 2002). If preparation for civic life is to be a priority in public education,
educators must consider the ways in which educational aims support the development of skills
needed for 21st century democratic citizenship (Noddings, 2015).
The preparation of effective citizens in the secondary schools takes on a more deliberate
form in the social studies classroom through the practice of open discussion of societal issues.
Open discussion in the social studies is related to student outcomes such as critical thinking and
civic engagement and allows students to have a voice in the classroom (Hess, 2004). The
discussion of political and social issues is a key component of instruction in politics and
engagement with political issues (Journell, 2011; Kahne, Crow, & Lee, 2013). Results from the
IEA Civic Study show a positive correlation between the frequency of in-class discussion and
levels of civic engagement across cultures (Torney-Purta, 2002). When given the opportunity to
participate in discussion, a case study of an issues-centered social studies course revealed that
students believe that the discussion helps them learn more about controversial public issues, they
find significance in their personal contributions, and enjoy listening to the ideas of their peers
(Hess & Posselt, 2002). Discussion in social studies classrooms can enhance civic engagement
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as an outcome for students, but it is necessary for educators to understand the individual
experiences of students within such contexts in order to purposefully facilitate civic engagement.
Identity formation is a critical task in adolescence, part of which includes the development of a
sense of oneself as a member of civil society (Erikson, 1968). In a study of Italian youth,
Crocetti, Jahromi, and Meeus (2012) found that students engaging in identity exploration or
exhibiting the identity achievement status were more likely to report higher rates of social
responsibility, civic engagement, and civic efficacy. Similarly, a longitudinal study of Canadian
high school students found that adolescents exhibiting activist and helping behaviors were more
likely to be categorized as reaching an achieved identity status (Pancer, Prarr, Hunsberger, &
Alisar, 2007). A more sophisticated process of identity development in which the adolescent is
actively exploring, considering, and reflecting upon various identity issues is highly correlated
with civic engagement (Crocetti et al., 2012; 2014; Pancer et al., 2007). Social studies educators
might benefit from a better understanding of the ways in which student identity exploration takes
place within their classrooms. Intentional teaching practices and curriculum design that invites
students to share personal beliefs and lived experiences may be instrumental in fostering
meaningful experiences that promote both identity exploration and civic identity development
(Rubin, 2012).
In a study examining youth civic identity development in four public middle and high
school social studies classrooms in the northeastern United States, Rubin (2007) describes the
context-dependent nature of students’ civic experiences that in turn influence students’ attitudes
towards civic involvement. In the findings of this qualitative study, Rubin (2007) outlines a
framework of civic identity based upon the two dimensions of the civic experiences and civic
attitudes into a typology including four quadrants describing each type: aware, empowered,
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complacent, and discouraged. A conceptualization of civic education that would better serve the
civic mission of schools should consider strategies that foster experiences that might facilitate
transformations of students on these dimensions: (1) from complacent to aware, and (2) from
discouraged to empowered (Rubin, 2007).
Rationale for the Study
The development of effective citizens may conflict with calls for accountability that
emphasize academic achievement determined by high-stakes assessment. Less than a quarter of
secondary students reach a “proficient” level on the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) Civics Assessment (National Center for Education Statistics, 2015). The
disparity between civic goals and outcomes of standardized civics assessments leaves room for
concern regarding the potential for students to explore and develop their identities as citizens.
Additionally, student voice is often absent for research in citizenship education. Content-focused
initiatives and policies mandating high-stakes assessment practices inhibit meaningful social
studies instruction (Cornbleth, 2002; Grant & Salinas, 2008; Vogler & Virtue, 2007). Given the
pressing political and social issues facing future generations of students, secondary social studies
educators have the responsibility to consider the ways in which they may be acting as identity
agents for their adolescent students.
It is possible for academic interventions to target identity exploration as an educational
outcome (Kaplan, Sinai, & Flum, 2014; Schachter & Rich, 2011). The cultivation of identity
exploration through the use of classroom-based interventions invites students to both explore
their identity and critically engage with academic content (Kaplan et al., 2014). However,
studies aimed at revealing identity exploration in the school curriculum have thus far only
examined learning activities in the subject areas of English/language arts, mathematics, and
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environmental education (Kaplan et al., 2014; Sinai et al., 2012). I believe that this qualitative
study fills a gap in the literature by exploring the ways in which social studies educators may
promote adolescent identity exploration through the intentional inclusion of discussion-based
practices, and does so focusing primarily on student’s perceptions of their experiences in a social
studies classroom.
Purpose of the Study and Research Questions
The purpose of this study is to describe the ways in which adolescent students express
identity exploration and civic identity development in a high school U.S. Government classroom
and how students perceive the ways in which a high school social studies teacher supports such
exploration and development. Informed by a review of current and relevant literature, the study
had three main aims: (1) to investigate how students describe civic identity and identity
exploration in a social studies classroom; (2) to describe the ways in which students perceive
support for identity exploration from their social studies teacher; and (3) to examine the ways in
which adolescent civic identity development may be related to identity exploration in a social
studies classroom.
The following research questions serve to structure the analysis and interpretation of data:
1. In what ways do twelfth-grade students express their civic identity in a U.S. Government
classroom?
2. In what ways do twelfth-grade students describe their experience of identity exploration
and civic identity development in relation to activities and assignments in their U.S.
Government classroom?
3. In what ways do twelfth-grade students describe support for identity exploration and civic
identity development by their U.S. Government teacher?
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4. In what ways do individual differences in civic identity development explain potential
differences in the experience of identity exploration among twelfth-grade students in a
U.S. Government classroom?
Theoretical Framework
Adolescent identity development. According to Erikson (1950; 1968), most adolescents
will experience an identity crisis that will result in either identity achievement, in which positive
identity commitments are made, or role confusion, in which no complete sense of identity is
attained. Marcia (1966) expands upon Erikson’s original theory of identity development in
suggesting that a period of exploration is ideal prior to making identity commitments. In this
study, identity refers to psychosocial conceptions of ego identity (Erikson, 1950; Marcia, 1966),
rather than sociocultural or personal constructions of identity (Schachter & Rich, 2011).
Contemporary theories of adolescence continue to draw largely from the foundational works of
Erikson (1950) and Marcia (1966) with regard to period of exploration with the optimal outcome
of identity commitments. However, it is now commonly thought that adolescents enter into this
stage of identity with certain commitments that require reconsideration, rather than a time in
which such commitments are first established (Meeus, 2011). Dual cycle models of identity
development now look to an initial phase of identity formation often including exploration inbreadth, followed by a phase of identity maintenance or reconsideration including exploration
in-depth (Meeus, 2011).
Civic identity development. In the field of social studies education, work is being done
to discover the impact of specific teaching strategies and methods that can be most impactful on
civic identity development in adolescent student populations (Harrell-Levy, Kerpelman, &
Henry, 2016; Myers, McBride, & Anderson, 2015; Lo, 2017; Rubin, 2007). Rubin (2007)
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developed a typology of adolescent civic identity development in a study of diverse youth based
upon two dimensions: (1) student experiences related to the democratic ideals of the United
States, either congruence or disjuncture, and (2) student attitudes toward civic participation,
either active or passive (See Figure 1). Rubin’s two-dimensional framework of civic identity
development helps to better classify individual growth based upon an individual’s unique
background with regard to democratic ideals (Rubin, 2007). Within the dimensions of
experience and attitudes, civic identity falls into one of four quadrants: discouraged, complacent,
aware, or empowered (Rubin, 2007). This study expands upon Rubin’s (2007) initial findings
and examines individual students’ experiences of civic identity development within the context
of a social studies classroom.

Figure 1. Civic Identity Development Framework, Rubin (2007)
Identity exploration as an educational outcome. Curriculum and specific learning
activities can be designed in a manner that triggers, supports, and scaffolds identity exploration
in adolescence (Flum & Kaplan, 2006; Sinai, Kaplan, & Flum, 2012). Kaplan and colleagues
(2014) propose four design principles that encourage teachers to be more active in the role as
identity agents for adolescent students, including: (1) promoting relevance of material in relation
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to students daily lives, (2) triggering identity exploration most commonly in the form of personal
reflection activities, (3) the facilitation of a sense of safety among students in the classroom
context, and finally (4) the scaffolding of exploratory actions to guide students through the
examination of identity. This study describes the ways in which students perceive these
instructional elements as they are implemented within a social studies classroom.
Definition of Terms
The scope of this research study involves several constructs that must be defined. The
literature review in the next chapter expands upon the definitions provided, but for the purposes
of introduction, the following terms are defined in order to familiarize the reader with the nature
of this research:
Adolescence. Developmental theorists, such as Erik Erikson, consider the years of 10 to
20 years to be an approximate “adolescent decade” consisting of a wide range of physical and
psychological changes (Lerner & Steinberg, 2009). Contemporary theorists suggest a
breakdown of adolescence into three stages: early adolescence (10-14 years), middle adolescence
(15-17 years), and late adolescence (18-21 years; Steinberg & Morris, 2001). As a whole,
adolescence is a time of transition characterized by rapid biological, cognitive, neurological,
moral, and psychosocial development (Caskey & Anfara, 2014; Hollenstein & Lougheed, 2013;
Lerner & Steinberg, 2009; Morgan & Huebner, 2009). During middle to late adolescence
individuals are experimenting with a variety of identity commitments and begin to establish
principled moral reasoning (Rosenzweig, 1982). Student participants in this study fall into the
developmental stage of middle to late adolescence.
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Identity exploration. Identity exploration refers to the consideration of alternative
commitments with regard to different domains of identity, such as various occupational or
religious paths (Meeus, 2011).
Identity formation. In Erikson’s (1950; 1968) theory of psychosocial development,
identity formation is the central task of the adolescent stage in the lifespan. During this stage,
the adolescent must synthesize and evaluate commitments and roles from childhood to establish
a consistent sense of self (Erikson, 1968). Identity formation is successfully accomplished
through a process of identity exploration.
Identity statuses. Marcia’s (1966) identity statuses assume two dimensions of identity
formation yielding four possible identity statuses. The two dimensions include crisis, a period of
active exploration in which the adolescent seeks alternatives, and commitment, in which the
adolescent establishes a coherence of identity and associated task, behaviors, and attitudes
(Marcia, 1966). The four statuses include:
•

identity achievement in which the adolescent has undergone a crisis and has committed to
a specific identity,

•

identity moratorium in which the adolescent is in the midst of crisis but has not made any
commitments,

•

identity foreclosure in which the adolescent has made commitments typically in line with
those of the family but has not explored alternatives or experienced crisis, and

•

identity diffusion in which the adolescent has experienced neither crisis nor commitment.
Civic identity development. As detailed above in the theoretical framework, civic

identity development is conceptualized in this study with a typology developed by Rubin (2007)
based upon positions on the two dimensions: (1) student experiences related to the democratic
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ideals of the United States, either congruence or disjuncture, and (2) student attitudes toward
civic participation, either active or passive.
Civic engagement. Civic engagement is a broad term that encompasses civic
participation at a variety of levels including, but not limited to: volunteering, involvement with
political and non-political community organizations, and student-led school government
activities (Crocetti, Erentaitė, & Žukauskienė, 2014). For the purposes of this study, civic
engagement refers to civic participation as described by each participant and embraces all of the
activities described above.
Effective citizenship. According to the National Council for the Social Studies (2001),
“the core mission of social studies education is to help students develop the knowledge, skills,
and values that will enable them to become effective citizens.” (p. 1). In a report on the Civic
Mission of Schools (CIRCLE, 2013), traits of responsible citizens are described to include being
informed and thoughtful, participation in local communities, acting politically, and practicing
moral and civic virtues. Effective citizenship is an expansive term referring to knowledge of
core democratic values and associated people, history and traditions; awareness of current issues
and events; personal and social responsibility; the ability to ask meaningful questions, and more
(NCSS, 2001).
Discussion. Discussion can take on many meanings, but for the purposes of this study,
discussion “involves the open exchange of ideas among a group of people” (Rubin, 2012, p. 42).
Open discussion is a common pedagogical tool in the social studies classroom that allows
students to have a voice and contribute meaningfully to the learning process and may take place
both formally and informally during instruction. Discussion provides a forum for the sharing of
opposing and differing viewpoints with regard to controversial issues, which may contribute to
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important shifts in adolescent civic identity development (Rubin, 2012). Discussion-based
practices may include, but are not limited to: Socratic seminar, debate, whole class discussion,
think-pair-share, and gallery walks.
Delimitations
This study investigated the experiences of students enrolled in a twelfth-grade
government course. Participants ranged in ages from 17 to 18 years old. This period of middle
to late adolescence is of interest because the process of identity formation and commitment to
specific values and beliefs typically takes place in later adolescence, as opposed to students in
earlier adolescence who may still be in the process of self-development and not yet have an
appropriate foundation for identity commitments (Côté, 2009). I made the assumption that older
students were in more advanced stages of identity development.
Adolescent identity exploration and civic identity development occur in multiple contexts
including families, local communities, and beyond, but the primary focus of this study is the way
in which these processes occur in relation to a high school government classroom. Additionally,
this study took place in a core social studies course required for high school graduation. The
standards and objectives of this course deal specifically with the aims of preparing students for
effective citizenship.
Limitations of the Study
My personal and professional connections to the field of study presented both
opportunities and challenges for this investigation. As a teacher at the school where the study
was conducted and Subject Area Leader (SAL) for the Social Science Department, I had a vested
interest in the success of both the students and the teacher participating in this study. The teacher
in the study is a close colleague of mine with whom I have attended multiple state and national
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social studies conferences and with whom I regularly engage in discussions as part of a
professional learning community. As a result of our shared professional experiences, the teacher
in this study and I have also become close personal friends in our seven years as professional
colleagues.
In a school of approximately 600 students, it was likely that I had interacted in some
capacity with the participants selected for this study. My personal and professional relationships
with the participants in the study may have threatened the internal validity with potential
researcher bias. However, an established rapport with study participants also served to enhance
my ability to obtain data through ease of discussion and security with my presence in the
classroom. My close relationship to the classroom context allowed for more detailed inferences
to be made about unseen processes. Additionally, my established relationships with teacher and
student participants in the study invited a more rich dialogue during interviews. As a participantobserver, I was better positioned to describe viewpoints from within the setting of the study (Yin,
2018).
The process of identity exploration is largely internal. Internal processes were inferred
through researcher observation, student self-report during interviews, and artifact analysis.
Multiple sources of evidence were used to ensure credibility (Creswell & Miller, 2000). All
individuals are subject to a social desirability bias in which they select certain details about
themselves and omit others in order to present the best possible version of themselves to other
people (Nederhof, 1985). While the established rapport invited greater trust within researcherparticipant interactions, it also served as a limitation in the sense that another researcher may be
inhibited in exact replication of the study. I used a purposive sampling method to select students
for interviews, within which I was careful to select participants whom I, in consultation with the
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teacher of the classroom, felt would provide trustworthy responses to interview questions (Stake,
2006). Lastly, psychosocial identity development and civic identity development are multifaceted processes that are not simply confined to activities within the classroom. There are other
impacts on students’ personal and civic lives that were not captured within the scope of this
study.
Educational Significance of the Study
Thus far, studies of identity exploration as an educational outcome have occurred in the
English/Language arts, environmental education, and mathematics classrooms. This study
examined instructional practices supporting identity exploration in a social studies classroom. I
believe that social studies educators already employ the four design principles proposed by
Kaplan and colleagues (2014) through the use of discussion-based practices and reference to
current events and social issues. Unlike previous studies in which researchers and educators
develop specific lessons using the design principles for promoting identity exploration and then
measure student responses (Flum & Kaplan, 2006; Kaplan et al., 2014; Sinai et al., 2012), I
investigated the ways in which a social studies educator was already implementing the four
principles. With a focus upon students in various stages of civic identity development, this study
provides insight into the ways in which different students respond to different instructional
strategies with regard to identity exploration and civic identity development.
Summary
An informed, participatory citizenry is the cornerstone of a democratic society. Students
need academic support in developing their civic identity in order to achieve this goal. The
facilitation of authentic discussion that is relevant and meaningful to students’ lives may provide
intentional support for identity exploration in social studies classrooms (Rubin, 2012). The aim
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of this study was to describe the ways in which a social studies educator acts as an identity agent
in the fostering of adolescent identity development, to reveal how students describe their own
civic identity development and identity exploration in a social studies classroom, and to examine
the ways in which adolescent civic identity may be related to identity exploration in a social
studies classroom.
Organization
The following sections provide a review of previous research, an overview of the
research study and methods, a detailed report of findings both individually and across cases, and
a discussion of the findings. The first chapter provides background information on the goals and
possibilities of civic education, the rationale for the study, the purpose of the study and research
questions. The second chapter acquaints the reader with a review of relevant, extant literature.
The third chapter describes the research methods, collective case study design, methods for the
selection of cases, the forms of data collection, plan for data analysis, and potential ethical
issues. The fourth chapter details findings in the form of individual case reports. The fifth
chapter provides a holistic interpretation of the findings through cross-case analysis. The sixth
chapter includes a discussion of the findings, implications of the findings, and recommendations
for future research.
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Chapter Two:
Review of the Literature
“People believe that the youth of this country are insignificant… To those people that tell us that
teenagers can’t do anything, I say that we were the only people that could have made this
movement possible.”
-Alex Wind, Student, Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
March for Our Lives, Washington, D.C.
March 24, 2018
Introduction
Adolescence is a critical period for the development of identity commitments, including
commitments to civic participation (Crocetti et al., 2012; Erikson, 1968; Kahne & Sporte, 2008;
Manganelli, Lucidi, & Alivernini, 2015). With each successive generation, public attention turns
to the question of whether or not young people are prepared for the demands of citizenship (Delli
Carpini, 2009). Empirical data is building in support of the positive relationship between mature
identity status in adolescence and civic engagement (Crocetti et al., 2012; Meeus, 2011). Civic
engagement includes participation in both political and nonpolitical civic activities. In
consideration of such constructs, researchers are turning their interests to ways in which
practitioners can foster identity exploration and positive civic identity development in adolescent
students.
In the field of social science education, work is being done to discover the impact of
specific teaching strategies and methods that can be most impactful on civic identity
development (Harrell-Levy et al., 2016; Lo, 2017; Myers et al., 2015; Rubin, 2007). Purposeful
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civic learning and engagement in social studies classrooms has the potential to fulfill the
democratic goals of education. Proponents of education for thoughtful citizenship advocate for
instructional practices that spark civic identity development through compelling questions that
promote deep reflection, providing adequate support by sharing appropriate resources and
information, and scaffolding identity exploration by engaging students in activities such as
meaningful discussion and civic action projects (Kaplan et al., 2014; Myers et al., 2015; Rubin,
2012; Torney-Purta, 2002; Westheimer, 2015; Westheimer & Kahne, 2004). Thus, targeted
social studies learning opportunities that trigger, support, and scaffold identity exploration are a
necessary component of civic identity development for adolescent students.
This review of the literature will first examine the processes associated with normative
adolescent identity development and adolescent development within the context of secondary
school. Then, relations among identity and civic engagement will be discussed, along with the
role of civic beliefs and values in civic engagement. The construct of civic identity will be
explored in relation to school-based practices. Subsequently, there will be a review of the
school-based identity interventions and practices. Finally, this review of literature will consider
the social studies classroom as a context for identity exploration and civic identity development.
An awareness of the underlying psychosocial processes in adolescence and the connection
between such processes to civic outcomes may be instrumental in advancing the intentional
cultivation of effective citizens in the social studies classroom.
Adolescent Identity Development
Erikson’s (1950) psychosocial theory of development over the human lifespan continues
to be a foundation for contemporary research in adolescent identity development. In this theory,
comprised of eight distinct stages, an individual is met with psychosocial conflict at each stage
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requiring adaptive resolution in order for positive and healthy psychological adjustment
(Erikson, 1950). For instance, in childhood, the individual seeks to experience competence in
the face of inferiority, while adolescents face the task of establishing a firm and consistent sense
of sameness, or ego identity (Erikson, 1950). The adolescent conflict is labeled “identity v. role
confusion,” commonly referred to as the identity crisis. Erikson’s (1950) original theory focused
upon occupational, religious, and civic domains of identity commitments.
Concerned with similar domains, Marcia (1966) expanded upon Erikson’s identity crisis
with two dimensions of identity development yielding four possible identity statuses (See Figure
2). The achievement and moratorium statuses are cited as the more “mature” statuses because
they involve active exploration of alternative identities prior to commitment (Meeus, 2011).
Identity achievement refers to active exploration followed by commitment, while identity
moratorium refers to active exploration without commitment to a specific identity. According to
Marcia (1993), one does not progress through the identity statuses in any particular order, but
rather may experience each status separately regarding different aspects of identity.
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Figure 2. Marcia’s Identity Statuses
Contemporary theories of adolescence continue to draw largely from the foundational
works of Erikson (1950) and Marcia (1966) with regard to period of exploration with the optimal
outcome of identity commitments. However, it is now commonly thought that adolescents enter
into this stage of identity with certain commitments that require reconsideration (Meeus, 2011).
Dual cycle models of identity development now look to an initial phase of identity formation
often including exploration in-breadth, followed by a phase of identity maintenance or
reconsideration including exploration in-depth (Meeus, 2011). For instance, adolescents often
hold political opinions similar to those of their parents at the start of adolescence. Rather than
forming political opinions from scratch, contemporary theorists suggest that adolescents
reconsider and evaluate such early commitments through a period of in-depth exploration.
One such theory, developed by Crocetti, Rubini, Luyckx, and Meeus (2008) further
Marcia’s (1966) original theory with three dimensions and five identity statuses. The dimensions
include commitment in reference to the degree to which adolescents enter into the developmental
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period with established commitments, in-depth exploration similar to exploration outlined by
Marcia (1966) as the period of examining alternatives, and reconsideration of commitments in
which the adolescent consciously maintains previous commitments or takes on alternatives to for
a coherent sense of self (Crocetti et al., 2008). The five statuses include: identity achievement,
identity diffusion, early closure, searching moratorium, and moratorium. Notable differences
from Marcia’s theory include early closure in which an adolescent forecloses on identities
determined by significant others (e.g. family, friends), and searching moratorium which implies a
reconsideration of commitments through in-depth exploration rather than an initial exploration
(Crocetti et al. 2008).
Côté (2009) reviews the processes of identity formation and self-development. Selfdevelopment involves the integration and organization of self-concepts (e.g. family, school,
peers) and often takes place in early adolescence. The process of identity formation seeks
coherence and consistency of self with and takes place in later adolescence (Côté, 2009).
According to Coté (2009), “identity refers to the sameness and continuity of the person’s
psychological functioning, interpersonal behavior, and commitments to roles, values, and
beliefs” (p. 267).
Collective identities and identity formation. As adolescents form individual identities,
their membership in family, community, and other social groups may contribute to the
development of a self-concept. Eccles (2009) discusses the implication of social group
membership such as gender and ethnicity. Social roles that accompany group membership,
coupled with personal experiences connected to that group membership could influence
individuals’ perceptions, and in turn, influence individuals’ self-concept, expectations of success,
and value attributed to various activities and vocations (Eccles, 2009).
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Gender identity. In a review of literature on the topic of collective identity, Eccles (2009)
summarizes a longitudinal study of adolescents as they transition into adulthood in which young
women placed a higher value on making sacrifices in career for family, while young men placed
a higher value on selecting careers that would result in fame and wealth. These initial beliefs
predicted college major and occupational choices for the sample of individuals in their
adulthood. Eccles (2009) proposes that gender roles may contribute to differences in subjective
values placed on various life activities, and thus may lead to differences in personal goals,
values, and perceptions of success. If one values gender roles as a part of their identity, then one
will place greater value on tasks that fulfill that role.
Ethnic and racial identity. Rivas-Drake and colleagues (2013) provide a narrative review
of existing literature on how racial and ethnic identity are associated with psychosocial,
academic, and health outcomes among ethnic minority adolescents. Rivas-Drake and colleagues
(2013) define ethnic-racial identity (ERI) as, “the social and psychological experiences
associated with identifying with an ethnic or racial group” (p. 42). In a review of studies
exploring ERI among African American, Latino, Asian American and Pacific Islander, and
Native American youth, findings indicate that positive feelings about one’s ethnic or racial group
are consistently associated with positive psychosocial adjustment (Rivas-Drake et al., 2013).
Most notable about the construct of ERI, is the personal experience of each individual relevant to
his or her ethnic and racial identity will determine the centrality of ERI to overall psychosocial
development.
Adolescent Identity Development in the Secondary School Context
Eccles and Roeser (2011) highlight three levels of context students interact with in
secondary schools that may help or hinder their adolescent development, including: the
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immediate context of the classroom and teacher practices, school-wide factors, and district-wide
policies. Within the classroom, teacher beliefs about student performance contribute to the
development of student self-efficacy and motivation. The development of self-efficacy provides
for a sense of agency central to intrinsic motivation, or self-determined behavior (Deci & Ryan,
2000). Self-determined behaviors relate to the mature identity statuses of identity achievement
and identity moratorium because they require an individual in active pursuit of a sense of self.
School-wide factors such as school culture, school safety, and peer influences factor into
adolescent conceptions of identity as positive school and peer influences may impact the ability
of an individual to explore various identity outcomes. Last, district-wide policies can also
impact adolescent development. For instance, a district policy might include curricular tracking
in which students are grouped by ability level. Students with high academic achievement
maintain positive outcomes in spite of such policies (Eccles & Roeser, 2011). Additionally,
availability of funding and resources for extracurricular activities and service-learning
experiences are often determined by district budgets and can have a profound impact on
adolescent development, as participation in such activities is correlated with outcomes such as
adult civic engagement (Eccles & Roeser, 2011).
Other scholars have also written about teacher beliefs and school practices and their
potential impact on students. For example, Dweck (1999) describes incremental and entity
theories of intelligence in which individuals believe that incremental change in intelligence is
both possible and likely, as opposed to the belief that intelligence is fixed, unchanging entity.
Such theories of intelligence correspond with mastery and ability orientations when it comes to
teaching and learning. Teachers with a mastery orientation strive to support all students as they
work towards an appropriate level of mastery for a given task, whereas teachers with an ability
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or performance orientation believe that some students can complete certain tasks while others
cannot (Dweck, 1999). Teacher support for student growth and development in all domains is
essential for encouraging adolescent identity development within a classroom setting. Ability or
performance orientations also tend to be associated with negative student outcomes in the
domains of both academics and behavior (Eccles, 2009).
Eccles (2009) reports on a study of adolescents from Michigan in which researchers
assessed the constructs of occupational aspirations, value and importance attached to occupation,
and personal efficacy with regard to the occupational domains, among other information.
Personal efficacy, a construct largely influenced by one’s ability self-concept and expectations
for success, was a significant predictor of occupation aspirations (Eccles, 2009). That is, students
who perceived themselves to be good at math were more likely to select a math major or aspired
to enter a career related to the field of mathematics. Teacher expectations influence students’
perceptions of themselves and their abilities, which can in turn influence something as significant
as one’s chosen occupation. Occupational selection is key component of Erikson’s original
theory of psychosocial identity development (Erikson, 1950). Teacher support of students’
ability self-concepts or personal efficacy in a variety of occupational areas may have positive
impacts on adolescent identity development. Similarly, teacher beliefs regarding students’ civic
efficacy may have a positive impact on civic identity development in adolescents.
Another important factor in shaping adolescent identity is the school climate.
Lannegrand-Willems and Bosma (2006) studied the ways which the school context may impact
identity outcomes. In a study of 311 eighth-grade students at schools representing varying
demographics and socioeconomic strata in France, researchers found that constructs such as
school self-image, school strategy selection, and integration into classroom peer groups influence
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adolescent identity outcomes over the course of the school year. School self-image refers to the
self-concept students develop in relation to feedback received from the school, such as academic
status. School strategies are responses students select to cope with the requirements of school.
Integration into peer groups indicates the position a student perceives himself or herself to have
in comparison to their reference group. Ultimately, students from the higher-socioeconomic
status (SES) school were more likely to experience identity exploration and commitment over
the course of the school year (Lannegrand-Willems & Bosma, 2006). It is hypothesized that
higher-SES schools have the resources to cultivate positive school identity. Students may be
struggling with a poor school self-image in an absence of positive feedback or positive peer
relations. Most importantly, the results from this study indicate the relevance of the school to
process of adolescent identity construction.
Identity and Civic Engagement Outcomes
Adolescence is the developmental period in which one’s commitments to specific civic
behaviors and attitudes begin to take shape (Erikson, 1968; Manganelli et al., 2015). Civic
engagement in adolescence is not limited to political activities, but rather definitions from recent
research broaden this construct to encompass volunteerism, voting, participation in school
governing organizations, non-governmental organizations, youth clubs or programs, speaking out
on a public issue, and participation in political groups or political activism (Ballard, 2014;
Crocetti et al., 2012; Malin, Ballard, & Damon, 2015; Rubin, 2007). There is now clear,
empirical support for a relationship between civic engagement and psychosocial identity
development in adolescence.
In a two-wave longitudinal study of Canadian high school students aged 16 to 20 years
old, researchers Pancer, Prarr, Hunsberger, and Alisar (2007) investigated the distinction
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between adolescents who are civically engaged and those who are not by administering a
questionnaire and conducting interviews during the final year of high school, and then again two
years later. At the second time point, a parent questionnaire was also administered. The
measures included the 30-item Youth Inventory of Involvement (YII), the 29-item Youth Social
Responsibility Scale (YSRS), the 24-item Objective Measure of Ego-Identity Status (OM-EIS)
scale that included four subscales specifically designed to measure levels of Marcia’s original
four identity statuses, as well as measures of parent and peer interactions and social and
emotional adjustment. Utilizing a cluster analysis based upon responses to the YII, participants
fell into four groupings: Activists, Helpers, Responders, and Uninvolved (Pancer et al., 2007).
Adolescents exhibiting activist and helping behaviors and attitudes were more likely to be
categorized as having achieved identity statuses, reported more frequent interactions with their
parents, and discussion of a variety of topics with their peers (Pancer et al., 2007). Results were
consistent over the two time points. The relationship between identity development and civic
engagement suggests that participation in civic activities services a valuable role in the
development of adolescent identity (Pancer et al., 2007).
Researchers Crocetti, Jahromi, and Meeus (2012) further explored the link between civic
engagement and identity development utilizing a three-factor identity model, which situates
Marcia’s original four identity statuses around the three factors: commitment, in-depth
exploration, and reconsideration of commitment. In a survey of 392 Italian adolescents enrolled
in academically rigorous high schools in Central Eastern Italy, meaningful links between mature
identity statuses (i.e., achievement and moratorium) and community volunteer activities were
reported (Crocetti et al., 2012). Adolescents that actively consider various identity commitments
were more likely to endorse attitudes of social responsibility (Crocetti et al., 2012).
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Alternatively, identity status was not necessarily related to political engagement (Crocetti et al.,
2012). Political and community engagement are distinguished in that volunteer activities can
include a wide range of community undertakings, but political engagement is much more
specific, referring to activities such as volunteering on a campaign or attending a political
protest. Civic engagement involves an active commitment to volunteering and/or political
participation. This inclusive definition of civic engagement accounts for the variance in civic
behaviors that exist for adolescents and larger society. Adolescents with exploratory orientations
(identity achievement and moratorium) were more likely to participate in community
engagement activities, but exploratory orientation did not appear to have a relationship with
political activities (Crocetti et al., 2012). While it is helpful to consider empirical links between
identity exploration and civic engagement, it is also important to note that many measures in the
study by Crocetti and colleagues (2012) were based upon responses to single survey items in
which participants recorded intentions for future activities. Additionally, it is difficult to
generalize the links identified in Italian youth to adolescents in another country or region of the
world. Despite its limitations, the person-centered approach utilized by Crocetti and colleagues
(2012) opened the door for further exploration into the relationship between identity
development and civic engagement. The results of the studies above (Crocetti et al., 2012;
Pancer et al. (2007) cultivate the need for further investigation into the directionality of the
relationship between civic engagement and identity status.
The process of achieving identity is different for each adolescent. In a study of 1,633
Lithuanian adolescents Crocetti and colleagues (2014) examined the social-cognitive strategies
that one selects when organizing information about the self, described as identity processing
style, and investigated the relationship between identity processing styles and levels of civic
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engagement. The identity processing styles examined in this study are based upon Michael
Berzonsky’s (1989) identity processing style model and include: the information-oriented style
characterized by adolescents that practice active exploration and reflection when developing
identity, the normative style in which adolescents are more likely to look to family and peer
groups when making decisions about identity, and the diffuse-avoidant style exemplified by
adolescents who delay the process of making commitments about identity issues (Crocetti et al.,
2014). The results of the self-report questionnaire found that adolescents demonstrating the
information-oriented style reported the most civic engagement. Consistent with previous
findings, those adolescents that took a more active approach to identity exploration were more
likely to be involved in civic activities (Crocetti et al., 2012; Crocetti et al., 2014). A more
sophisticated process of identity development in which the adolescent is actively exploring,
considering, and reflecting upon various identity issues is highly correlated with civic
engagement (Crocetti et al., 2012; 2014; Pancer et al., 2007). Adolescent beliefs about the self
and beliefs about the self within the context of civic life (civic efficacy) also appear to have a
strong relationship with civic engagement. In the following section, studies examining the
relationship of civic beliefs and values to civic engagement will be discussed.
Civic Beliefs and Values
While civic engagement is encouraged in adolescence, participation in political and nonpolitical community activities varies between individuals. Civic engagement is accompanied by
the development of values and beliefs that are associated with a commitment to one’s community
and feelings of social responsibility. Awareness and agency are prerequisite to values and
beliefs that might support civic action. In an exploratory qualitative study of 22 students from
four California high schools, Ballard (2014) explored the question of what motivations and
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barriers are faced by youth for civic involvement and found that the primary motivating factors
for participants were issues that were self-relevant and the belief that one could contribute
productively to enacting civic action. Such motivators indicate orientations toward high selfefficacy and high civic-efficacy, a term sometimes labeled citizenship self-efficacy.
Citizenship self-efficacy includes the belief that one can make a positive difference in
one’s community through civic actions and behaviors (Manganelli et al., 2015). Youth motivated
by a specific action or cause presumably feel confident in their ability to make a difference as an
individual as well as feel confident in the process of civic engagement. Utilizing data from 3,352
Italian eighth-grade students who participated in the IEA 2009 survey, a closer examination of
the variables of civic self-efficacy, civic engagement, and open classroom climate was conducted
using statistical modeling techniques (Manganelli et al., 2015). A positive relationship was
found between open classroom climate and civic engagement mediated by citizenship selfefficacy (Manganelli et al., 2015). An effective educator may scaffold opportunities for students
to feel confident practicing civic skills and behaviors within a caring and comfortable classroom
environment. An open classroom climate leads to a sense of citizenship self-efficacy, which in
turn leads to active civic engagement (Manganelli et al., 2015). While these results specifically
describe a population of Italian eighth-grade students, further research might uncover a similar
mediating role of citizenship self-efficacy in other populations. The role of the teacher is crucial
in creating an environment that is caring, safe, and open enough to allow for the free discussion
of potentially politically charged issues.
In a study of 1,578 high school seniors in three regions in California, Malin, Ballard, and
Damon (2015) employed a two-wave longitudinal design that included an initial survey and
follow-up interviews at a second time point in order to examine the construct of civic purpose.
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Civic purpose is used explicitly to describe positive civic development of adolescence through
the consideration of motivation, current civic activities, and future-oriented civic action in
measuring adolescents’ meaningful commitments to civic life (Malin et al., 2015). The
participants in the first wave of interviews were students selected by school officials as either
“civic exemplars” or “typical students” (N=50). The second wave of interviews followed up
with the same students two years later, especially with regard to the outcomes of their previous
civic intentions (N=34). Three main factors emerged from the process of analytic coding of
interview transcriptions as significantly contributing to civic purpose: identity salience, beliefs
and values, and an invitation from adults (Malin et al., 2015). Youth with high scores for civic
purpose had participant identity, and were often drawn to civic participation in connection to
issues impacting their social identities (Malin et al., 2015). For instance, immigrant youth were
more likely to be drawn to civic activities dealing with the issue of immigration. Immigration
was a common issue among a participant sample consisting of 46% Latino, 29% Asian, 6%
African-American, 8% White, and 11% students identifying as other. The diverse ethnicities,
socioeconomic statuses, and immigrant statuses of the participants provides an important glimpse
into a unique sample of the population, minority youth in particular. Personal and social
identities motivate students to engage in civic activities and help adolescents to develop civic
purpose. The demographics of this sample are likely unique to the region in which this study
was conducted, with a notably large proportion of Latino participants. However, the qualitative
nature of this research allows for the voices of adolescent participants to contribute to the
analysis of the construct of civic purpose. The results of this study demonstrate a need for
further inquiry into the ways in which personal and social identities influence civic participation
in adolescence, and in turn, civic purpose. Civic beliefs and values are essential components of
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civic identity. The fostering of positive civic identity development in students through
encouragement of exploration may serve as a motivating factor for later civic action.
Civic Identity Development
Civic identity development is a commitment to one’s community and feelings of social
responsibility (Malin et al., 2015; Pancer et al., 2007). In a grounded theory study aimed to
describe the construction of civic identity in diverse youth, Rubin (2007) observed the enactment
of two Socratic seminar discussion activities focusing on the foundational democratic principles,
one examining the Bill of Rights and the other, the Pledge of Allegiance. Students in four public
high schools in New Jersey were able to assess, clarify, and negotiate their civic values and
beliefs through classroom discourse. Following the Socratic seminars, Rubin (2007) conducted
semi-structured interviews with five students from each of the four participating schools (N=20).
The participating schools included two middle schools and two high schools, varying in average
socioeconomic status (SES) and racial diversity. Although no specific sampling method is
described, the interview participants came from a diversity of SES and racial backgrounds.
Through constant comparative methods, Rubin (2007) was able to distinguish between
different classifications of adolescent civic identity development based upon SES. Students from
lower-SES schools were more likely to enter into classroom discussion of democratic ideals from
a place of discouragement and move towards empowerment, while their higher-SES counterparts
began the Socratic seminars with a sense of complacency and developed awareness. Following
the Socratic seminar, student complacency in higher-SES classrooms moved more easily beyond
awareness to engagement with the observation of an open classroom climate (Rubin, 2007).
Overall, engagement was most likely to be observed in the data in diverse classrooms in which
students were exposed to multiple perspectives (Rubin, 2007).
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Rubin (2007) highlights the local construction of civic identity of adolescents within
school and classroom contexts that mirror structural inequalities of society. Considering the
impact of context on civic identity development, it is possible that important differences might
exist between the progress of middle and high school students within the Socratic Seminars.
Nonetheless, the empirical support for the development of civic values within context,
specifically for economically disadvantaged and diverse youth, is significant for future research.
Discussion of controversial issues. In a study of a controversial public issues (CPI)
social studies course focused on teaching students to be effective participants in discussion, Hess
and Posselt (2002) describe the experiences of students through multiple methods includes a preand post- course questionnaire, classroom observations, and interviews with teachers and
students. The CPI course was centered upon five major issues and scored discussions. Students
had a generally positive attitude toward discussion and believed that discussion was engaging,
although they had mixed feelings toward mandatory and graded participation. Students also
differed in terms of their favorite issues with relevance to their lives appearing to play a role.
Students’ ability to participate improved over the course of the semester. The results of this
study provide empirical support for fostering students’ abilities to participate effectively in
democratic discussion. However, the specific scope of this CPI course may have limited the
potential pool of participants and thus the overall intended outcomes for the student population
of the school in which it was offered. Additional research is needed to understand the impacts of
purposeful practice of democratic discussion within core social studies content areas.
In a general consideration of discussion in the social studies, Hess (2004) suggests that
the open discussion of societal issues in the classroom has the potential to foster critical thinking
and motivate political engagement. The regular practice of discussion in the social studies
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classroom allows students have the opportunity to make unique and meaningful contributions
and develop their abilities to “articulate their understandings of a questions, explain their
arguments, listen to how others think through the same question, and challenge others’ responses
(p. 153). Discussion of controversial issues has been linked with outcomes such as increased
tolerance, support for democratic values, and future civic behavior (Hess, 2004). Effective
discussion requires preparation, facilitation, and the cultivation of an open classroom climate on
the part of the teacher. The potential benefits of discussion in the social studies indicate that this
tool may play an important role in the development of civic identity in students.
Moral and political identity. While Rubin (2007) investigated the clarification of civic
values within the classroom context in terms of agency and awareness, Porter (2013) provides a
large-scale, quantitative approach to the nuances in civic identity development that mediate
different selections in civic behaviors. Utilizing data from the larger study focusing on the civic
engagement of California’s immigrant youth (N=1,578), Porter (2013) utilized the Youth
Inventory for Involvement (YII) and Civic Identity Scale measures to distinguish between the
types of civic activities in which adolescents engage, as well as the centrality of moral and
political motivations to their identities. With consideration of context, Porter (2013) also viewed
reports of parent civic involvement, peer civic involvement, and civic opportunities at school.
Situating the individual development of adolescents’ values within wider contexts provides a
clearer picture of the experiences of adolescents with regard to civic engagement. In the study of
immigrant youth, an important reality to consider is that students participating in the study likely
had parents that could not participate in the political arena of their country of origin and may also
face limited access in the United States (Porter, 2013).
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Key findings of the study reveal an important difference between moral and political
identity in adolescents. A moral identity was more positively related to volunteerism with
negative correlations to some political actions, while a political identity was more positively
related to political action, but not related to nonpolitical volunteering (Porter, 2013). Students
are easily disengaged by the conflict and corruption that is often associated with politics.
However, such perceptions are unrelated to students incorporating more neutral civic activities
into their own civic identity. The examination of such constructs in an often-underrepresented
population is especially valuable for educators of immigrant youth in California, and other
regions of the United States with large immigrant populations. However, these results may not
be generalizable to the rest of the nation.
Together, the studies of Rubin (2007) and Porter (2013) demonstrate that civic identity
development occurs within specific contexts and that varying civic values and beliefs that
adolescents commit to as a part of that development may manifest in distinct forms of civic
action. Both studies open the door to research questions pertaining to the origins of civic values
of beliefs and associated outcomes. Civic values and beliefs positioned toward activism and
social responsibility are indispensible features of effective citizenship (NCSS, 2001; Noddings,
2013, Westheimer, 2015). Noddings (2013) suggests that the purposes of schooling are to help
students have a meaningful personal life, satisfying occupation, and fulfill the responsibilities of
citizenship. As such, it is necessary for educators to consider the ways in which teachers and
schools may better serve the psychosocial and civic identity development of students.
School-based Identity Interventions
Teachers as agents of identity formation. Harrell-Levy and Kerpelman (2010) describe
transformative pedagogy as an instructional style in which the teacher seeks to offer diverse
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perspectives in such a way as to actively change the worldview of students in the classroom.
Research involving transformative pedagogies suggests that teachers might play a role in support
adolescent identity exploration by putting students into a position in which they must ask
questions and reconsider their personal beliefs in order to engage with curricular content
(Harrell-Levy & Kerpelman, 2010). Transformative pedagogy requires the cultivation of
positive teacher-student relationships that allow for teachers to challenge students’ current
identity commitments and offer alternative viewpoints for the process of in-depth exploration
described above. Additionally, a classroom community of care and respect allows students to act
as identity agents for one another by challenging one another’s conclusions in a thoughtful way,
and remaining open to feedback and criticism (Harrell-Levy & Kerpelman, 2010). The value
placed on student opinions and the routine use of feedback from teachers and peers provides a
foundation for reflection in-depth identity exploration among adolescent students. Harrell-Levy
and Kerpelman (2010) suggest transformative pedagogy is designed to promote healthy identity
development in adolescents and such practices should become the norm in secondary education.
The adoption of a transformative pedagogical approach requires a clear blueprint for the typical
classroom teacher. Below is a discussion of four design-based principles for cultivating an
exploratory orientation in adolescent students.
Exploratory orientation in educational settings. In an introductory article on
exploratory orientation as an educational goal, Flum and Kaplan (2006) propose the idea of
identity exploration as an educational outcome as a means of moving beyond the retention of
knowledge and define exploration as “a deliberate internal or external action of seeking and
processing information in relation to the self” (p. 100). Flum and Kaplan (2006) suggest that an
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exploratory orientation should be both a goal for educators in the design of curriculum and
instruction, and a process embraced by students as they engage in their schoolwork.
Kaplan and colleagues (2014) describe the use of academic interventions utilizing four
design-based principles that afford students the opportunity to explore their identities in relation
to academic content. The design principles are: (1) the promotion of self-relevance, (2)
triggering identity exploration, (3) facilitating a sense of safety, and (4) scaffolding exploratory
actions (Kaplan et al., 2014). The determination of self-relevance of content is a meaningful
practice that enhances learning and intrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan, 2000). Researchers
utilized both qualitative and quantitative methods to examine the use of the design principles in
an environmental education course sponsored by the Israeli government, and in literature and
mathematics courses in an Israeli youth eco-village/boarding school. In Israel – a country facing
immediate environmental, social, and geopolitical issues – the public is looking to school to
produce thoughtful and effective leaders, students with a clear sense of identity and thus,
purpose. In a review of several school-based programs across Israel, Kaplan, Sinai, and Flum
(2014) focus upon three design-based interventions aimed at cultivating adolescent identity
exploration. In each study, the units of analysis were the subjective experiences of individual
students. At one site, teacher professional development on how to implement the intervention
was included as a part of the study. The promotion of professional identity exploration as a
means to encourage educators to adopt this approach increases educators’ sense of autonomy
with regard to design-based interventions and facilitates the development of authentic curricular
tasks. Ultimately, the studies found “that activities designed according to the principles of
promoting identity exploration do, indeed, promote identity exploration actions, although not
among all students or in all contexts” (p. 275). In taking a closer look at the experiences
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described by individual students, the researchers found that the function of instructional
strategies differed across students. For instance, in preparation for a unit on poetry in a literature
class, students were prompted to complete the sentence, “My childhood was…” In one example,
a student found that this activity triggered exploration of childhood feelings, while another found
this activity to be a helpful support in deepening exploration that had already taken place. As
with most classroom activities, there were also some students that did not find meaning in the
poem activity and still some that did not put in time or effort to complete the activity. Overall,
the findings highlight that students at different stages of identity development will have different
takeaways from lessons intended to promote identity exploration. Additionally, the promotion of
self-relevance is key to helping students find personal meanings in instructional activities.
The exploration and formation of identity is a process that occurs both within and outside
of the school context. In order to provide a developmentally responsive curriculum, educators
must consider the ways in which the design of their classroom activities helps or hinders their
students’ identity processes. One way in which educators might accomplish the aim of
supporting identity formation is through and emphasis on meeting the basic psychological needs
of their students.
Need-supportive teaching. Deci and Ryan’s (2000) Self-determination theory
postulates that humans have three basic psychological needs that are necessary for positive
growth and optimal life satisfaction. These needs include: competence, the ability to feel capable
or industrious in one’s work, autonomy, the freedom to act upon one’s own volition, and
relatedness, the sense of belonging that accompanies meaningful social connection. The
satisfaction of these needs is necessary for the enjoyment of tasks and behaviors and is
associated with intrinsic motivation in that need-satisfying behaviors are intrinsically motivating
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(Deci & Ryan, 2000). Need-fulfillment in the classroom setting is a helpful tool to address
concerns of student engagement and consequently, identity formation.
The need for autonomy is especially significant at the secondary level as adolescents are
seeking ways to assert independence from the family and other social institutions. Autonomy is
often associated with freedom of choice. Assor, Kaplan, and Roth (2002) administered
questionnaires designed to reveal perceptions of teacher behaviors to 862 Israeli-Jewish students
in grades 3 – 8 at three different schools. Results indicate that students perceive providing
choice in curricular tasks as autonomy-supportive, but the promotion of relevance was more
important when it came to student perceptions of autonomy support in the classroom. The
promotion of relevance requires the teacher to get to know students on a personal level and
understand their interests, similar to the tenets of transformative pedagogy (Assor, Kaplan, &
Roth, 2002; Harrell-Levy & Kerpelman, 2010).
However, it has also been found that too much choice may actually be prohibitive and
result in negative student outcomes (Assor et al., 2002). Researchers have found that choice in
curricular tasks creates an open space that may allow students to realize fulfill personal goals and
interests, but may also be problematic for students who have not yet developed clear personal
goals or interests, or for students who do not see a connection between schoolwork and their
goals and interests. The potentially negative impact of choice most likely stems from need for
both autonomy support and structure in the classroom environment. The teacher’s task is to get
to know students’ in such a way that allows them to bridge the gap between student interests and
schoolwork or assist student in developing interests (Assor et al, 2002).
Jang, Reeve, and Deci (2010) conducted a study of 133 public high school classrooms in
the Midwest utilizing classroom observations and student questionnaires to further investigate
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the impact of teacher autonomy support and structure on student engagement. Results revealed a
complementary nature of autonomy support and structure with student engagement highest when
both instructional styles were present. In fact, clarity of instructions, a plan of action, and
informational feedback were valued and desirable elements of structure for students. Needsupportive teaching, especially autonomy-support, is instrumental in increasing student
engagement (Assor et al., 2002; Jang, Reeve, & Deci, 2010).
In a review and analysis of 71 empirical studies on the effect of need supportive teaching
on adolescent motivation and engagement in school since 1990, Stroet, Opdenakker, and
Minnaert (2013) found that when focusing on student perceptions of need supportive teaching
there is a positive relationship between need supportive teaching and students’ motivation
engagement. In this review, the authors focused on the three dimensions of need support:
autonomy support, structure, and involvement as they relate to the constructs of selfdetermination theory: autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Notably, student perceptions of
need supportive teaching were concluded as essential to the positive associations with motivation
and engagement. A need-supportive environment may also play a role in identity exploration
and civic identity development.
Social Studies Instruction for Civic Identity Development
The role of the social studies teacher is to engage students in targeted civic learning
opportunities allowing for in-depth exploration of civic identity. In a large-scale quantitative
study in Chicago, Kahne and Sporte (2008) used regularly collected survey data from Chicago
Public Schools (CPS) to discover the impact of classroom civic goals on student commitments to
civic participation. Kahne and Sporte (2008) examined survey data from a predominantly lowincome African American population. The findings from the study reveal that classroom
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experiences have a significant impact on students’ commitment to civic participation. Betweenschool differences point to larger effects of community context and the presence of civic
participation opportunities in neighborhoods may also lead to civic commitments by the
adolescent (Kahne & Sporte, 2008). Self-report data was used to assess commitments to civic
participation and several measures within the survey were assessed by single-items, such as
service learning experience and participation in extracurricular activities. Nevertheless, the
findings suggest teacher targeting of specific civic learning outcomes can support the adolescent
development of commitments to civic participation in urban schools (Kahne & Sporte, 2008).
When adults are active in promoting civic commitments both in communities and in classrooms,
they provide prosocial models for adolescents that have important implications for development.
Classroom teachers have the unique opportunity to invite students to explore various
civic identity commitments through the process of engaging in social studies curriculum. In a
study of transformative teaching and positive identity development, Harrell-Levy, Kerpelman,
and Henry (2016) conducted interviews with former students about their memories and
reflections regarding a mandatory Transformative Social Justice (TSJ) course taken in high
school. Specifically, the researchers were looking to explore factors from the course
contributing to identity exploration and beliefs about civic responsibility. Although the
exemplary case design and convenience sampling may limit the generalizability of the study,
major themes emerged from the data, including the prevalence of students going on to participate
in helping professions and feelings of empowerment that developed as a result of the supportive
classroom context (Harrell-Levy et al., 2016). Students in the class were also able to engage in
discussions with other students from diverse perspectives, which allowed for the consideration
and re-consideration of positions of social advantage, entertainment of notions of cultural
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relativity, and reductions in social judgments (Harrell-Levy et al., 2016). The explicit teaching
of social justice by transformative teachers has the potential to directly impact civic identity
development. The qualitative case study approach of Harrell-Levy and colleagues (2016) is
helpful in initiating a dialogue about TSJ curriculum. However, more research is needed to
highlight specific learning opportunities as they are occurring, rather than asking former students
to reflect and recall memories from year’s prior. Additionally, many schools do not have the
appropriate funding, personnel, or support to implement TSJ courses in the wider curriculum.
Systematic examination of civic identity development in core social studies courses is necessary
to provide a more clear and representative view of civic identity development.
In social studies education, there are certain strategies and activities that are more
effective in achieving student engagement than others, but are these strategies also effective for
cultivating civic engagement and thus, civic identity development? Lo (2017) explored the ways
in which the practice of simulations and role-play can influence practice-linked political
identities for two students of color in an Advanced Placement high school U.S. Government
course. According to Lo (2017), practice-linked identities are identities that individuals assume
and construct that are linked with participation in specific social or cultural practices. In this
study student civic identities include specific practice-linked identities with regard to political
practices. The data collected for a comparative case study analysis was a part of larger study on
project-based learning (PBL) conducted in a large, urban high school in a mid-sized Midwestern
city with 66% of students receiving free and reduced lunch, in which a U.S. Government and
Politics course was taught primarily through the implementation of five simulations (Lo, 2017).
Lo (2017) conducted three sets of semi-structured interviews with two students of color at the
beginning, middle, and end of the simulation course. While results of a larger study are
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necessary to generalize the findings presented, an in-depth analysis of the experiences of two
students provides rich details regarding the value of implementing role-play and simulations in a
government course. Students engaging in the simulations exhibited increases in political
efficacy, open-mindedness, and political understanding (Lo, 2017). Engagement with and in
these simulations positively influenced students’ practice-linked identities (Lo, 2017).
Practice-linked identities suggest an identity development that occurs within the larger
context of social practice. Sociocultural theory considers the ways in which the self is positioned
socially. Over the course of the simulation, students’ practice-linked identities came to be
defined by political action and empowerment, as compared with the start of the simulation in
which both students exhibited little political efficacy (Lo, 2017).
Practice-linked identities support civic identities in terms of the development and
commitment to civic skills and behaviors that are a part of social practice. Simulations are a
social studies method that may contribute positively to civic identity development in students,
especially for students attending an urban school impacted by high rates of poverty (Lo, 2017).
More research is needed on simulations and other social studies teaching methods that are
effective in the development of civic identities. Additionally, it may be helpful to consider other
methods of social studies of instruction by which such practice-linked identities may be
activated.
With respect to core social studies coursework, civics or government courses are
typically the first to come to mind when considering how best to support civic identity
development. However, one group of researchers chose to look at more expansive definitions of
civic identity in a high school world history course. In a major urban center in the eastern
portion of the United States, researchers Myers, McBride, and Anderson (2015) studied the
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particular role of classroom discussions in supporting identity work within the context of five
high school world history classrooms (N=23). The world history classroom as a context for
civic identity development magnifies notions of citizenship to include not only traditional
national civic identity, but also conceptions of global civic identity in students (Myers et al.,
2015). In this study researchers and teachers worked collaboratively to plan four discussions
over the course of the semester with guiding questions focused upon global citizenship and social
responsibility. The discussions were audio-recorded and transcribed from each of the five
participating classrooms, providing a wealth of data. The researchers used constant comparative
methods to analyze discussion transcripts for themes such as allegiance to country, participation,
and personal relevance. Discussion was shown to be a powerful tool for students to explore a
wide range of identity positions (Myers et al., 2015). Another major finding from this study was
that students identified multiple pathways to citizenship and that civic identity was not fixed, but
rather situation-specific (Myers et al., 2015).
Civic identity is a dynamic construct that is subject to change given the diversity of
stances an individual might take on various social issues and differing levels of citizenship (i.e.
national or global). Given large-scale survey data, interviews with students, and classroom
observations, it seems as though the social studies core curriculum may provide unique
opportunities for educators to extend an invitation students to explore civic identity commitments
on an individual, community, national, and/or international levels through targeted civic learning
opportunities.
Summary
In our increasing interdependent and globalized world, the purposeful cultivation of civic
identity during adolescence is necessary for the continued preservation and progress of modern
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society. In order to address civic identity development, one must first consider the processes of
psychosocial identity development. The domains of Erikson’s (1950) original theory of identity
included citizenship and civic life. The processes of identity exploration and reconsideration of
commitments includes exploration of civic beliefs and values and commitments to certain civic
attitudes. Accordingly, there is support for the links between civic engagement and identity
processes (Crocetti et al., 2012; Crocetti et al., 2014; Pancer et al., 2007).
Civic identity moves beyond civic engagement to include both participation in civic
activities and beliefs and values such as civic efficacy (Rubin, 2007). Civic identity
development occurs when adolescents internalize civic values and beliefs through the process of
integrating civic knowledge and skills with personal experience. Educators have an opportunity
to capitalize on students’ personal experiences and values by fostering need-supportive
classrooms that encourage sharing of ideas, identity exploration, and present appropriate
challenges and feedback (Harrell-Levy & Kerpelman, 2010). The most apt environment for such
development is in the social studies classroom (Duplass, 2017). As Duplass (2017) posits,
“social studies teachers’ role in the identity cycle is to create manageable challenges for students
through the consideration of things that matter and nurture students through the emotional and
intellectual consideration on their way to a more democratic ideology” (p. 51). Social studies
educators must consider the ways in which they may purposefully scaffold the process of identity
exploration within their classrooms. Adolescent identity development will take place with or
without the intentional involvement of educators. The needs of our 21st century society call for
more purposeful interventions designed to encourage students to thoughtfully consider and
reflect upon their identity commitments.
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Chapter Three:
Methods
Introduction
Social studies educators must focus on facilitating the development of effective citizens
through relevant and meaningful instruction (Duplass, 2017; NCSS, 2013b; Noddings, 2013). If
we are to foster citizenship in students, we must first promote their development as individuals.
In many ways, social studies educators are already helping students to develop a firm sense of
identity through active engagement with content and with their communities and world. The
purpose of this study is: (1) to investigate how high school students describe civic identity
development and identity exploration in a social studies classroom, (2) to describe the ways in
which students perceive support for identity exploration from their high school social studies
teacher, and (3) examine the ways in which adolescent civic identity development may be related
to identity exploration in a high school social studies classroom.
This study describes adolescent identity exploration and civic identity development
through a constructivist epistemology. The collection and analysis of data from a constructivist
approach is intended to allow for an understanding of adolescent identity exploration to be
derived from those experiencing it firsthand – the teacher and students in a classroom (Sipe &
Constable, 1996). In line with a constructivist paradigm, the use of qualitative methods allows
for the collection of data describing students’ experiences of identity exploration and civic
identity development within the classroom context (Lincoln, Lynham, & Guba, 2011). The
constructs of adolescent identity exploration and civic identity development were interpreted
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utilizing the qualitative methods of interviews, classroom observations, and artifact analysis
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2013). The following research questions serve to structure the analysis and
interpretation of data:
1. In what ways do twelfth-grade students express their civic identity in a U.S. Government
classroom?
2. In what ways do twelfth-grade students describe their experience of identity exploration
and civic identity development in relation to activities and assignments in their U.S.
Government classroom?
3. In what ways do twelfth-grade students describe support for identity exploration and civic
identity development by their U.S. Government teacher?
4. In what ways do individual differences in civic identity development explain potential
differences in the experience of identity exploration among twelfth-grade students in a
U.S. Government classroom?
Research Design
The study was conducted using a qualitative multiple case study design over the course of
a three-month period during the academic year. Five student participants each served as
individual cases, and the teacher participant provided secondary evidence and context to support
the analysis of the individual cases. The qualitative case study has been adapted from the
anthropological technique of ethnography (Lichtman, 2013). In ethnography, a researcher relies
upon observation of, and sometimes participation in, a culture to develop a systematic
description of that culture. The research focused on student participation in the activities and
discussion in a 12th grade U.S. Government classroom, students’ reflections on their
participation, and a teacher’s insights into scaffolds and supports provided for adolescent identity
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exploration and civic identity development. According to Stake (2006), “the power of case study
is in its attention to the local situation, not in how it represents other cases in general” (p. 8).
Focusing on the activities of a single classroom allowed for in-depth understanding of the
identity processes taking place, and the instructional methods used to foster such processes
among the students in a high school U.S. Government classroom. In a case study design it is
important to identify the units of analysis (Yin, 2018). For this study, individual students in the
classroom served as the units of analysis. Although the students shared a high school social
studies classroom and teacher as a common context, each student brings in his or her own lived
experiences, values, and attitudes representing multiple individual contexts for identity
exploration, and each represented an individual case. For each individual case, multiple sources
of information were considered, including classroom observations, interviews, and artifact
analysis (Creswell, 2013).
Multiple Case Study Approach
In this multiple case study design, five students were selected to create what Stake (2006)
refers to as a “quintain”. The term “quintain” has its orgin in the medieval military exercise of
tilting or jousting, and refers to the post set up as a target. Stake (2006) defines “a quintain [as]
an object or phenomenon or condition to be studied – a target, but not a bullseye.” (p.6). In other
words, “For the proverbial blind men describing an elephant, the elephant is the quintain” (Stake,
2006, p. 6). The subjective experience of each participant with identity exploration in the U.S.
Government classroom was the primary focus of this multiple case study. By examining the
classroom behaviors of participants representing different civic identity types and their identity
exploration, I was able to provide a more complete picture of adolescent identity exploration and
civic identity development in relation to the assignments and activities in an AP U.S.
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Government classroom. A single case would be analogous to the bullseye Stake (2006)
describes in his definition of a quintain. Investigation of multiple cases of students in varying
statuses of civic identity development allowed for a more contextualized understanding of
occurrences in the classroom related to identity exploration and civic identity development.
Valdéz (2016) employed the methodology of creating a collective case study to describe the
behaviors of students in various identity statuses, in which students of different identity statuses
as defined by Marcia (1966) were selected as quintain to examine online Facebook behaviors.
This study followed a similar pattern and expands upon this work by looking at classroom
behaviors as they vary by civic identity status.
In this study, the quintain is be made up of five students representing the four quadrants
of Rubin’s (2007) civic identity typology framework, with the intention of including at least one
participant for each quadrant of civic identity, which will henceforth be referred to as civic
identity statuses. According to Stake (2006), the cases selected in a multiple case study should
be relevant to the understanding of the quintain, should provide diversity, and opportunities to
learn about contexts. Students were selected on the basis of variance in civic identity status (to
be determined by an initial writing sample) in order to better understand identity exploration and
civic identity development in a U.S. Government classroom.
Participants
School context. Participants attend a mid-sized (total student population: 598) non-profit,
public charter high school in a metropolitan area in the southeastern United States, serving the
eighth largest school district in the nation. Positioned in a southern state with conservative
leanings, the school has adopted a recent statute into its student handbook that recently passed
the state legislature declaring that the pledge of allegiance must be recited each day and that
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students wishing to excused from standing and stating the pledge must have a letter on file at the
school with their parents’ excusal. At the time of this study, one student in the senior cohort had
a letter on file excusing her from participating in the pledge. The state in which the school
resides requires all students to take a civics course in seventh grade accompanied by a statewide
end-of-course exam in addition to the requirement of a high school government course. While
students in the surrounding county traditionally take the half-credit government course in the
ninth grade year, students at this school take the half-credit government course in tandem with a
required half-credit economics course during their senior year.
As a public charter school, the high school is accessible to students across the school
district and entry is granted based upon a lottery system. Each school year, the lottery
application system becomes available in the fall semester for the following school year and
closes in the first weeks of January. There are 150 seats available per grade level, with 600 total
seats in the school. Each year, applications well exceed the school’s enrollment limit with
waitlists hundreds of students long. The school uses an independent, automated lottery system to
ensure transparency and fairness in the application process. There are no application parameters
on the lottery system, so students of all ability levels, socioeconomic statuses, and racial/ethnic
backgrounds have an equal opportunity to be selected for enrollment. Once enrolled, the school
does ask all parents to volunteer at least 20 hours per year to assist with on-campus events.
However, there is no penalty involved for lack of volunteering. The school also asks families for
various classroom fees typical of any high school for items such as laboratory costs or
supplemental materials, in addition to periodic fundraising requests. A key element that
differentiates a public charter school from the traditional public school system is the lack of
transportation. Students and families must locate their own transportation, which assumes a
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certain level of parental involvement. The Parent Advisory Council sponsors a carpooling
listserv to help connect families living in nearby neighborhoods, however the school does not
participate in coordination of carpooling.
The school demographics include 55% students of color and 16% of students with free or
reduced lunch. The participants were members of a yearlong Advanced Placement (AP) United
States Government and Politics course with demographics that differ from the makeup of the
school with significantly more female students than males, and more students that identify their
race as white than students who identify as persons of color. Students at the school self-selected
enrollment in AP U.S. Government as opposed to U.S. Government Honors, which is also
offered at the school, or on-level U.S. Government, which may be taken in an online or night
school setting. The demographic breakdown in the AP U.S. Government course at the school is
not entirely dissimilar to the national demographic breakdown of students taking AP
examinations. College Board (2018a) reports that among students that took AP examinations in
2017, 55% were female and 45% were male. Additionally, self-identified racial demographics
for AP exams in 2017 included: 51% White, 22% Hispanic, 15% Asian, 6% Black, 4 % Mixed,
and 2% other (College Board, 2018a).
Classroom context. At the time of the study, the teacher of this AP U.S. Government
and Politics course was in her fourth year of teaching the course, and her sixth year of teaching.
The teacher of the course consistently uses a variety of classroom discussion techniques and
cooperative learning activities, so much so that she is recognized as a leader in the school for her
instructional practice. Active participation in classroom discussion and activities are well-known
expectations among students enrolled in her courses. Although students elect to take the AP
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level course, U.S. Government is a part of the social studies core curriculum and this course
fulfills a graduation requirement for the school, district, and state.
A distinction of this course is that students elected to participate in the AP program.
Students enrolled in the course have already made an “identity statement” by selecting the
advanced course option over regular or honors level United States Government. I find student
selection of the course to be a desirable constant among the selected cases because it implies that
all students have at least some degree of interest in U.S. Government and Politics, while students
enrolled in the more general contexts vary greatly in their interest in the subject. The classroom
demographics include 24 students (20 females and 4 males) with self-identified racial
demographics as follows: 15 White, 4 Hispanic, 1 Black, 2 Asian, and 2 Multiracial. Students
selected enrollment into the course during the prior school year, with demographics varying
widely from year to year. The demographics of AP classes often do not match the larger
demographics of the school described above. During 2017 – 2018 academic school year, the
racial demographic breakdown of the school included: 46.7% White, 24.9% Hispanic, 18.5%
Black, 4,8% Asian, and 5.1% Multiracial. While the gender breakdown was 56.6% females and
43.4% male.
In order to be eligible for the AP program, students must submit two teacher
recommendations given in the form of signatures on a specified form by a specified date during
the previous school year. The school offers a variety of AP courses across the curriculum
beginning in the ninth grade year. Although evidence for such distinctions is anecdotal, teachers
describe AP students at the school as tending to be more dedicated to their studies outside of the
classroom, and more likely to make productive contributions to activities within the classroom.
AP students often travel together in groups from class to class as the master schedule does not
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permit much flexibility with regard to multiple sections of advanced courses due to the small
population of the school. Because of this fact, students in AP courses are usually familiar with
one another if not already acquainted.
The AP U.S. Government and Politics course was redesigned for the 2018 – 2019
academic year, and underwent a subsequent update the following year with the introduction of
College Board’s “AP Classroom” online platform. The main addition to the course description
from the year prior was the inclusion of a civic engagement project (College Board, 2018b). The
teacher of the course chose to assign this project in the spring semester following the research
period during the “Political Participation” Unit. AP U.S. Government and Politics can be
implemented as either a semester-long or yearlong course (College Board, 2019). The classroom
in this study utilized the yearlong model to provide ample opportunity for students to develop indepth understandings of U.S. Government. The AP U.S. Government course is designed around
disciplinary practices and reasoning processes that focus on higher-order thinking skills such as
application, analysis, and argumentation, while founded on the five big ideas of: (1)
constitutionalism, (2) liberty and order, (3) civic participation in a representative democracy, (4)
competing policy-making interests, and (5) methods of political analysis (College Board, 2018b).
College Board (2018b) also requires specific foundational documents and Supreme Court cases
to be covered within the scope of the course.
The teacher of the course regularly employs formalized structures for cooperative
learning classroom lessons. Kagan (1990) defines structures as “content- free ways of
organizing social interaction in the classroom” (p.12). The use of such structures allows for
increased student engagement and can be used frequently with a range of content topics (Kagan,
1990). Additionally, the teacher assigns debates and Socratic Seminars as summative
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assessments in her course. In whole class debates or Socratic Seminars, students interact with
one another in discussion following general guidelines given by the teacher prior to the activity.
The guidelines for debates and Socratic Seminars remain consistent throughout the school year,
although expectations of student performance increase over time. The teacher of the class does
not participate in debates, but rather acts as a facilitator at times if students stray too far from the
specified content area topic or have questions. The teacher introduces the topic to students prior
to the class period in which formal debate takes place in order to provide students with ample
time to prepare. Students are assigned to a position prior to class debates. Sometimes students’
debate positions align with students’ previously held beliefs, sometimes the teacher challenged
students to take on the opposing point of view, and sometimes the teacher randomly selects
students to take on either position. The teacher also provides a summary and debrief for students
after debate is finished in order to clarify any misunderstandings or lingering questions and
concludes the activity.
Population. The population of this study includes adolescents enrolled in a senior-level
(12th grade) Advanced Placement U.S. Government & Politics course. Seniors in high school are
typically ages 16 to 18 years old. This specific age group represents middle to late adolescence.
In a review of literature, Côté (2009) found that an integrated self-concept is typically
established in early adolescence (ages 10 – 13 years), while consistency and coherence of
identity does not appear until late adolescence and sometimes not until early adulthood. The
experiences of middle and late adolescents with regard to civic identity development are unique,
with the latter more likely to engage in the most fundamental act of citizenship – voting – within
a shorter time of the completion of a high school civics course. The age range studied provides
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insight into a time period in which identity exploration and civic identity development should be
taking place.
Recruitment. Recruitment of participants took place once appropriate permissions were
granted through IRB, the charter school principal, and the teacher of the U.S. Government class.
In addition to the course content and age of the students enrolled in the senior-level U.S.
Government class, this class was selected for two additional purposes. First, I taught the honors
level U.S. Government class at the school. So students were not be enrolled in a government
course with me during the duration of the study. This removed a potential conflict of interest, in
that I was not administering grades to any students participating in the study. Second, by
students’ senior year at the school they have become familiar with the faculty either through
enrolling in their courses or interacting with them around the school and at various events. This
provided the possibility of an established rapport between participants in the study.
Additionally, the teacher of this class also teaches 11th grade AP U.S. History, so it was also
likely that there was an established rapport between her and the participants.
Students enrolled in one of my other courses at the time of the study were excluded from
participation, of which there were two. I did not exclude former students because this would
have effectively eliminated 11 additional students from the already limited recruitment pool.
The elimination of former students would have also created the unnecessary constraint of
removing students who had previously enrolled in AP Psychology. This constraint might have
further diminished the range of experiences of potential participants, so it was forgone.
The recruitment process had two phases. First, I invited all students enrolled in the
school’s single section of AP U.S. Government and Politics to participate in the study (24
students in total). Students who volunteered to participate in the study received a writing prompt
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(Appendix B) to complete following the submission of informed consent and assent forms. The
writing prompt was adapted from the Socratic seminars and follow-up interviews developed by
Rubin (2007) in her initial development of the civic identity typology. I explained the nature of
the research and distributed parental consent and student assent forms (Appendix C) to any
student who volunteered to participate. I read through the documents with students and was
careful to allow time to make clarifications and for students to ask questions. I emphasized to
students that participation was voluntary, and that participation in the study would not impact
their performance in their U.S. Government class or affect their performance in the school more
broadly, and that it would not influence their relationships with either their teacher or myself. I
informed students of measures to maintain confidentiality and underscored the point that they
could withdraw at any time. Students were provided with one week to return the assent and
consent forms. I reminded students of the deadline the class period prior to the deadline for
submission. I was available to answer questions from students and parents throughout the week.
The one-week time period provided participants with ample time to read through consent/assent
forms with their parents. I only reminded students once to return consent/assent forms so as to
not create unnecessary pressure to participate in the study.
Case Selection
Once assent and consent forms were returned, I needed to limit the sample size to five
participants. Students volunteering to participate in the study received a writing prompt
(Appendix B) to complete as a qualitative measure of their civic identity status (Rubin, 2007).
To my knowledge, there is not an established quantitative measurement tool for assessing civic
identity status within Rubin’s (2007) framework. I used deductive coding to analyze students’
written responses in order to determine their civic identity status utilizing codes created by and
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adapted from the coding manual developed by Rubin (2007) during the development of the civic
identity typology (Appendix G). I planned to select one participant representing each of the four
civic identity statuses: aware, complacent, empowered, and discouraged (Rubin, 2007).
However, given the constraints on participant selection of a single section of a course, I did not
find a student that fit into each quadrant. Given that participants did not represent each of the
four quadrants, I instead sought to find diversity on one of the two dimensions described in
Rubin’s (2007) civic typology. First, I sought participants with variance in experience related to
the ideals of the United States, either congruence or disjuncture. Then, for participants who had
similar experiences with the ideals of United States, I looked for diversity on the dimension of
civic participation. With limited diversity with respect to quadrants and dimensions of civic
identity type, participant selection also relied upon the selection criteria detailed below.
In a multiple case study, it is necessary for the individual cases to provide an opportunity
to study the phenomenon of interest. In this case it was necessary to utilize purposive sampling
in order to “build in a variety and create opportunities for intensive study” (Stake, 2006, p.24).
A case study design involves a substantial amount of effort on the part of the researcher. When
determining an appropriate number of cases for a multi-case study design, prudence is necessary
(Yin, 2018). Stake (2006) considers anywhere between four and ten cases appropriate to
constitute a quintain. Five cases were selected for this study in order to capture a variety of
student experiences of identity exploration, maintain a satisfactory quintain in the event of
attrition, and avoid over-saturation of data.
Case selection took place following an initial artifact analysis of a structured writing
prompt based upon Rubin’s (2007) grounded theory study of civic identity development (See
Appendix B for prompts). Deductive coding of discussion notes and transcripts was used to
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classify participants into the different statuses of Rubin’s (2007) framework for civic identity
development (See Data Analysis). The following criteria helped me to determine which
participants I would follow up with for further investigation:
1. Ability to commit to the research period
2. Ability to commit to the data collection protocol
3. Diversity of race/ethnicity
4. Diversity of gender
Ideally, these criteria would have afforded me at least one student in each of Rubin’s
civic identity development quadrants: discouraged, complacent, aware, and empowered.
However, without each civic identity quadrant represented, diversity of race/ethnicity and gender
were sought within a single civic identity status. Stake (2006) suggests that at least four cases
are necessary to understand the larger quintain, and that the benefits of rich description would
have been lost if the multi-case study exceeded ten cases.
Ability to commit to the research period as a criterion. A three-month period of data
collection was appropriate to capture routine occurrences in a U.S. Government classroom.
During a three-month period, observations revealed a range of instructional strategies and topics,
as well as at least one summative assessment. As a teacher, I wanted to be cognizant of the fact
that one-time occurrences in a classroom were not sufficient to capture students’ full experiences
of identity exploration and civic identity development within the classroom. In order to
appropriately address the research questions, it was necessary to observe students repeat
classroom routines over time in order to assess identity exploration and any changes in response
to instructional strategies that may take place. However, I wanted to be respectful of students’
time during their senior year, a period rife with deadlines and various commitments. I felt as
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though a three-month time period, along with the triangulation of data from multiple methods of
data collection, was adequate to achieve saturation of data (Fusch & Ness, 2015) without
imposing inordinately on students’ time.
Ability to commit to data collection protocol as a criterion. It was necessary to ensure
that participants were able to manage the additional responsibility of participating in two semistructured interviews over the course of the three-month research period without negatively
impacting their grades or participation in extracurricular activities. Given a sample size of five,
any attrition could be potentially unfavorable to the outcomes of the study. I was careful to
include students who exhibit time management skills and personal responsibility by consulting
with the teacher of the course. My methodology included two semi-structured interviews.
Student voice was central to addressing the research questions, so it was necessary for students to
commit to interviewing after school hours.
Diversity of race/ethnicity as a criterion. Rivas-Drake and colleagues (2013)
conceptualize the term ethnic and racial identity (ERI) to focus “on the social and psychological
experiences associated with identifying with an ethnic or racial group” (p. 42). Aspects of ERI
have been associated with positive psychosocial functioning in adolescent belonging to ethnic
minorities, and have also been linked with general psychological well being (Rivas-Drake et al,
2013). Ethnic identity goes beyond mere group membership, and has been conceptualized to
parallel psychosocial development through identity statuses in which the ultimate aim is to reach
an achieved ethnic identity (Côté, 2009). Epstein (2001) described racial group differences in
students’ perceptions of actors and events in U.S. history. Differences also existed between
racial groups with regard to students’ political attitudes. While participants’ ERI was not
assessed as a selection criterion, I did take into account the possible range of experiences of
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participants by seeking to avoid homogeneity in participant selection with regard to race and
ethnicity.
Diversity of gender as a criterion. Eccles (2009) posits, “gender-role related
experiences could lead male and female individuals to have different hierarchies of core personal
values” (p. 85). If experiences with gender socialization lead to differences in core values, then
these experiences will likely lead to distinctions in psychosocial identity development. Males and
females receive different messages about gender roles, so it is important to consider the ways in
which gender contributes to the varying individual contexts of participants. In selecting
participants, I sought to attain a balance with regard to gender given other criteria for participant
selection. However, of the four male students in the class, none volunteered to participate in the
study.
Data Collection
Writing prompt. In order to establish a quintain representing the four quadrants or
statuses of Rubin’s (2007) civic identity development typology, I adapted a writing prompt from
Rubin’s (2007) original methodology to include several questions from which student responses
indicated their position on the two dimensions of civic identity (civic attitude: active vs. passive;
experience of the ideals: congruent vs. disjuncture; see Appendix B). The writing prompt is
divided into two parts. The first part of the writing prompt includes the text of the Pledge of
Allegiance and five follow-up questions. The text of the Pledge of Allegiance and the first
question were taken from the Socratic Seminar protocol Rubin (2007) employed in her
methodology. The additional four follow-up questions were taken from the interview protocol
Rubin (2007) utilized during the semi-structured interview phase of her study. The questions in
the first part of the writing prompt were meant to uncover participants’ thoughts and ideas about
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civic responsibility and patriotism. The second part of the writing prompt included five
questions aimed at revealing participant conceptions of civic participation. The questions in the
second part of the writing prompt were taken from the portion of Rubin’s (2007) interview
protocol designed to reveal participants’ civic experiences that were either congruent or
disjointed with their experiences of classroom civic education.
The construct of civic identity in adolescence has been explored through a variety of selfreport measures that aim to capture levels of civic behaviors and motivation, such as the Youth
Inventory of Involvement and Youth Social Responsibility Scale (Pancer et al., 2007). However,
the concept of civic identity goes beyond self-report measures of participation and beliefs about
community involvement. The findings from Rubin’s (2007) grounded theory study of civic
identity reveal two dimensions: congruity or disjuncture between students’ experiences and their
interpretation of the ideals of U.S. Government, and active or passive attitudes about civic
participation.
Classroom observations. Civic identity development was studied qualitatively through
classroom observations. Observations are an ideal initial measure of civic identity because
students were perceived in their natural classroom setting while engaging in routine behaviors.
The technique of observations in qualitative research is borrowed from the field of anthropology
as a means of understanding the complexities of a culture (Lichtman, 2013). Classroom
observations allowed for student expressions of civic identity to be viewed and interpreted within
the specific context of classroom discussion. Expressions of civic identity during class time
included verbal expression to the whole-class, conversations between participants and peers, or
conversations between participants and the teacher. Expressions of civic identity were also nonverbal and were observed in the form of facial expressions, gestures, or other non-verbal
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behaviors. The researcher observed 90 minutes of class time per week for the three-month
research period in order to embed the researcher as a familiar presence within the classroom
context through prolonged engagement (Creswell & Miller, 2000). Most weeks, the observation
took place in a single class period of 90 minutes. However, on a few occasions the researcher
divided the 90 minutes into two 45-minute observations during the week based upon the
teacher’s description of the upcoming lessons and recommendations for what lessons would best
for observation. Identity commitment is represented by coherence and continuity, so tracking
student identity expression in classroom discussions over the course of three months allowed the
opportunity to note any changes in identity expression. During classroom observation, the
researcher focused upon the contributions of the five participants as well as teacher prompts and
behaviors.
Observations took place once or twice weekly depending on scheduled activities and
recommendations by the teacher, and utilized an observation tool (Appendix D). Observations
were used to discover how students expressed civic identity during classroom activities and how
the teacher supported student identity exploration. During observations, I listened specifically
for comments that indicate where students might fall on Rubin’s (2007) civic identity
development framework. For instance, when students indicated whether or not they have an
active or passive attitude toward social issues, or students shared experiences that revealed
whether or not they felt that the ideals of democracy are fully realized. Additionally, I listened
for indicators of support and scaffolding of student identity exploration by the teacher in student
comments and behaviors that appear to forward student identity exploration.
As a member of the faculty at the school, and subject area leader of the social studies
department, my role in observation was that of a participant-observer (Yin, 2018). Students were
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aware that I was in the classroom for research purposes, but I was mindful not to disrupt the
natural flow of classroom routines and procedures unless invited. Students in the school were
comfortable with administrators entering the classroom to observe for the purpose of formal
evaluations, as well as with teachers entering one another’s classrooms for the purpose of peer
observation and mentorship.
Teacher interviews. In addition to classroom observations, interviews with the teacher
served to illuminate her intentions in lesson planning and perceptions of class activities. An
initial semi-structured interview at the start of the study (Appendix G) gathered background
information and revealed teacher intentions in lesson planning with regard to the design-based
principles for promoting student identity exploration. The initial interview was audio-recorded
and transcribed, and took approximately 30 minutes. Additionally, brief informal interviews
took place throughout the three-month data collection period to ascertain teacher perceptions of
occurrences in class as needed. Informal interviews were less than 10 minutes each and served
to clarify researcher interpretations of teacher practices during classroom observations. Informal
interviews were not audio-recorded, but notes were taken and logged in the researcher journal.
The formal and informal interviews were at times that most convenient for the teacher after
school hours and took place on the school’s campus.
Student interviews. My data collection included two semi-structured interviews with
each of the five student participants in the study (Appendices E & F). The semi-structured
interview allowed me to alter and adjust questions based upon the participants’ answers to
previous questions (Lichtman, 2013). Interviews took place twice during the three-month
research period and were approximately 30 minutes each so as not to impede upon the
participants’ ability to participate in their routine schedules. Interviews provided the
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opportunity to further discuss the meaning of comments made by students during class time. The
first interview took place within four weeks of the start of the research period and served the dual
purpose of an introduction to the study and follow-up on in-class behaviors (Appendix E). In the
first interview, students were asked about the following topics:
•

Student perceptions of the civic identity status I classified them as based upon their
response to writing prompt,

•

Student expression of identity and identity exploration during class time, and

•

Teacher behaviors that helped or hindered identity exploration.
The second interview took place within the final four weeks of the research period and

served a dual purpose as a follow-up on in-class behaviors and to debrief the study (Appendix F).
Participants were asked about the following topics:
•

Civic identity expression during class time,

•

Identity exploration in response to class activities and assignments, and

•

Teacher behaviors that helped or hindered identity exploration.
The second interview also included time for debriefing. All interviews were audio-

recorded and transcribed in order to allow for the researcher to adequately engage with the
participants and focus on the task of listening rather than keeping detailed written records of
interactions (Lichtman, 2013).
Artifact collection. Student expression of identity exploration and civic identity
development was also evident in written form through classroom assignments. Artifacts were
collected in order to triangulate data and provide multiple sources of evidence with regard to
identity expression and need-supportive teaching (Yin, 2018). Artifacts collected included
assignment instructions and rubrics, lesson plans and materials from lessons observed, and
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student assignments submitted pertinent to participation in discussion. Artifact collection,
specifically the collection of student assignments, allowed the researcher to capture participant
identity exploration that adolescents may not feel comfortable saying aloud in class or in an
interview with the researcher. Lesson plans, course materials, and assignments allowed the
researcher to examine documentation of strategies that were relevant to supporting and
scaffolding identity exploration. Such artifacts were collected in order to examine information
that offered unique insight into adolescent identity exploration and civic identity development.
Students may not feel comfortable discussing personal experiences with civic ideals in a wholeclass setting, and written materials provided the opportunity to understand the sociocultural
context of student experience (Rubin, 2012).
Researcher journal. The researcher kept detailed notes throughout the process of data
collection and analysis. Following each instance of data collection, the researcher reviewed data
and created memos identifying any themes noticed upon immediate review. The creation of
memos offered an opportunity for reflection on the data, as well as a space to reconcile any
issues that may arise within the research setting with larger theoretical issues (Merriam, 2009).
The researcher also kept track of various insights into analysis that arose throughout the research
period. Memos provided a documentation of such insights to be included in the data analysis
process.
Data Analysis
Each of the five cases was addressed individually by looking to participant-specific notes
from classroom observation, interview transcriptions, related artifacts, and researcher memos. In
a multi-case study design it is necessary to first develop individual case reports prior to engaging
in cross-case analysis (Stake, 2006). The initial teacher interview and all student interview data
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was be audio-recorded and transcribed by the researcher. The process of transcription allows for
a more accurate depiction of the conversations that take place within the interviews, and also
provided an opportunity for the researcher to be fully acquainted with the data during the
analysis process (Lichtman, 2013).
All data was stored and analyzed within the web-based Dedoose qualitative research
software platform (Dedoose, 2018). Dedoose utilizes up-to-date Internet data encryption
technology, auto-saves files, and allows data to be accessed by the researcher from any internetconnected computer. The accessibility feature of Dedoose is especially important to me as I was
both a teacher and a researcher during the research period and required such flexibility during
data collection. The software also provided additional coding and analysis assistance. When
storing participant data, pseudonyms were created for each of the five participants in order to
protect their identities. To further protect privacy, pseudonyms were also used for both the
teacher and the school. Data files will be removed from the Dedoose platform within six months
of the final defense of this dissertation project and transferred to a cloud-based storage program,
Box.com. Data will be kept for five years following the study, after which the files will be
deleted, and informed consent documents destroyed.
I utilized a hybrid approach to data analysis that combined both inductive and deductive
coding processes. Fereday and Muir-Cochrane (2006) detail the hybrid approach of inductive
and deductive coding and theme development in six steps that demonstrate rigor in qualitative
analysis. Deductive analysis was employed to look for themes related civic identity development
and identity exploration consistent with findings from the literature, while inductive analysis
took place through careful reading and re-reading of text (Lichtman, 2013).
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The chart shown in Figure 3 represents the six stages of coding involved in this hybrid
approach.
Stage 1: Developing the code manual

Stage 2: Testing the reliability of codes

Stage 3: Summarizing data and identifying initial
themes

Stage 4: Analyzing template of codes and additional
coding

Stage 5: Connecting codes and identity themes

Stage 6: Corroborating and legitimating codes

Figure 3. Six stages of coding (Fereday & Muir-Cochrane, 2006).
The first stage in in the process of data analysis is the development of a code manual.
The code manual provides code labels, definitions, and descriptions. An initial deductive code
manual has been developed by Rubin (2007) in order to assess civic identity typology
(Appendix G). The second stage of the process, testing the reliability of codes, is not necessarily
conducive to doctoral research since the nature of this research is largely individual. In order to
test the reliability of codes, I invited my supervisor to conduct the coding process with the code
manual on two selected artifacts that I also coded. I compared our results in coding Olive and
Lia’s initial written responses. Of the ten questions prompts per response, my supervisor and I
were in 80% agreement on codes. After comparing our codes, I calibrated the coding process to
be more mindful of the discrepancies between our initial codes. For instance, my codes focused
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more so on student’s placement on the individual dimensions of civic identity development, such
as congruence or disjuncture, while my supervisor’s codes included reference to the more
encompassing civic identity statuses, such as complacent or empowered. In moving forward with
the coding process, I attempted to include civic identity type when possible in addition to
dimensional analysis.
The third stage of the coding process, summarizing data and identifying initial themes,
was the first step in open coding in order to initiate the process of category construction
(Merriam, 2009). The categories developed during open coding were grouped into themes using
an inductive process of analysis. Merriam (2009) details a step-by-step process of analysis in
which category construction first occurs through this is initial process of open coding with
descriptive notations made for each individual piece of data. Memos were created to keep track
of codes that are developed for each piece of data. Then, after reflecting upon the meaning of
initial codes, categories are grouped together through the process of analytical coding, broader
codes were also noted within researcher memos. Summarizing each piece of data with
descriptive notations allowed for deeper processing and provided the opportunity to notice
patterns and potential themes (Fereday & Muir-Cochrane, 2006). Finally, categories are sorted
by looking across data collection sources for categories or themes that are robust enough to
encompass multiple sources of data. A master list of codes was recorded in on the Dedoose
platform in order to keep track of categories and subcategories of themes observed during data
analysis.
The fourth stage in the process of analysis involves the application of the template of
codes in the code manual (Appendix H) and additional codes that emerge through the
summarizing of data in the previous stage. In stage five of data analysis, deductive and inductive
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codes were connected to identify broader themes in the data. The Dedoose software analysis
tools provided assistance in the clustering and consolidation of codes. In stage six, the previous
stages were reviewed seeking to confirm core themes that are identified in the data.
Data was divided between five different cases with relevant observation, interview, and
artifact transcriptions. Each case was analyzed individually using the process of coding
described above. Once case-by-case analysis was complete, themes that are similar across cases
were kept, as well as themes that served to distinguish cases (Stake, 2006). Through cross-case
analysis, I was able to more closely examine the distinctions between students who do and do not
engage in identity exploration and students in each of the civic identity development statuses.
An approximate timeline of data collection and analysis can be seen in Figure 4 below.
Data Collection
September: Recruitment of participants
Data Analysis
September: Administration of written
prompt

September: Analysis of written prompt

October: First Interviews with Teacher
and Participants

October: Analysis of first interviews

October - December: Weekly
Classroom Observations

October - December: Analysis of
classroom observations

December: Second Interviews with
Participants

December: Analysis of second
interviews with participants
January - March: Further sorting and
analysis of data; develop individual
case reports; cross-case analysis

Figure 4. Timeline for data collection and analysis.
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Ethical Considerations
The study took place with adolescent students. Adolescence is a critical period of
identity exploration (Erikson, 1968; Marcia, 1966). It was very important that I only document
the ways in which adolescents explore their own identity, and not be seen as guiding students
toward a single desired identity outcome. Most students participating in the study were under the
age of 18 and it was important to take special precautions when working with participants in a
protected population, such as children (National Commission for the Protection of Human
Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 1978). Students and parents were be informed
of the purposes and procedures associated with research. Participant assent and parental consent
forms were required from both students and parents.
High school students have additional responsibilities beyond the demands of the
classroom, including after school jobs, extracurricular activities, college admissions processes,
and more. In working with high school students, it was necessary to refrain from creating an
unnecessary time burden for those volunteering to participate in this study. Interviews needed to
be kept to a maximum time limit so as to not put an unnecessary strain on the participants’ time.
However, students participating in the study likely benefitted from increased opportunities to
explore their identities in relation to the material. So any potential cost related to participation in
the interview was outweighed by the opportunity for personal reflection.
The presence of an observer during class time has the potential to inhibit authentic
dialogue among students. For this reason, I sought to create the smallest possible intrusion on
the environment by dressing in muted tones and sitting in a discreet position in the room that was
not in the direct eye line of students (Wragg, 2012). An observer may also influence the
behaviors of the teacher. In this particular study, the teacher of the class is a close colleague of
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mine who engages in very similar pedagogical practices as I do in my classroom. Our
professional relationship is one based upon mutual respect and trust, thus reducing any potential
for her to alter her teaching in my presence.
The Role and Background of the Researcher
I am a high school social studies teacher with a background in psychology. I entered into
the field of secondary education with the intent to act as an identity agent for my students and
create experiences that foster identity exploration (Appendix A). In my own senior-level
government course, I used Socratic Seminars as a primary means of assessing student
understanding and performance.
In the preparation of this study, I decided that my purpose and practice might be
empirically related, that fostering student’s civic identity may in turn serve to foster their ego
identity. My own personal teaching style and philosophy may appear as a potential researcher
bias. For this reason, I kept a reflective researcher journal as a tool to document my feelings
throughout the process of data collection and analysis.
Trustworthiness, Credibility, and Transferability
Criteria for evaluating the quality of the findings of research vary across the field
qualitative inquiry. Utilizing a constructivist paradigm, trustworthiness, credibility, and
transferability are the primary quality criteria for this study (Denzin & Lincoln, 2013).
Trustworthiness was achieved through the transparency of the process and significance of the
problem studied; credibility was reached through the collection of multiple sources of data and
triangulation of data in describing the experiences of participants related to the constructs of
identity exploration and civic identity development; and transferability attained through detailed
descriptions of each case so that readers may determine the applicability of the results based
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upon specific contexts portrayed (Lichtman, 2013). Prolonged engagement in the field through
continued classroom observations assisted in creating a sense of trust between the participants
and the researcher, and also added credibility to findings (Creswell & Miller, 2000). The rich,
thick description characteristic of qualitative research allows the reader to imagine the setting as
if they were there, providing a sense of verisimilitude (Creswell & Miller, 2000).
Conclusion
This study aims to document the ways in which students in different phases of Rubin’s
(2007) civic identity development framework describe their identity exploration as it takes place
during discussions in a social studies classroom. Ultimately, findings reveal the role of social
studies education in the process of identity exploration in connection with participants’ civic
identity type. Identity exploration and achievement have been associated with other positive
behaviors such as civic engagement, need for cognition, and adaptive personality traits (Crocetti
et al., 2012; Meeus, 2011; Njus & Johnson, 2010). In being tasked with the development of
effective citizens (NCSS, 2001; 2013b), it is imperative for social studies teachers to consider the
ways in which they might intentionally foster identity exploration in their classrooms
Although this is only a study of one teacher’s classroom, the lens of the research is focused upon
the perception of five students serving as the units of analysis for this study. In the formation of
a quintain, this study aims to examine the experiences of identity exploration by students in
different statuses of civic identity development (Rubin, 2007). In this multiple case study, the
individual case reports highlight similarities and differences of experience in students
participating in the same AP U.S. Government class. In the chapter four, individual case reports
for each participant are provided, with cross-case analysis in chapter five.
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Chapter Four:
Findings – The Classroom Context and Individual Case Studies
Introduction
This multiple case study had three main aims: (1) to investigate student descriptions of
civic identity and identity exploration in a social studies classroom; (2) to describe student
perceptions of support for identity exploration from their social studies teacher; and (3) to
examine the ways in which adolescent civic identity development may be related to identity
exploration in a social studies classroom.
To this end, five high school students enrolled in an Advanced Placement (AP) U.S.
Government class were selected as individual cases in this multiple case study. I interviewed
each student twice, once at the start of the research period in October, and once again at the end
of the research period in January. I also interviewed the teacher of the class, Mrs. Madison, once
at the start of the research period in more formal semi-structured interview, and then as needed
during informal weekly discussions.
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Table 1. Formal Interview Matrix
Interview Date
10/5/18
10/18/18
10/19/18
10/23/18
10/24/18
11/27/18
1/17/19
1/18/19
1/22/19
1/23/19
1/31/19

Interview Description
Mrs. Madison Initial Interview
Olive Interview #1
Katherine Interview #1
Pearl Interview #1
Lia Interview #1
Salma Interview #1
Olive Interview #2
Katherine Interview #2
Lia Interview #2
Pearl Interview #2
Salma Interview #2

I conducted 90 minutes of classroom observation each week and collected artifacts from
both students and teacher including lesson plans, assignments, and submissions. Multiple
methods of data collection were necessary to undertake the scope of the four research questions.
The research questions that guided the study are as follows and will be addressed within
each individual case report as well as in cross-case analysis in the following chapter:
1. In what ways do twelfth-grade students express their civic identity in a U.S. Government
classroom?
2. In what ways do twelfth-grade students describe their experience of identity exploration
and civic identity development in relation to activities and assignments in their U.S.
Government classroom?
3. In what ways do twelfth-grade students describe support for identity exploration and civic
identity development by their U.S. Government teacher?
4. In what ways do individual differences in civic identity development explain potential
differences in the experience of identity exploration among twelfth-grade students in a
U.S. Government classroom?
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The Setting
All participants were enrolled in the single section of Mrs. Madison’s AP U.S.
Government course at Bayside Charter High School. At the start of the research study, Mrs.
Madison and I sat down for a semi-structured interview with the purpose of uncovering her
intentional teaching practices. She articulated in several important ways, that she provided
support for students in their individual identity exploration and civic identity development.
Mrs. Madison saw her primary aim in the class as promoting relevance of the academic
content for students, and wanted students to be able to connect the content of the course back to
their lives. She said:
It’s my goal to make everything we do in class relevant. Whether it’s in government,
even trying to connect history, to how it relates to what we’re doing, or what’s going on
today or in economics helping them set up for their future financial goals using things
like student loans and stuff that’s hopefully relevant to them.
Specifically, Mrs. Madison described, “keeping up with current events,” as the activity that was
most relevant for her students. This was evident in Mrs. Madison’s frequent reference to current
events in her daily lessons witnessed in classroom observations. Whether it was five minutes or
45 minutes, Mrs. Madison always found time to invite students to share what they knew about
ongoing political affairs.
Mrs. Madison described the ways in which she supported students in identity exploration,
in particular the development of political ideologies. She said, “Number one, the goal is to help
them establish beliefs.” She relied on whole class formal discussion structures --- such as
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Socratic seminars1 and debates -- to regularly push students to challenge their existing beliefs. In
the Socratic seminar assignments, students would receive a chart including list of claims down
the first column, and three additional columns: one marked “support,” one marked “counter,”
and one for students to determine their personal opinions. Students completed some form of this
chart as a preview to each Socratic seminar. Mrs. Madison reflected, “Within the research,
they’re forced to kind of decide where they fall on the spectrum.” Mrs. Madison thought this
strategy was especially helpful for students who had not already come to conclusions on their
opinions for certain issues.
Mrs. Madison found the debate format to be most effective in challenging students who
had pre-existing opinions on issues. The debate structure was different than the Socratic seminar
in that students were assigned to a side or position on an issue. Mrs. Madison commented,
“Most of them will end up being assigned something that they don’t necessarily believe in or a
side they don’t necessarily believe in.” This was confirmed with most students breathing a sign
of audible relief following each of the debates, as they were able to “drop their side” and present
their true opinions.
Mrs. Madison had a clear purpose in her teaching strategies. While she did not explicitly
state this aim to students, many of them picked up on it as evidenced in later student interviews.
She shared:
…A big focus is getting them to be actively engaged civically. And, so just, number one,
I think the whole class, without saying my goal is to get you civically engaged, the idea

The Socratic seminar is a teaching strategy involving a formal discussion based on a common
text or texts. The discussion is driven by questions and puts emphasis on dialogue over debate.
1
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of the whole class is to do that. So, having them care about policy and having them care
about current events, and what’s going on, that’s leaning towards civic participation.
Mrs. Madison herself embodied an active attitude toward civic participation and she wanted to
share this attitude with her students; Mrs. Madison regularly votes, stays abreast of local and
national dialogues, and attends protests and rallies on occasion. For Mrs. Madison, informed
citizens are one step closer to becoming active citizens. Mrs. Madison explained, “Every single
class they get a chance to talk about what they think.” Mrs. Madison regularly used a partner
discussion structure she termed, “the turn and talk.” Most discussion prompts were prefaced by
the phrase, “Turning and talking…” to signal the turn and talk strategy2 to her students, and then
she would follow with a question that required students to develop an opinion on the topic of the
day, whether it was gerrymandering or affirmative action, every day students had to reflect on
and consider their own beliefs. Mrs. Madison did recognize that this task might be easier to
accomplish in a government class, as opposed to another subject. She said, “Honestly, it’s
harder to get through my content and not let them keep talking about what they think.” In some
cases, informal discussions took much longer than anticipated, but she was flexible in her lesson
planning and found it important to allow students this time and space in the classroom.
Ultimately, Mrs. Madison saw students self-referencing as both a means to active
citizenship and a powerful study tool. She expressed:
What better way to actually understand how our amendments are applied by actually
talking about the issues in which they’re most relevantly used? So, it’s just the method

Turn and talk is a teaching strategy that allows all students to participate in a discussion, rather
than only a few volunteers, by inviting students to share their thinking with a classmate in a oneon-one interaction.
2
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that I use to help them remember what those amendments are and help them to assess
their understanding.
Mrs. Madison found this instructional scaffold easy to employ. She explained, “Every 10 to 15
minutes or so I want them to talk about what I’m talking about because I just think it sinks in a
little bit better and that’s how kids actually learn.” Without overtly stating it, or perhaps even
fully realizing it, Mrs. Madison had integrated both identity exploration and the promotion of an
active attitude toward civic participation into her enacted curriculum.
All of this student identity exploration was possible because Mrs. Madison worked to
create a safe and supportive environment that would mediate any risks or vulnerabilities students
might encounter when exploring their personal beliefs. Mrs. Madison said she started building
this environment the first day of school. She included a discussion of respect in her course
syllabus, discussed classroom rules related to classroom civility, and students started sharing
parts of themselves from the very first day when they shared what they are passionate about. She
credits her course design and the presentation of her own beliefs and expectations with creating
and maintaining a more open environment. She explained:
I do think that my demeanor in the classroom helps them as well…I’m super passionate
about the stuff that we talk about, I'm super willing to talk about just about everything,
and the way I present it, I don’t present it as stuff that’s uncomfortable or… it’s policy,
it’s government, it’s stuff that we need to be talking about. So I think that that kind of
helps them, and I do try to encourage them to talk and to get involved.
Mrs. Madison worked to remove the taboo from the discussion of politics and invited
students into discussions of controversial issues. She more than just encouraged her students to
talk, she expected it of each and every one of them, and most rose to the occasion. Each of the
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formal discussions and the research preparation guides completed by students beforehand
counted as graded assignments in the course. Typically, the expectation for a formal discussion
in her classroom was that students speak at least three times in order to earn a “B” and they must
support their claims with evidence to get into “A” range. Mrs. Madison was never too worried
about students meeting this expectation. She discerningly stated, “I honestly think high school
kids just really like talking about controversial things.” She certainly provided students with
innumerable occasions to discuss controversial issues, and the students in her course left having,
in the very least, put down on paper their thoughts and beliefs related to important issues in
government and politics.
Classroom Observations
As described in Chapter Three, my goal was to observe Mrs. Madison’s AP U.S.
Government course for 90 minutes per week. Some weeks, I would spend one full 90-minute
class block in the classroom in order to view a lesson or activity in its entirety. Other weeks,
often at the advice of Mrs. Madison, I would divide my time across multiple lessons in order to
keep closer tabs on what was happening in the class from day-to-day. Most weeks, I deferred to
Mrs. Madison’s suggestion of when to observe her class. For instance, she wanted to ensure I
was able to see students in all whole class formal discussions. During weeks without major
activities, I typically worked around my own teaching duties and tasks to ensure I was able to
fully serve my own students. For instance, the week before Fall Break I needed to pause my
observations because I required additional time to update grades for my own students before
entering the final weeks’ grades of the semester. Due to this week without observation, I sat in
on the final Candidates debate as the culmination of the Campaign Simulation Project. However,
I did not record notes during this time because it was outside of the research period. However I
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asked my participants to reflect on their experiences on the entirety of the Campaign Simulation
project in their final interviews, which we were scheduled the first week back to school in
January.
Table 2. Classroom Observation Matrix
Day

Date

Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

9/27/18
10/2/18
10/9/18
10/11/18
10/19/18
10/25/18
11/1/18
11/8/18

Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday
Friday
Thursday

11/27/18
11/29/18
12/4/18
12/6/18
12/13/18
12/14/18
12/21/18
1/10/19

Classroom Observation Activity
Gun Control & Death Penalty debates (2nd & 8th
amendments)
Socratic seminar: Right to Privacy (9th amendment)
Affirmative Action Lesson
Civil Disobedience Poster Presentations
Congressional Staff & Leadership Lesson
Legislative Committee Simulation
Constitutional Powers of the President Lesson
Election Results - Judicial Department Lesson
Week Before Fall Break - Did Not Observe
Political Parties: Sharing iSideWith Results
Third Parties Lesson
Self- Nomination & Primaries for Campaign Simulation
Campaign Simulation Work Day
Interest Groups Lesson
Campaign Simulation Work Day
Semester Exam Socratic seminar: Electoral Processes
Campaign Simulation: Candidates debate
Total Observation Minutes

Time in
Classroom
90 minutes
90 minutes
45 minutes
50 minutes
40 minutes
90 minutes
90 minutes
90 minutes
45 minutes
45 minutes
45 minutes
45 minutes
50 minutes
40 minutes
90 minutes
90 minutes
1035
minutes

The Quintain
A writing prompt was utilized in order to establish a quintain (the phenomenon under
study in a multiple case design; see Chapter 3) representing the four quadrants or statuses of
Rubin’s (2007) civic identity development typology. This prompt included several questions
from which student responses indicated their position on the two dimensions of civic identity
(see Appendix B). The initial set of questions asked whether or not students stood to say the
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Pledge of Allegiance each morning in school, and whether or not students saw any conflicts
between the text of the Pledge of Allegiance and American history or current events. I employed
deductive coding to analyze each of the potential participants’ written responses in order to
narrow down the sample to five students. The first participant, Lia, exemplified the
“complacent” category. Two of the participants, Katherine and Pearl, exemplified Rubin’s
(2007) “aware” category. Olive and Salma, the fourth and fifth participants, represented the
“empowered” category. No male students volunteered for the study. The participants were
selected based on a diversity of personal experiences and backgrounds that were described in
response to the writing prompt.
Each of the participants’ individual case reports begins with a general description of the
student, followed by a disclosure of any prior researcher-student relationship in order to provide
transparency and support trustworthiness of the findings. The data will be presented across the
three themes of the first three research questions: the ways in which students express civic
identity in the U.S. government classroom, the ways in which students describe the experience of
identity exploration and civic identity development in the U.S. government classroom, and the
ways in which students describe support for identity exploration and civic identity development
in the U.S. government classroom. The final research question – considering the ways in which
differences in civic identity might explain differences in the experience of identity exploration –
will be addressed separately in cross-case analysis along with similarities and differences
discovered across cases.
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Table 3. Quintain Categories and Cases

Congruence
Disjuncture

Active Attitude Toward Civic
Participation
COMPLACENT
Lia

Active Attitude Toward Civic
Participation
AWARE
Katherine, Pearl

DISCOURAGED

EMPOWERED
Olive, Salma

Table 4. Participant Demographics
Participant
Lia
Katherine
Pearl
Olive
Salma

Gender
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female

Self-IdentifiedRace/Ethnicty
White
Irish-Mexican-American
White
Palestinian
Egyptian-Muslim

Case: Complacent – Lia
At the time of the research study, Lia was a 17-year-old student. Lia was new to Bayside
Charter High School. She transferred from her neighborhood school during her senior year
along with her younger sister who was a ninth grader at the time. Lia associated herself quickly
with a close group of friends at the school, classmates who had a shared passion for reading. She
was often seen with a book on her desk during class time, usually of the fiction or fantasy genres.
However, she never read during class and she always paid careful attention to Mrs. Madison and
the lesson at hand. Lia took AP courses at her previous school, so she was prepared for the
challenge during her senior year. She did not transfer to Bayside Charter High School until a
couple of weeks into the fall semester. She also served as a teacher’s assistant for Mrs. Madison
during one of the periods of the school day.
In response to the written prompt asking whether or not she said the Pledge of
Allegiance, Lia replied, “Yes, because it makes me feel nationalistic and proud of my country.”
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She agreed strongly with the words of the Pledge of Allegiance because “…it encourages
nationalism despite many current divisions we face.” Her emphasis on nationalism and sense of
national pride highlighted the congruence of her experience in relation to the U.S. ideals of
liberty and freedom. Lia also seemed to have a more passive stance on civic participation. She
wrote, “Civic participation means to participate by being active and voting to influence
representatives for the policies you support.” Lia’s sole focus on voting, while a necessary
activity for citizenship, exemplified a passive attitude toward civic participation. Her congruence
of experience combined with the passive attitude toward civic participation defined Rubin’s
(2007) civic identity status of “complacent” referring to one who is satisfied with the status quo.
I selected Lia as a research participant because she was the only student who fit into the
category of complacent following the written response. In our first interview, I asked, “If I was
only watching you in class, would I have a good idea of your civic identity?” Lia cautiously
replied:
I don’t think so. I’m kind of scared in that class ‘cause everybody seems to be one thing
and it’s scary to do the other thing when everyone’s so one way. It’s scary to be the first
person to just disagree with people.
Lia was reserved during class time, which may in part have been attributed to her “new student”
standing. Her lack of inclination to speak out and share her opinions in class may have also
served to characterize the complacent status. During whole class discussions, she was quick to
say just enough to earn her credit for participation, and then would quietly bow out of
conversation. Through our interviews, I was able gain a more clear understanding of Lia’s civic
identity development and identity exploration.
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Lia and I did not have a prior teacher-student relationship. In fact, she did not have any
prior relationships with teachers at the school. Lia was one of the first participants to submit her
informed consent and assent forms. She was polite and well mannered during interviews, and
she felt comfortable sharing personal information and family stories with me. Following our
interviews, Lia and I discussed college and career prospects and different pathways she was
considering in the future. She hoped to be a fiction writer, but thought she needed a more
substantial day job, such as a career in a STEM field, so that she could afford to pursue her
dream.
Civic identity expression in the classroom. Overall, Lia’s expression of civic identity
in the classroom was limited. Her speaking in relation to course content was restricted to
absolute necessity. As a hardworking student with high academic aims, Lia was mindful to
contribute enough to meet Mrs. Madison’s expectations, but rarely went beyond those
expectations. Lia’s expressions in class tended to demonstrate the congruence of her experience
and ultimate satisfaction with the status quo. Over the course of the research period, some of
Lia’s in-class contributions revealed and increased awareness of injustice and some
governmental critiques. By the end of the research period, Lia was comfortable expressing
herself and her opinions more openly in a controlled small group setting.
Congruence of experience and satisfaction with the status quo. Lia was not entirely
oblivious to what was going on in the world around her. Like many teenagers, Lia relied on
social media platforms for information about global affairs. In our first interview she described
her 21st century situation of being aware of injustice via social media, but not really seeing a
need for change or a desire to fight for equality. She explained:
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In high school, especially in AP Gov, everybody… we always talk about current
events… and everything. And I, I realized it’s more important that everybody needs a
chance to succeed… That’s how I came to realize it. I, um, I’ve actually learned that
before I went to AP Government. Mainly through Instagram and Twitter and activist
platforms, I’ve learned a lot. So I would say I’m aware of it. It’s, just, I don’t see it with
my own eyes. That’s the thing. I only see it through social media and everything, and
through the news… I don’t know what it is, but it just doesn’t strike me as, like, urgent
when it’s just through a screen. Like if I saw it in front of my own eyes I would want to
do something about it. It’s almost like it doesn’t seem real, even though I know that’s not
the case. It’s weird.
Lia was in a situation that may not be uncommon for teenagers today. She was aware of issues,
but not personally familiar with them and did not seem compelled to action based on her own
experiences. Social media as a tool helped her to become more informed, but also served to
maintain a social distance from injustice in the world.
Lia’s congruence of experience and complacent status were evident by her contributions
to whole class discussions at the start of the semester. During the gun control debate at the start
of the semester, Lia was assigned to the side “against” gun control. In defense of the second
amendment, Lia claimed that it was easier to treat a bullet wound today than it was “back then,”
presumably referring to the time at which the amendments were first written. Citing advances in
the medical field as justification for increased access to firearms made Lia appear unaware of the
plight of individuals who had experienced a gun shot wound or the loss of a loved one due to gun
violence. While she espoused the assigned political stance for the purposes of this assignment,
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this particular line of reasoning demonstrated a congruence of Lia’s experience, specifically that
she likely had access to healthcare and a life free from gun violence.
Towards the end of the research period, Lia demonstrated similar congruency and
complacency in relation to the topic of closed versus open primaries during the Electoral
Processes Socratic seminar. In contribution to the whole class discussion, Lia stated, “If you
really want to vote in a primary, you should just change your registration. If you feel passionate
about a candidate, just switch parties.” In her written preparation for the Socratic seminar, she
added, “Registration is easy.” While registration may be easy for the majority of individuals,
Lia’s comments overlooked the circumstances in which registration might be difficult for
marginalized members of society, such as those who experience financial hardship, lack of
access to information resources, or those restricted from the voting process altogether. While Lia
communicated her own congruence of experienced in relation to many issues, she voiced some
critiques of government during the latter half of the research period.
Increased awareness of injustice and governmental critique. Despite her predominantly
positive experiences with the government, Lia expressed some criticism of current governmental
policies and actions. For her Civil Disobedience Poster, Lia decided to create a poster in support
of Women’s Rights, in particular in support of women protesting the 2018 Supreme Court
nomination of Brett Kavanaugh, which was a hotly contested topic during the fall semester.
Although the civil disobedience poster project was assigned, Lia shared with me that she agreed
with the protestors she researched. She explained, “I agree with the protestors. Women
experiencing sexual assault should be brought to light. The government should believe women.
The government should encourage women to speak instead of criticize.” During our interview,
Lia described her choice in poster as having, in part, to do with the national dialogue surrounding
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Kavanaugh, but also because she truly sided with the women who were protesting. She further
elaborated her position with regard to government policy, “I think the government should
definitely listen to women more, and I think there should be punishment against sexual
harassment and assault.” Lia identified strongly with the women’s rights movement. Her
delivery of information about the protests to her classmates was brief but impassioned despite
her soft disposition. On this particular issue, Lia’s identity appeared firm, she explained:
Well, I’ve always felt very strongly about women’s rights ‘cause I want to do big things.
I want to go into a STEM career and make lots of money and I don’t want to be
controlled by a husband or anything, so women’s rights is one of the major things I
believe in. And I wanted to do the poster because that’s one of the things that I don’t
agree with the government on right now is that they’re ignoring when women are
speaking out. I don’t agree with that, and um, it just really hit me. ‘Cause I watched some
of Dr. Ford’s testimony and I was like how are they not doing something about this?
Lia went on to share that this belief likely stemmed from her own personal experience of living
in a family in which her father was the sole breadwinner and her mother acted as the primary
homemaker. She said, “I don’t want that kind of life for myself, like, at all.” Lia recognized the
ways in which her family had influenced some of her positions on political issues. In some
cases, such as this, she appeared to move away from parental models, while on other issues such
as gun control, she more closely aligned with her family’s perspectives. Lia’s growing
awareness of injustice continued throughout the class and she often found ways to connect it to
her own experience.
In the assignment in which students had to write their own bill in preparation for the
Legislative Simulation, Lia decided to write a bill with the purpose of increasing the federal
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minimum wage because she herself had three jobs. In the text of her bill, Lia outlined a plan to
increase the minimum wage to $12.00 an hour. She recognized such an increase was not enough
to meet the living wage, which she identified as “$15.12 per hour in the United States.” The
development of this bill indicated a desire to make a change for the sake of greater equality of
opportunity. The only parameters on this assignment were that students were to write a bill in
relation to their assigned subcommittee. Lia was on the committee representing Health,
Education, Labor, and Pensions. Aside from having a narrowed selection of topics, Lia decided
on her own to create a policy that would assist in alleviating economic issues for individuals in
low-wage jobs.
Lia expressed additional financial criticism of the government during the Electoral
Processes Socratic seminar. She agreed with another student that government is corrupt.
Specifically, she claimed politicians were more responsible to their financial supporters than to
public opinion. While she demonstrated a greater awareness of injustice over the semester, Lia’s
contributions to whole class conversations were still limited overall. She rarely spoke unless it
was required of the activity. However, the Campaign Simulation activities toward the end of the
semester seemed more suited toward Lia’s personality and provided opportunities for more small
group conversations, both formal and casual that allowed Lia to thrive.
Comfort in smaller settings. Lia ran as a Republican candidate during the primaries of
the campaign simulation and went on to serve as the Vice Presidential candidate. Her primary
pitch and performance throughout the simulation showed a side of Lia that I had not seen prior to
this point in the research period. In the campaign self-announcement Lia submitted to Mrs.
Madison, she detailed a platform beyond the top five topics required of the assignment. Lia
selected the Republican party and identified Ronald Reagan as the president whom she most
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resembled in terms of policy and then went on to describe her platform as follows: pro-choice on
the issue of abortion, against gun control, pro-death penalty, for the protection of LGBT
marriage, for the maintenance of military spending and allowance for increase as needed, for a
flat tax rate, and she ended with the phrase “climate change is real” accompanied by a smiley
face. During her pitch, Lia attempted to sell her candidacy to her classmates by referring to
herself as not being a “typical Republican.” Lia did not win the Republican primary, but she
graciously accepted the position as Vice Presidential candidate when asked by her opponent.
Later, she revealed to me that she did not expect to give a speech until assigned by Mrs.
Madison, and that she ran with the intention of accepting the Vice Presidential position.
Apparently, there had been some backchannel talks among the student candidates that I was not
privy to. Lia often had trouble asserting her position when she began speaking at the same time
as someone else or when someone changed the conversation topic before she had made her point
in whole class discussions. Lia’s uninterrupted speech during the primary pitch allowed her to
express herself to the class in a way she had not done before.
The entirety of the Campaign Simulation project provided Lia with opportunities to
interact with and relate to her classmates in a new way. Once in the campaign group she would
make jokes to her peers and openly state her opinions on various issues. It appeared as if her
proximity to her running mate with similarly conservative beliefs gave her more confidence to
share her political stances. In discussing their campaign platform when they first got into small
groups, she looked to her immediate group and said, “I don’t believe in Common Core.” Lia did
not explain her comments to her classmates, but rather, said it matter-of-factly while the group
was brainstorming their platform. Lia did not make such abrupt statements during whole class
discussion. Her quickness to take on what some might perceive as a conservative stance
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demonstrated an increase in her comfort level, which I attributed to the nature of the assignment.
The small group environment seemed most conducive to her civic identity expression.
Experience of identity exploration and civic identity development. Lia described
much of her identity exploration and civic identity development in relation to her experiences in
the AP U.S. Government classroom as positive and in exploratory terms. However, there were
several occasions in which she would self-censor for fear of peer rejection. Lia was adept at
perceiving the mood and beliefs of her teacher and classmates, and would often tailor her speech
to match the feelings of others. Lia attributed some of her personal growth to her own individual
experiences on social media and with friends, but also portrayed the structure of the class as
helpful to her civic identity development.
Positive and exploratory. Lia would likely fall into Marcia’s identity status of
moratorium, in that she was not committed to a particular identity statement with regard to her
political views, but spent much of the research period and time prior exploring her opinions on
various political issues. Lia came into AP U.S. Government with some sense of her position on
political topics that she had gained from her family. For instance, when I asked Lia if her
position in the gun control debate as “against” gun control corresponded with her personal
feelings on the issue, Lia revealed:
It’s normal for members of my family to have guns… my Dad always says when I’m 18,
I’m going to learn how to shoot one to protect myself. So, it’s natural for me to think that
having guns are okay, but then again, I do not think that school shootings are okay. So, I
really don’t know which side I would be on.
Lia recognized the influence her family experiences had on her perception of the issue of gun
control, but also appreciated of Mrs. Madison’s guidance on such issues. She commented:
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I like that, um, sometimes we don’t get to choose our sides. ‘Cause then we end up
learning more about the other side and we become either – really – we agree with it more
or we become really polarized from it. And I just think that’s interesting.
For instance, during the gun control debate, Lia was assigned the “against” gun control side,
which she hadn’t really taken the time to explore before. She knew the arguments for gun
control because many of her friends took this side, but found the research process enlightening
and helped her have a clearer picture of the issue.
Including research for class assignments, I asked Lia how she was best able to learn more
about herself as a citizen, and how she felt about different issues, she replied:
I think I have mainly through Instagram and social media. I mean, I follow a lot of the
[accounts] – I don’t follow them, they end up on my explore page – and, um, I always
look at what they say, and I either really agree with it or I really disagree with that. I
think just my natural reaction to it has just made me realize what type of person I am in
politics because before… before junior year… I didn’t care at all. I didn’t know what I
was. I didn’t know if I was more right or left. I didn’t know at all.
Lia relied upon social media to help form a basis for her political views. The ‘explore page’
feature on Instagram allows users to view accounts outside of their personally selected social
network. Many Instagram accounts have a political focus, with a search of “#politics” yielding
over five million posts as of this writing. As Lia scrolled through posts, she reported paying
attention to her emotional response as an act of introspection to help her determine her individual
perspective. Lia’s active exploration via the Instagram explore page during her junior year came
at time when many young people were turning to social media as a tool for political activism.
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Junior year is likely an important political moment for all students in this cohort, with
social media allowing high school students across the country to experience a collective response
to tragedy. The school shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School was a moment of
great significance for students in high school at that time. Both because students were only a few
short months or years from being able to cast their own votes, but also because this shooting
launched one of the biggest youth-led protests since the Vietnam War, the March For Our Lives.
Lia was a part of this political moment and shared her experience:
Then, junior year, the Parkland shooting happened and I went to the March For Our Lives
with my friend ‘cause she invited me. And back then I was like, ‘Yeah, we need gun
control, we definitely need gun control’, but then I actually started learning, instead of
just going along with what other people said and I was like, ‘You know maybe I should
start to think for myself’. And I still really don’t know what I fully am in terms of
politics, or what I agree with, but I definitely have a better idea from AP Gov.
Lia acknowledged the ways in which her parents, her peers, the political climate, and her AP
U.S. Government class all contributed to her own identity exploration.
Lia was in a unique position to make a judgment on the positive influence of the AP U.S.
Government class because she had a contrasting experience at her previous school. She
explained during our first interview:
I mean, one time, my teacher – at [my previous school], not here – assigned us to write a
letter to [our U.S. Senator] about how we need gun control. I remember this one kid
refused to do it ‘cause that’s not what he believes, and I admired him because he just
stood up for himself.
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Lia felt upset by this imposition of opinion by her teacher, but ultimately wrote the letter as it
was assigned. When I asked her why she wrote the letter, she replied with hesitant laughter, “I
did ‘cause I wanted the grade.” While unfortunate for Lia to have experienced an assignment in
which she was directed to submit a delegated view in writing to an elected representative, it
seemed to give her a unique perspective from which to value Mrs. Madison’s more balanced and
thoughtful teaching practices.
Especially helpful for Lia’s identity exploration was a constant discussion of current
events in the classroom. She mentioned:
I like talking about current events. Well, I don’t talk. I like listening. I like to hear what
other people think, and I prefer to form my opinion in my head instead of saying it out
loud. And I feel like I’m less influenced when I keep it to myself.
Lia’s described her identity exploration process as more internal, but noted it was positively
impacted by her regular exposure to current events and other students sharing opinions about
those events. In our first interview, she was still very much in a course of exploration. She
commented, “I feel so fickle in my beliefs. Like, one day I’ll be one thing, and another day I’ll
be another thing.” Lia’s uncertainty about her beliefs created a problem when it came to honest
participation in whole class discussions.
Self-censorship. Lia disclosed to me that she often self-censored her political opinions,
which came across as a way to avoid peer rejection. At times, she would go so far as to mislead
her peers into thinking that she was more liberal in her positions than she actually was. For
instance, in one question during our first interview, I attempted to follow up with Lia about a
comment she made regarding the PATRIOT Act in which she stated, “probable cause should be
more clearly defined” during the Right to Privacy Socratic seminar. She replied, “Sometimes I
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say things in class that I don’t necessarily believe.” I asked her to elaborate further about that
specific comment. She answered:
I mean I think probable cause… I do think it should be defined, but I also think that if a
police – since it’s something that’s, like, wrong with you – I think they should check it
out. And if you’re worried, then you obviously have something to hide.
I pointed out to Lia that this opinion was conflicting with what she had said during the Socratic
seminar. She nodded in agreement, and added, “You, like, see what I mean? I don’t want to say
this stuff in class.” At this point, I had to clarify a few of the other comments she had made in
the Socratic seminar to discern what was, in fact, her opinion, and what she modified for peer
approval. It seemed she was more selective about which topics she chose to comment on, and
tried not to present a completely altered point of view. Such as in the case of the PATRIOT Act,
she chose to focus on the issue of probable cause, rather than issues of surveillance or racial
profiling so that she could conceal portions of her opinion.
Lia described the students in her class and her friends outside of class as “very leftleaning” and defined her more conservative take in relation to these others. She explained:
I think that listening to people in that class helps me. That’s why I prefer to just listen and
not talk and like mess it up or something, but, um, yeah… I do really hate talking about
politics with people, especially because everyone is the same. I hate it. I can’t do it.
Lia’s experience at the March For Our Lives and her experience in a liberal majority classroom
allowed her frame her positions as anti-conformist, which was significant for her in establishing
an individualized identity.
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Influences on civic identity in and out of the classroom. Over the course of the research
period, Lia saw increased value in the difference of opinion between herself and her classmates.
She described a change in her civic identity status that took place over the fall semester:
I mean definitely over the course of the semester, just being in AP Gov, um, I’ve looked a
lot more into current events and I actually know what’s going on. So, I think complacent
definitely would describe me at the beginning, but I think I have become more aware and
I still feel like I have the civic responsibility to go out and vote and stuff and do the
things that being an American citizen are, so I would say I’m somewhere in the middle
around there.
The course content required students to keep up with current events and consider their opinions
on political issues, so it was not surprising that Lia described herself as more aware. Lia
experienced a transformation in her own interest in current events. I asked her which aspects of
the course in particular helped her become more aware of political affairs. She replied:
Well, at the beginning of the year, especially, she had us, um, look up current events,
like, we watched the Governor’s debate and, um, we looked at all that stuff. And I even
stayed up until midnight to watch the election! I was so interested. So, um, I really
enjoyed the class actually. I didn’t think I would. It kind of allowed me to venture out of
all of the opinions that I’ve been used to and around last time, um, even though everyone
in that class is kind of, ‘of the same opinions’, but it’s a different way of looking at it.
Just because my opinions aren’t the same as theirs, and it’s just interesting to see how
they think.
Lia was able to explore her own opinions in relation to others. Over time, she also discovered
that she came to enjoy the discussions that she originally thought she would dread:
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I thought I would hate it. Because I thought I was going to be the only one, like, with
different opinions, like the only conservative-leaning person in there. Um, there’s like
two other people I think, but still my opinions differ from even them. So, I found out that
even within the political ideologies there are still a lot of different opinions and that’s
how I came to tolerate a lot of that class. ‘Cause I can come to an understanding with
them.
Although Lia felt more comfortable in the classroom, she was still guarded. Lia did not want to
fully expose her political positions to her classmates, and seemed to prefer Mrs. Madison’s
assigned positions as a cover that allowed her to express herself within the context of an
assignment. For instance, in the Campaign Simulation, she appreciated Mrs. Madison giving her
the opportunity to run for office without the high stakes of her classmates seeing her
volunteering to represent a more conservative position. Lia described this instance:
And then Mrs. Madison picking me to run in the primary, I was like, ‘Whoa, okay.’ I was
caught off guard, but the little speech that I gave, it was like improv, and I was like, ‘this
is kind of fun.’ I liked being up here and talking about the stuff I believe in, but also the
reason I was so comfortable doing it, I didn't really think anyone was taking it seriously. I
didn't really think people thought I was like a strong Republican. I thought they were just
like, ‘oh well she’s just doing it because Mrs. Madison chose her and whatever she didn’t
actually run.’ I thought that if I was president then it would be different, but since I didn’t
choose Vice President, he chose me, I felt like it was more of an excuse to be like hiding
behind, um, the fact that I didn’t choose this for myself.
I asked Lia why she felt she needed this cover to express herself. She described an experience in
which her best friend had an argument with another friend over a politically divisive topic, the
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gender binary. Her best friend expressed a more conservative view that there were only two
genders, while the other friend embraced gender as more multi-faceted. The friendship ended
due to this disagreement. Lia worried, “All my friends are liberal. I don’t wanna, um, offend
them or just say something that will make them see me differently.” Lia was understandably
cautious given the occurrence described with her friend. The structure of the assignments
allowed Lia to break out of her shell carefully over the course of this year and she perceived
herself as making progress with regard to exploring her political ideology.
Lia felt more confident in her political beliefs after having time to sort through which
opinions were her own, and which opinions belonged to others. She described a memorable
exchange with her family:
I don’t really talk about politics with my family because that’s kind of a ‘no.’ But um,
when my grandparents would say, ‘You shouldn’t go to Yale, they’re going to turn you
liberal.’ And I was like; ‘Well I’m already liberal so you can’t stop me.’ But then, I just
feel like I created this whole identity for myself without knowing what it really was, kind
of.
Lia seemed to be emerging from an early anchoring onto an identity that she gained from close
acquaintance to friends who identified as liberal. This time in her life seemed to be a period of
reflection that was undoubtedly aided, at least in part, by her participation in AP U.S.
Government. Lia became more comfortable with her own political positions over the course of
the research period. In our second interview, I asked her if she had any concluding thoughts
about how she may have changed over the semester. Lia responded:
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I felt like it was good for me. I felt like I did grow as a person. I never really engaged in
politics beforehand and now I do, for fun even. I never thought I would do that, but I’m
glad that I know my stances now.
Overall, her experiences in AP U.S. Government allowed Lia the opportunity to revisit her
earlier identity commitments explore her positions in depth through discussion and hearing from
others with experiences different than her own.
Support for identity exploration and civic identity development. Lia attributed much
of her personal growth to Mrs. Madison’s teaching methods and strategies. Mrs. Madison’s
assignments served a trigger for identity exploration challenging Lia to better understand her
positions. Lia also saw Mrs. Madison’s own affinity for politics as a tool for promoting
relevance in the course. Finally, Lia did not personally enjoy speaking in Socratic seminars, but
she perceived the overall structure of discussions – both whole class and small group – as
scaffolds for identity exploration.
Assignments challenge positions. Mrs. Madison would intermittently assign students
into roles that required students to take on particular viewpoints, whether it was onto a specific
side of an issue for a debate, into a subcommittee for a legislative simulation, or a political party
for the campaign. I asked Lia if she thought that Mrs. Madison’s setup of discussions helped her
to formulate her opinion on issues. Lia thought the design of the discussions helped her to think
about her opinions more critically. Rather than just choosing a side with which she was familiar,
Mrs. Madison would push students to explore other positions. She praised this practice:
I like that, um, sometimes we don’t get to choose our sides. ‘Cause then we end up
learning more about the other side and we become either really… we agree with it more
or we become really polarized from it. And I just think that’s interesting.
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Lia saw the value in this practice for her own identity exploration, but also as a safety net for
covering her own beliefs as described in the previous section. Lia felt more comfortable
exploring her positions when they were assigned. She also looked to Mrs. Madison as a role
model for citizenship.
Mrs. Madison promotes relevance. Lia perceived Mrs. Madison as supporting her own
civic identity development by modeling the behavior of an informed and active citizen, and thus
promoting more relevance in the course. In our first interview I asked Lia if there was anything
about Mrs. Madison that helped her thinking about her civic identity, she replied, “I think the
fact that she is so active in politics and she wants us to be active as well. I think that really gets
me thinking about it.” Mrs. Madison was open about sharing her own active attitude toward civic
participation. As the sponsor of the Democrats Club on campus and generally active citizen,
Mrs. Madison had many experiences with political activities such as participating in lobbying
and rallies at the state and national capitals, participating in phone banks, and going to town hall
meetings. Mrs. Madison’s experiences allowed students to make personal connections to the
course content as they could envision themselves being active in politics more easily by way of
an accessible model of civic behavior. Mrs. Madison also opened the door for students to bring
up issues of personal importance on a number of assignments, additionally increasing the
relevance of the course.
Socratic seminars and small groups scaffold identity exploration. Lia expressed on
multiple occasions that she did not enjoy the pressure of the Socratic seminars when it came to
speaking. She did enjoy listening to others, but preferred not be put in such a vulnerable position
when sharing her opinion. However, Lia valued the Socratic seminars as a scaffold to support
her identity exploration. She described the experience:
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I just kind of like to hear people talk. And as they’re talking, I’m just thinking to myself,
‘oh, that makes sense’ or ‘oh, I could rebut that’, but I won’t anyway because I’ve
already talked three times or something like that, and plus I don’t want to rebut that
because, um, most people in that class still think I’m fairly liberal or something, and I
don't want to like expose myself if that makes sense.
Despite her own silence, Lia still used the whole class discussion structure to explore her ideas in
depth. I asked her about other discussion techniques in the class that allowed her to come to a
better understanding of her own opinion and the opinions of others. She described a common
small group discussion structure that Mrs. Madison employed:
I think it was mainly when she let the class, like, the turn and talk thing, talk with the
whole group, I think that was a place that we could share our opinions and I didn’t have
to, like, I couldn’t say anything because we were forced to, like, talk and it would be
awkward if I didn’t so, I just said stuff and they were like ‘Well, okay.’
Lia was much more comfortable in smaller groups with more specific parameters to determine
who would speak. During the Campaign Simulation, Lia participated in a debate including only
the Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates from each side. An assignment set aside for
party candidates during the simulation was to speak one-on-one with teachers who – without the
candidates’ knowledge – were serving as super delegates in the final vote. In addition to
lobbying her classmates, Lia had to visit with teachers after school to defend her party platform.
These more intimate exchanges were more comfortable for Lia. She stated, “At the debate there
was only four of us talking. I felt like it was easier to just step in and talk to them and even with
the super delegates, you’re just talking to one person.” Despite Lia’s soft-spoken nature, she
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gained a lot from the various discussion structures and methods in Mrs. Madison’s AP U.S.
Government course.
Case: Aware – Katherine
At the time of the research study, Katherine was an 18-year-old student in the 12th grade.
Katherine took both Mrs. Madison’s AP U.S. History and AP U.S. Government courses during
her junior and senior years respectively. Katherine was an active member of the Democrats Club
at Bayside Charter High School, of which Mrs. Madison was the faculty sponsor. During the
previous school year, Mrs. Madison chaperoned trips to both a state level rally and the March
For Our Lives in Washington, D.C., both in response to the high school shooting in Parkland,
Florida. Katherine attended several local Democratic events with Mrs. Madison as well.
Katherine was a hardworking student who was enrolled in multiple AP courses during her senior
year. She was also active in the local community, serving as a member on various youth
councils and organizations.
Katherine’s written response suggested an ultimate congruence of experience indicated
by her positive experiences with government, serving on a local municipal youth council, and
interacting with the mayor. She also showed an active attitude toward civic participation. She
described an ideal citizen as someone who is “highly active with volunteer opportunities to
improve the community and attends meetings which involve areas you are passive about (or by
contacting government officials with praise, suggestions and/or concerns.)” What Katherine
considered passive was likely active by any objective measure of civic participation. The
combination of congruence of experience with the ideals of government and active attitude
toward civic participation was appropriate for Rubin’s (2007) civic identity status of “aware,” in
which one expresses awareness about the existence of injustice and a desire for change.
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In response to the written prompt asking whether or not she said the Pledge of
Allegiance, Katherine replied, “I’ll say the Pledge during events or meetings. I will typically
only stand on a daily basis. I personally think a daily Pledge detracts from its importance.”
Katherine’s response was the most diplomatic reply I received to this question. Although she did
not take issue with saying the Pledge, she did recognize some personal and historical conflicts in
the text. Personally, she was concerned with the phrase “under God” in the Pledge because she
felt it violated the establishment clause of the Constitution and because she identified as an
atheist. Historically, she recognized, “There has always been inequity for minorities, females,
[the] poor, and other minority groups in application of justice and liberties.” Her response
highlighted her awareness of injustice in U.S. society past and present.
I selected Katherine as a participant because she demonstrated background knowledge of
government and a sense of diplomacy that other responses did not exhibit. Katherine’s responses
indicated a familiarity with the layers of local, state, and federal government and all of the
responsibilities of government. In her written response, she described thirteen different
government workers that citizens come into contact with on a daily basis and labeled each job’s
level of government – local state, or national. While she largely experienced congruence with
the ideals of the U.S. government, Katherine described situations in which she was witness to her
immigrant mother’s experiences of disjuncture. She wrote, “I’ve heard and seen my mother deal
with sexism and racism (she’s Mexican), particularly with my father’s Irish-Catholic family.”
She also mentioned a negative interaction her mother had with police officers. Katherine’s
aforementioned understandings of governance, her witness to injustice, and her multi-cultural
background set her apart as a participant for this study.
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In our first interview, I asked Katherine if she felt the category of “aware” accurately
described her. She agreed, and elaborated:
I know that I’m very interested personally in politics. I plan to study public policy when I
go to college. And as far as, kind of, you know, the ideal version of how I’d like to see
things are in my country versus how I know things play out. Yes, I do believe I can use
the system to change that because of the way the country itself has been set up. It’s a
slow process but one if you’re willing to do the tedious work, you can use it to your
benefit.
Katherine’s interest in public policy and familiarity with politics and governance was apparent
and contributed to her presentation of herself as an informed and active citizen during whole
class discussions.
Katherine and I did not have a prior teacher-student relationship, although I recognized
her as a student I had seen many times around the school. I also knew of Katherine because she
and Mrs. Madison had developed a close connection during her junior year and Mrs. Madison
had shared stories with me of this already politically active student who was a model among her
peers. Katherine was excited about the prospect of the interviews and was immediately
comfortable sharing with me.
Civic identity expression in the classroom. Katherine’s “aware” status was apparent in
her regular participation during formal classroom discussions. Katherine had a tendency to be
more restrained during interactive lectures and informal discussions with scattered comments,
but she was always active during whole class formal discussions and always submitted detailed
assignments demonstrating her awareness of current events and public issues. Katherine was
comfortable expressing her personal opinions on controversial issues, she openly shared her
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critiques of government policies, and she also expressed a desire to use government for positive
change.
Comfortable expressing personal opinions on controversial issues. Sometimes,
especially following a major event in the news, Mrs. Madison would invite the class to share
what they had heard or seen in the media and allow time for an informal classroom discussion.
While not always vocal in these conversations, Katherine was always present and attentive. She
frequently gave the appearance of being in the know. For instance, following the 2018 midterm
elections, Mrs. Madison invited the class to review successes and disappointments from the
election results. Katherine smiled and nodded along with a classmate following Mrs. Madison’s
comments, which commended the number of women winning seats in Congress. Following the
discussion of the election, another student in the class brought up the shooting in Thousand
Oaks, California at a country music bar that resulted in 12 deaths. As students expressed sadness
over the issue and then moved to a discussion on possible solutions to gun violence, Katherine
laughed aloud at the proposition that an armed guard would have stopped the mass shooting,
suggesting that she did not believe an increased presence of armed security would be an
appropriate means to address gun violence. Her attentiveness and disposition allowed for
nonverbal participation in a discussion of current events.
Katherine was not afraid to test out different ideas during Socratic seminars. During the
Right to Privacy Socratic seminar, the conversation turned to the recent Masterpiece Cakeshop v.
Colorado Civil Rights Commission Supreme Court case ruling. In this 2018 ruling, The U.S.
Supreme Court decided that the Colorado Civil Rights Commission’s evaluation of the
Masterpiece Cakeshop’s refusal to provide a wedding cake to a gay couple as discriminatory
violated the Free Exercise Clause of the Constitution because the commission had not acted
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neutrally with respect to similar cases, specifically the Commission supported other bakers who
had refused to provide cakes with anti-gay messages. Katherine shared an unpopular opinion
when she attempted to draw a parallel to a hypothetical cake shop owner’s ability to deny service
to a member of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK). Katherine added, “I want to be able to deny KKK
members a cake. Do I like the ruling? That’s a complicated question. I like the option to say no.”
While other students in the class quickly responded, clarifying the constitutional issue and
adding in other examples of discrimination by businesses, I found it important to note that
Katherine was willing to share an idea with her peers regardless of their anticipated response.
During the Civil Disobedience Poster Presentations, Katherine researched the protests
against the repeal and replacement of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), which she referred to in
its more familiar term as “Obamacare.” Her opening line for her presentation was, “You are
going to learn why the taxation penalty is good.” She listed off some of the tenets of the ACA
and discussed different protests that had taken place in the wake of Congress and the current
president attempting to dismantle the act. She asked her classmates, “Is the repealing of
Obamacare worth the death of 20 to 40,000 Americans?” Then she swiftly answered her own
question, “No. The answer should be no.” Katherine’s charisma and ease of public speaking
were apparent.
Critiques of government policies. Katherine had a clear sense of her political ideology
and was an active member of the Democrats Club at school, which was known among her
classmates. This firm grasp on her party affiliation seemed to make it easier for her to voice
critiques of the government’s policies. For instance, during the Right to Privacy Socratic
seminar, Katherine expressed dislike for certain state laws regarding abortion. She detailed a
case in which one state law regarding abortion was challenged and the courts did away with a
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husband notification required for abortion because it was described as an undue burden. She
easily expressed dissatisfaction with the current circumstances surrounding abortion and
affirmed her classmates’ similar concerns. She nodded along as other students made cases for
more accessible and safe abortion care.
Also during the Right to Privacy Socratic seminar, the conversation turned to the
PATRIOT Act. Katherine attempted to draw a parallel to social contract theory when she stated
that citizens give up their rights in order to fall under the government’s protection. However, she
also pointed out that the PATRIOT Act violated the Constitution. Her tone became a bit
tentative as she continued somewhat concerned that people were not “up in arms,” but also
mentioned that Americans give up certain rights because they want safety. Her acceptance of the
status quo indicated by the latter portion of her comments reflected back on her own congruence
of experience. She seemed to tolerate the imposition of the government if increased public
safety was the result. This attitude was echoed by some of her classmates and refuted by others.
Desire to use government for positive change. Katherine’s desire to use government for
positive change was most evident during her run for office as a part of the Campaign Simulation
project. Katherine came to class prepared and rehearsed for her primary campaign pitch. She
even looked the part of Democratic presidential candidate donning a blazer over a blue dress for
the occasion, while still showing off her adolescent flair with red high-top sneakers. During her
campaign speech, she emphasized the importance of volunteerism, the rights of those with low
incomes, and the importance of access to healthcare. Katherine also discussed a constitutional
promise of safety in connection with stricter gun laws, immigration reform, and, again, rights to
healthcare. These issues, in addition to corporate regulations in connection to climate change
and access to safe abortions, were also reflected in her campaign self-announcement assignment
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submitted to Mrs. Madison. In this self-announcement, Katherine cited both Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Barack Obama as former presidents she felt her platform resembled because both
presidents “used the power of the federal government to better the lives of common Americans.”
Katherine looked to such examples of executive leadership as a model for which government
action should look like.
Experience of identity exploration and civic identity development. Katherine’s
experience of identity exploration and civic identity development in the U.S. government
classroom was limited, as she came to the class with a firm set of opinions and established active
attitude toward civic participation. Katherine described much of her civic identity development
in relation to her family and community influences, with her parents being largely responsible
for opening the door to civic involvement (see next section). While Katherine’s active attitude
toward civic participation began at home and in her local community, she did describe several
occasions in which Mrs. Madison challenged her established views on civic participation.
Family and community influences. When I met Katherine, she already had a welldeveloped résumé including participation in multiple local civic organizations, extensive
volunteer experience, and a personal commitment to community involvement. Katherine’s
mother helped her first get involved in a local community organization when they moved from a
coastal town in the bay area to a more suburban region further inland. Katherine described the
experience:
When I was around 12 -13 years old, my mom saw an ad…for the General Federation of
Women’s Club Juniorettes. And she thought, ‘that would be a good way to meet new
girls and socialize more’, because I had a group of friends, but it was small. And
ultimately my experience with [the Juniorettes] socially was not great --- it still is not.
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But as far as the actual events, I learned what it was like to volunteer and the reward you
get from that feeling which I was surprised to learn because I was 12, you know I didn’t
know any better… I thought it was going to be boring I thought it was going to be kind of
‘whatever what am I doing here?’ I ended up enjoying it so much that I continued
despite some unpleasant experiences I have had with some of the members there. I have
continued to stay there because I really do believe in what they do to help the community.
Not only in [the city], or in the state… but actually nationally and a little bit
internationally as well.
While some of Katherine’s social experiences with the Juniorettes were unpleasant, her overall
experience seemed to be positive and she gained an appreciation for volunteerism through
membership in this organization that persisted in spite of interpersonal conflicts. Through her
volunteer work, Katherine also developed empathy for those she was serving in the community.
Although she did not remember firsthand, she recalls her mother sharing with her that their
family had been on public assistance when she was younger. Katherine saw herself and her
family in those she served. She described:
You don’t remember as a kid… we were on food stamps and other welfare programs.
And you know seeing people that go to those public library events --- those are my
favorite events that I work at --- though I do a lot of other things, such as working with a
local girl scout troop and doing parties with them that are for people with disabilities, so
learning how to work with different types of people…learning how to interact with those
different people, how they’re living their lives. Seeing that, seeing how they can improve
upon it, or how I can help improve their lives, even if they are simple things. And having
seen my family, or hearing my family --- ‘cause you don’t quite remember when you’re
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two years old --- go through more difficult experiences that kind of led me to be like,
‘Huh!’ you know, I want to reach out to continue to reach out to those people. Not
something I want to do on the side, but something I focus my energy and time on because
that’s something that is fulfilling to me.
It was clear that Katherine was committed to active citizenship and will likely continue to
identify with volunteerism and community service. This identity had been achieved before ever
stepping foot into Mrs. Madison’s classroom and was largely influenced by her mother and the
organization she joined as a pre-teen in a new place.
Katherine also described influences from her father that motivated her to have an
appreciation for government. Katherine’s paternal grandfather was a Vietnam War veteran. Her
grandfather’s military service was important to the family and impressed values on her father,
which he shared with Katherine. Katherine shared her perception of the principles she learned
from her father, “He actually has…he has a lot of national pride and of civic... He wanted to
make sure I had a sense of civic responsibility.” Between her mother’s search for community
organizations, and her father’s belief in civic duty, Katherine was bound to develop a positive
attitude toward civic involvement.
Katherine’s volunteerism went beyond the Juniorettes. She had pursued other
organizations and was expanding her experience into leadership roles. She was even helping to
start local initiatives with plans for fundraising and program design. Katherine explained:
Recently I’ve been elected onto the Youth Council for my city… [The Mayor] started the
… Mayor’s Youth Council to help reach out to active young members of the community
who are willing to help improve something in the community and choose a theme. This
year we all agreed to choose education as our theme. Which is not surprising because
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that’s what reflects us most. And we are planning to do some really cool stuff like a little
block party to raise money, where we can have a program that we have men step in as
father figures because unfortunately [the city] and the kids that go to our kids around
elementary school, there’s a lot of single mothers, so we’re hoping to, uh… raise money
so we can actually fund a program where we have – of course people who are screened –
men come in and reach those kids so they can be kind of a father figure and encourage
literacy rates in our city.
Katherine took her role as secretary on the Youth Council very seriously. She took full
advantage of this opportunity to make a positive impact on her community. Her participation in
local volunteer activities was not a result of her enrollment in her AP U.S. Government course,
but it was possible that Katherine’s experiences outside of class influenced the ways in which
she understood course content and the process of governance.
Mrs. Madison challenged established views on civic participation. Katherine’s first
encounter with Mrs. Madison was during the previous school year in AP U.S. History and with
the Democrats Club. Katherine considered at least some of her identity exploration to be
inspired by Mrs. Madison. Katherine went on multiple political field trips with Mrs. Madison
that changed her perspective on civic participation. She shared:
So Mrs. Madison definitely played a role in issues that I’m passionate about. The main
thing for me is that I’ve never really been. I’m naturally very… how to put this… I never
really was someone who was going out and protesting. That was just something I really
had not considered. It’s just nothing that came to my mind immediately when I thought of
how I could get things done. So, Mrs. Madison provided me a very unique opportunity
after the Parkland shooting to go… it started with going to [a rally at the state capitol] on
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a bus ride … It was very interesting to actually see that process in person and I thank
Mrs. Madison so much for that opportunity because it was very interesting to, uh, to see
the hold that interest groups have on our state legislature.
Mrs. Madison had shown Katherine a completely different method of civic participation, one in
which Katherine did not think she would enjoy. Although this opportunity came prior to AP
U.S. Government, Katherine learned a lot about bureaucracy and the various influences on public
policy. Katherine described her experience in the state legislature further:
Particularly it was also interesting to see those few people who were pointing out things
that were so obvious… also how, unfortunately, people who are meant to be
representatives of the state do sabotage certain, uh, legislative measures so that they
continue to hold their position of power mainly through money… so that was very
interesting to see with the NRA of course being very present in the South, especially [our
state]. And, uh, that was a really interesting experience and it was very eye opening
because I knew things weren’t idealistic, but seeing it is completely different from
understanding it. And it provides another level of understanding.
Katherine’s experiences in the state capital soon led to an invitation by Mrs. Madison to go to the
March For Our Lives student-led protest in Washington, D.C. While not a school-sponsored
event, a few of the student leaders of the Democrats Club approached Mrs. Madison about
chaperoning a small group of students to attend the protest. The students fundraised outside of
school in order to offset the cost of travel and organized their trip with minimal assistance from
Mrs. Madison. Katherine, again, wasn’t certain that she herself was a protestor, but she signed
up to go on the trip. She reflected on the experience:
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I admired protestors but I’d never really felt it was necessary for me to participate in that
type of civil disobedience… After being able to go to March For Our Lives, I kind of
understood, I understood why people do that. So, I think that was something that Mrs.
Madison really allowed me to explore and I made the mistake of discounting something
before I had the opportunity to be involved in it and definitely I do feel especially now
that I’m able to do things myself, I can actually go and be more active in that way
because I’m more aware.
Mrs. Madison helped Katherine find a new means of civic participation, one that she did not
consider for herself. When I asked specifically about the ways in which AP U.S. Government
may have been connected to her civic behaviors, Katherine replied, “With Mrs. Madison’s
classes, I feel like it’s mainly Mrs. Madison herself.” Katherine perceived her identity
exploration in relation to the class specifically as tied to having a supportive teacher.
Support for identity exploration and civic identity development. Katherine did credit
her experiences in AP U.S. Government with promoting more in-depth exploration of topics she
had already formed opinions on previously and fine-tuning her skillset with regard to active
citizenship. Katherine perceived this fine-tuning in relation to Mrs. Madison’s scaffolds and
supports provided by the class activities.
The campaign simulation was the most fun part of AP U.S. Government for Katherine.
As a Vice Presidential candidate, she was front and center in many of the activities for the
campaign. She was especially partial to her participation in the candidate debates in which the
Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates faced off in a debate without prior knowledge of
the questions. In reflecting upon which was more valuable, preparing for or participating in the
debate, Katherine responded:
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Oh, definitely the participation. The participation is what gets you the experience, it’s
what allows you to figure out how to do what you’re doing, and to realize ‘okay, I could
do this differently’ and eventually just get to the point where ‘I know what I’m doing.’
Katherine had been in a debate before in her sophomore year World History class, but she felt
the topic in AP U.S. Government were much more relevant. Katherine also looked back to her
previous experience in Socratic seminars as preparation for the debate environment. She said,
“You know the, like, Socratics, you get so used to them.” The Socratic seminars allowed her to
be comfortable speaking in front of a large group of people. She continued in reflection on the
debate, “I think that’s [Socratic seminars] definitely what helped me prepare for something like
this debate.” Katherine credited her participation in the course with providing her with unique
experiences like participating in the debate and running a campaign.
Overall, Katherine’s identity did not change much over the course of the research period.
When talking about how her civic identity status or political opinions may have changed,
Katherine said:
A lot of them were already my opinions, they were already found. But some of the things
like looking at the different stuff we could do, or something we could do to help this
group, you know, that ended up being something that helped expand on my ideas or kind
of cement new ones, particularly with that daycare system that I found out about that we
had in World War 2, and I was like, ‘Where’d that go?’
In doing research for the Candidates debate during the campaign simulation, Katherine stumbled
upon a program of federally subsidized childcare from the World War Two era. That was one of
the most interesting facts that she learned in her time in the class and she believed she would not
have done so if she did not prepare so thoroughly for the debate. The campaign project was most
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support to Katherine’s identity exploration and civic identity development because it allowed her
to further explore her opinions in-depth and also provided support for her experience in a public
debate.
Case: Aware – Pearl
Pearl was a 17-year-old student at the time of the study. She took Mrs. Madison’s AP
U.S. History class during her junior year of high school prior to also taking AP U.S. Government
with Mrs. Madison during her senior year. Pearl was a cheerleader at the school, involved in
several honor societies, and was well known among AP teachers at Bayside Charter High School
as an all-star student. In her initial written response, Pearl indicated a tension between her own
congruent experiences with the ideals of liberty and justice and the knowledge that others had
not been so fortunate. This contrast fit with Rubin’s (2007) civic identity type of “aware,” in
which a student expresses a sense of awareness about injustice coupled with a desire for change.
In response to the written prompt asking whether or not she said the Pledge of Allegiance, Pearl
replied, “No, but I stand. I feel a sense of agency from not doing something I’ve been
[indoctrinated] to do since kindergarten.” This sense of agency in a seemingly small act of
noncompliance drew me to Pearl as a participant. In the written response she further explained,
“I feel guilty saying it because I’m white and Christian (the majority). The fact that God is
capitalized and singular bothers me, and so does the hypocrisy behind ‘liberty and justice for all’.
I just don’t feel strong enough to say it, [although] I respect those who fight for our country.”
The strain in the contrast of her responses was not evident in any of the other responses I
received from other students.
I selected Pearl as a participant in this research study because she recognized the
privilege of her majority status and showed an awareness of injustice in the United States both
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past and present. In our first interview, I asked, “If I was only watching you in class, would I
have a good idea of your civic identity?” Pearl smiled sheepishly and replied, “No, ‘cause I’m
too scared. And I just feel so opposed.” Through both of our interviews and classroom
observations, Pearl’s actions suggested that she was in a state of identity moratorium, that is, she
was in a state of active exploration of identity, but had not firmly committed to any particular
position. On more than one occasion, she mentioned peer backlash as a deterrent from fully
expressing herself and her opinions that were not firmly established.
Pearl and I had a prior teacher-student relationship. I was her AP Psychology teacher
during her sophomore year of high school two years prior. She was a quiet and diligent student
who consistently earned top grades with outward ease. I recalled her AP Psychology class
notebook as one of the most organized and detailed (and heavy) notebooks I had encountered as
a teacher. As a sophomore in a mixed-grade level course, she rarely volunteered to share during
class. However, she would ask questions when she had them, and her questions tended to be out
of sheer curiosity for the subject. I had written letters of recommendation for Pearl for
scholarship opportunities during her junior year and again at the start of her senior year for
college admissions prior to the introduction of the study. She and I did not have any interactions
outside of her time in AP Psychology and her requests for letters of recommendation. I was sure
to emphasize that participation in the study was voluntary, and Pearl was the first student to
submit her consent and assent forms. Pearl spoke openly with me during interviews and seemed
to feel comfortable revealing some of the thoughts she had about the class and her interactions
with her classmates, which was enlightening given her cautionary approach to speaking in class.
Civic identity expression in the classroom. Pearl’s “aware” status was evident in her
classroom contributions. She toggled between revealing her congruent experiences and lack of
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encounters with injustice, while also demonstrating her mastery of the course content and desire
to be an informed citizen. Pearl was reserved during class time. She spoke during each of the
whole class formal discussions, and would raise her hand when Mrs. Madison directly asked for
participation, but other than those instances, her expressions in class were limited to small group
discussions. Although often restrained during class, Pearl was very open and detailed in her
written assignments submitted to Mrs. Madison. She shared political opinions and discussed her
reasoning privately in documents only to be seen by her teacher and me.
Desire to be an informed citizen. In our first interview, I asked Pearl if she felt the
category of “aware” accurately described her, and she agreed, adding, “I haven’t personally been
discriminated against… nobody has said mean things to me the way I know other groups have
experienced.” She credited a lot of her knowledge of injustice to Mrs. Madison’s AP U.S.
History course as well as a course she took at the local community college called, “Introduction
to Victimology.” In reflecting upon her “aware” status, she said, “I guess I realized there’s a
bunch of other people that have it a lot worse.” Pearl mentioned more passive forms of civic
action early on in our first interview, such as voting, staying informed, and volunteering. She
also expressed some hesitance regarding attendance at political rallies, stating, “I’m not going to,
like, tell people that their opinion is wrong or stuff. I’d rather just, like, do something positive.”
However, for her Civil Disobedience Poster project, Pearl chose to learn more about the Dakota
Access Pipeline 2016-2017 protests in South Dakota. During the presentation she conveyed
disappointment that the protests were unsuccessful and that leaks had already been discovered in
the pipeline. In the first interview, I asked her if she would consider going to a protest for an
issue such as the Dakota Access Pipeline over going to a rally for the governor’s race. She
expressed some pragmatic restraint, but also empathy for the problem when she stated:
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If it was local and I felt the effects of it, I probably would, like, stop by. I’m not sure if I
would have camped out there like they did, I’m not sure that’s plausible for me, but, like,
I don’t know… I thought that the issue was pretty bad.
Her civil disobedience presentation was concise, yet communicated compassion for others and
their circumstances.
Cautiously expressing opinions in class. Pearl’s classroom contributions overall were
fairly limited to times when contributions were expected from all students and she was most
vocal during the formal whole class discussions including the debate and Socratic seminars. She
revealed some of her positions during the first formal class discussion, the Gun Control debate.
Pearl was assigned to the side “for” gun control, which she later expressed was the side to which
she hoped to be assigned. In the debate, she was quick to support her teammates with facts and
statistics. For example, she asserted that there is no exact count of guns, no database to track
guns, and no federal law dealing with licensing and permits. She went on to say that three to five
million guns changed hands legally each year. At one point, a student opposing gun control
stated that not everyone uses a gun to kill people, and Pearl --- in an attempt to discredit her
opponent’s statement as irrelevant --- rebutted that most homicides are with blunt instruments.
She also mentioned the 1968 Gun Control Act, which disqualified individuals with domestic
violence convictions from accessing guns, specifically referring to the policy’s success in
lowering recidivism rates. While I did not take down the names of her sources specifically, I did
note that she was citing a credible source with nearly every comment and claim she made.
During the second formal class discussion --- the Right to Privacy Socratic seminar --Pearl shared more frequently than she did in the first debate. Her contributions revealed
congruence of personal experiences in some respects, paralleled with a desire for social change
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in other areas. For instance, in discussing laws restricting abortion, Pearl said that parental
permission for abortion made sense; She did not think parental permission was difficult to come
by, citing the need to get a parent permission slip signed to watch a PG movie in her Spanish
class. She failed to mention reasons why a parent might not support their child’s decision to get
an abortion, nor did she reference situations in which parents might not be willing or present to
provide consent for an abortion. Similarly, in response to her classmates’ criticisms of the
PATRIOT Act, Pearl explained, “In the Civil War, habeas corpus was suspended to bring the
war to an end,” then she asked in reference to increased surveillance, “what could we be
preventing?” suggesting that safety outweighs loss of privacy. Following this remark, another
student immediately challenged Pearl, who noted that only members of certain groups
experienced searches and loss of privacy. A second classmate also mentioned that the Civil War
had a distinct end, and questioned when the war on terrorism would be over. Pearl did not reply
to either confrontation. During the next Socratic seminar on Electoral Processes, Pearl seemed
more tentative, making more innocuous comments and relying heavily on her sources to buttress
her claims. She even went so far as to name the title of the opinion pieces she had read as if to
emphasize that her claims were not her own opinions. At one point she brought up what seemed
to be a compromise on voter fraud. In reference to the small number of cases of true voter fraud,
she proposed a solution, an organization that created a program in which voters could have
access to ID cards without a physical address and the government pays for the associated costs.
She described the program as allowing cardholders to “own their vote.” She listed several
countries that used the program and referred to implementing such a program as a “give and
take.” There was a pause in the conversation before another student called all Voter ID laws
forms of voter suppression, and Pearl’s proposed solution was lost to the greater dialogue of
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eliminating all voter fraud protections. Pearl later shared with me that she wished she had tried
to bring the conversation back to the program she presented.
Pearl’s contributions to more routine lessons were fewer and farther between as
compared to whole class discussion. When Mrs. Madison asked the class to review the 2018
Midterm election results, Pearl volunteered that the state’s newly elected governor was against
abortions even in cases of incest and rape, and that the new governor also did not think same sex
marriage should be legal. She brought up this information in response to Mrs. Madison’s query,
“What are we disappointed about in this election?” This was consistent with her previous
positions. On the day that students shared their iSideWith Political Quiz results, Pearl raised her
hand for being matched with Michelle Obama as a 2020 Presidential Election hopeful and she
smiled and nodded in response to Mrs. Madison asking the class if they enjoyed the quiz activity.
Other than these two occasions, Pearl’s main expressions in class were limited to small group or
partner discussions.
Open expression in written assignments. While Pearl was more restrained in larger
groups, she was very open in sharing her opinion on the assignments submitted to Mrs. Madison.
For the Campaign Simulation project, Mrs. Madison had students prepare a self-announcement
outlining a president whose platform resembles their own, the five most significant topics for the
2018 election and their stances, and the reason they should be the class presidential nominee. In
her self-announcement, Pearl requested to run for the Democratic Party and listed her top three
platform items as: a path to citizenship, sanctions on businesses with ecologically harmful
practices, and a ban on for-profit educational institutions. Pearl’s hesitation on her identity
commitments was still evident, as she originally checked the box marked “Republican” and then
switched over to run as a Democrat. On a different assignment detailing the state’s amendments
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to appear on the 2018 midterm election ballot, Pearl expressed support for a Voting Rights
Restoration amendment and asserted that the justice system was intended to be rehabilitative.
She was comfortable stating her position aloud in class and provided support for her response.
In reflecting on her iSideWith Political quiz assignment, Pearl explained her difference of
opinion with her mother on the Electoral College. Pearl was for the abolishment of the Electoral
College and stated, “I think every vote should count the same, regardless of which state it comes
from.” Pearl’s assignments provided a range of her opinions that were not as obvious during
classroom observation in which these assignments were discussed openly with the class.
Experience of identity exploration and civic identity development. Pearl’s experience
in the AP U.S. Government classroom was full of active identity exploration, and at many times
seemed to be marked by Marcia’s identity status of moratorium in which the adolescent has yet
to make commitments to any one identity. This course provided Pearl with the tools necessary to
become more aware of topics in government and she sought to increase her knowledge at every
opportunity. Her civic identity expression was limited at times by her own uncertainty and
concern for her perception by others. Pearl consistently revealed the congruity of her own
experiences along with her desire for a more fair society, but did not seem to dedicated to any
firm commitments to positions on political issues
Active identity exploration and search for knowledge. Pearl entered into the course with
less content knowledge than some of her peers. In reflecting back on her time in the course
during our second interview, Pearl said:
When they talked about stuff, like, when we would be in a lesson and they would talk
about something else that relates that we hadn’t learned about yet, I’d always be really
confused… ‘cause they’d always sound like they knew so much more than me…But, I
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guess I just kind of caught along ‘cause eventually we did get to it, but they were like a
little bit ahead ‘cause they already knew, somehow, all that other stuff. So it seemed like
they followed the news a lot and do, like, their own research all the time on, like,
everything, and they’ll come to class with, like, all the news about, like, what happened
in the government over the weekend.
Pearl was sometimes self-conscious about her own lack of prior knowledge. Pearl’s verbal
comments were often guarded by her frequent citation of sources. In our first interview she
remarked on her go-to method of sharing, “… it seems by citing your source, it’s less of an
opinion and more of a fact. And it’s less attached to you and more attached to the source, so
you’re just telling it back to other people.” In our second interview, she confirmed this stance:
“In my discussion, I’m always, like… I don’t say this is my opinion. I literally just cite the fact
and then say, like, what you can [deduce] from that.” Pearl was careful to include source
references in nearly every comment she made during whole class discussions. She disclosed that
many of the topics students learned in the course, she was learning about for the first time. For
Pearl, this allowed exploration-in-breadth --- the formation of initial identity commitments after
exploring a wide scope of stances --- in her political research. In reference to the Electoral
College, she said, “I treated both sides fairly because I didn't even know what side I would be
leaning to.” Over the course of the semester, Pearl made a concerted effort to become more
informed. In our second interview she disclosed, “I check the news. I check it on Twitter, so it’s
not, like, super detailed, but, like, I follow those things and I feel really proud of myself when I
know what’s going on.” I noticed this increase in current events awareness a few times during
observations. For instance, in reflecting on the 2018 Midterm Election, Pearl brought up an
individual who had won his congressional race posthumously. Unknown to the rest of the class,
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Pearl was proud to offer a news tidbit to her classmates that not everyone had heard about yet.
She was also quick to participate in a conversation started by a news alert regarding Supreme
Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg falling and sustaining an injury.
Uncertainty of opinion and limited expression. Pearl was not always interested in
sharing her still-developing opinions with her classmates. Given various time constraints, Pearl
and I did not sit down for our first interview until after the initial two whole class formal
discussion structures. When I asked her in our first interview about how the discussion may
benefit her as a citizen, she replied, “So… mostly in the discussion, I usually listen because
sometimes I feel like my opinion… like a bunch of people would get mad if I shared it.” She
summarized the exchange during the Right to Privacy Socratic seminar in which the discussion
turned to discrimination at the airport. Pearl recounted:
They were telling stories about how they’ve been like checked and stuff [at the airport]
and I get that, but at the same time I was just thinking that the PATRIOT Act, it’s so
much safer to just check and be safe than it is to have people die again. And like even if
it’s at the cost of, like, some people feeling uncomfortable, I feel uncomfortable in the
country if people were terrorized again.
Pearl felt that she could not express this thought entirely to the class and she was aware that
others might not agree with her due to her own congruence of experience. When I asked her why
she did not share this opinion, she reflected, “’Cause they would just think I don’t agree with
them because I haven’t experienced it. And I don’t know if I had experienced it, if I would have
felt differently about it.” Pearl’s differences in personal experience were not the only reason she
did not want to share. She felt some of her ideas were overlooked because they were not
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consistent with the majority views in the class. In the Electoral Processes Socratic seminar, Pearl
was very excited about the Voter ID card program that she had researched. She recapped:
I said all the facts about like all the good things about it. I found so many good things
about it and all these other countries that did it, and then somebody just goes ahead with
one other fact and kind of like puts it all down the drain and everyone kind of agrees with
it and continues to support that side.
Pearl was frustrated by a specific group of her classmates that tended to dominate the
conversations. She shared: “…if you try and bring something up from a different viewpoint they
kind of are, like, ‘no’.” The larger whole class groupings were not always inviting experiences
for Pearl; she was disheartened by this, but also shared, “I was able to voice my opinion more
about things… when it’s [in] smaller groups.”
No firm commitments on political issues. One of the identity statements Pearl grappled
with over the course of the semester is which political party best represented her viewpoint. Her
identity exploration on this topic was influenced by both the U.S. government class and Mrs.
Madison’ teaching, as well as by political messages she received at home. Pearl expressed this
tension to me early on in our first interview, and she struggled:
…Since she [Mrs. Madison] has the Democrats club, like, I’m pretty sure that means
she’s a Democrat. I don’t really know much about the difference between Democrats and
Republicans enough to analyze that and, like, make decisions based on that. But I’m
pretty sure my parents are Republicans. So it’s kind of, sometimes it’s kind of weird
because, like, at home I hear my parents’ side of it, and then in class I hear her [Mrs.
Madison] side of it and it’s just kind of conflicting sometimes ‘cause they both make
sense.
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What was most frustrating for Pearl was that neither Mrs. Madison, nor her parents were quick to
come out and assert a singular position, leaving her to consider both sides on her own. Fortunate
for Pearl, she did in fact learn more about the various differences between the major political
parties in AP U.S. Government and she became more knowledgeable of each party’s respective
platform. But the contradictory messages were tough for her sort out. She shared:
It’s so hard. It’s so hard to make my own decision. That why I don’t really know what I
am right now. Like, I don’t have… I don’t know whether I’m a Democrat or a
Republican or like a third party or anything. I just kind of, like, decide how I feel on each
topic individually. Which I know that like a lot of people do, but some of them, like, they
obviously feel more strong to one party or the other, and I just have one opinion on
everything. I just have to put them together.
Pearl’s hesitance went beyond just Democrat or Republican. She elaborated, “…Gray zones
make me nervous because I just… I like math, so I like one right answer and that’s the end of it.”
She tied her preference for math to her affinity for citing her sources, creating proof-like
arguments to support her positions. Her frustration continued, “…it’s so difficult when
everybody’s right and everybody’s wrong all at the same time.” Pearl stayed true to her “one
issue at a time” approach to taking positions throughout the course of the semester. At times, she
would adhere to more conservative stances, evidenced by her discussion of the PATRIOT Act.
Other times, her positions were more liberal, such as her disappointment with the Dakota Access
Pipeline and her desire for increased environmental regulation. Even in our second interview,
Pearl did not fully commit to a position. In a fairly inconclusive manner, she stated:
I think, like, just the person I am, and how I fit into society, like, makes me lean more
Republican, just because of, like, my socio-economic [background] and everything and
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stuff, so I guess… that’s what my parents are but, um, there’s like a lot of negative things
about them that all the Democrats in the class talk about so that makes me uneasy.
She accompanied this statement with other similar phrases, such as, “I’m definitely not fully
Republican,” and “I don’t go around telling people I’m Republican.” Regardless of political
party affiliation, Pearl did walk away with more confidence in her political opinions, she
explained:
I still hold a lot of the same viewpoints ‘cause I didn’t really change that much, but I,
like, we looked deeper into a lot of the issues and I, like, was able to, like, see all of the
sides of it and kind of form my own opinion.
Pearl placed a lot of value in the AP U.S. Government course and in the assignments given by
Mrs. Madison. She used the class as an opportunity to explore some ideas for the first time, and
others more deeply.
Support for identity exploration and civic identity development. Pearl expressed
great appreciation for Mrs. Madison’s teaching style and the structure of her assignments. From
her descriptions, it was clear that Mrs. Madison had both triggered identity exploration for Pearl
through the presentation of multiple sides of an issue and provided scaffolds to support that
exploration with guided research activities. Additionally, Mrs. Madison worked to promote a
sense of safety in the classroom that would encourage all students to share. While Pearl at times
did not always feel supported by her classmates, she expressed always feeling supported by Mrs.
Madison.
Presentation of multiple sides of an issue. The teaching method that seemed to fuel
Pearl’s identity exploration most was Mrs. Madison’s manner of presenting both sides of
political issues. Pearl described her assignment structure:
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She puts it so you have to do, like if it’s an issue, you have to research, like, a source on
each side of the issue – either supports it or is against it… Like, it’s a chart and you have
to do both, and then even for the debates when you have to be on one side, she still has
you do both sides so that you can, like, prepare for the other side and sometimes you
don’t know which side you’re going to be on.
For Pearl, being able to weigh both sides of arguments was beneficial for forming preliminary
opinions on topics she had not yet considered. When I asked her what aspect of the Socratic
seminars she found most valuable, she replied, “Preparing for it helped me formulate my initial
thoughts and, like, listening to other people either solidified those, or like, made me think about
it again.” The structure of the Socratic seminars, from preparation to participation to reflection,
allowed Pearl to fully explore her views in relation to class content.
Guided research activities. Pearl possessed an inquisitive nature, which was nurtured in
the AP U.S. Government course. She described Mrs. Madison’s individual research assignments
as her favorite assignments in the course. Some of the research assignments included comparing
and contrasting Nixon’s and Clinton’s impeachment trials and drawing parallels between
diplomatic incidents in Benghazi and Beirut. Pearl shared:
I just love getting information! And in my free time, I don’t have time to Google
everything I want to know. So when it’s guided like that, it’s easier for me to pick up on
what’s going on and like focus on what’s important.
Pearl’s personal longings to conduct research were also supported by the preparations for whole
class discussions. Mrs. Madison stressed that all students had research to back up their
arguments. Pearl paraphrased her teacher’s expectation:
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She makes us cite sources. That’s a really big stressed thing in that class and lot of the
discussion is making sure that you’re using, like, sources and citing it. ‘Cause if not, a
bunch of people would just, like, be talking about their opinions and it would be
impossible to get anywhere ‘cause without facts, everybody’s right.
Pearl relied heavily on her sources throughout her participation in whole class discussions and
often utilized these sources as armor against anyone that might challenge her arguments. Pearl’s
appreciation for Mrs. Madison’s guidance in academics was paired with a fondness for a teacher
who wanted class discussion to be more solutions-oriented.
Teacher cultivated a safe environment. Mrs. Madison’s evidence-based, solutionoriented approach to teaching helped make Pearl feel more comfortable in the classroom. When
Pearl recounted the instance in which she brought up the Voter ID program she was enthusiastic
about as a potential compromise to the issue of voter fraud and Voter ID laws, she recalled the
way in which Mrs. Madison redirected the conversation during a debriefing of discussion. In her
description of her frustration with her classmates overlooking her comment, Pearl said, “I think
she [Mrs. Madison] picked up on that ’cause she mentioned that we were supposed to turn and
talk and think about solutions. She was trying to bring it back to that.” She was happy that Mrs.
Madison did not let her policy solution go unnoticed the way she felt her classmates had.
Pearl also described Mrs. Madison’s way of teaching both sides of issues as supportive
for her own identity exploration. Although Pearl was pretty sure she knew Mrs. Madison’s
political opinions, she explained:
She doesn’t, like, completely present all the information in a biased way, like, she just
hints at her own opinion on it. So she doesn’t, like, only teach one side. She does she
teach both sides and she, like, has, like, most of the assignments… you have an opposing
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side and a for side, so, like, you learn about both sides… She lets us make our own
opinions, but we know what hers are in most instances.
Pearl’s awareness of Mrs. Madison’s viewpoints did not intrude on her ability to form her own
opinion because she was always able to have a clear view of both sides of issues.
Case: Empowered – Olive
Olive was a 17-year-old student at the time of the research period. She took Mrs.
Madison’s AP U.S. History class during her junior year of high school prior to also taking AP
U.S. Government with Mrs. Madison during her senior year. Olive was well known among her
peers as having a knack for art, and was also enrolled in an AP Studio Art course during her
senior year. She was active in the inaugural year of the Students of Color Association (SOCA) at
Bayside Charter High School. Olive identified as Palestinian, but also referred to herself as
“white-presenting.” She wore the school’s uniform without any modification. Although she
chose not to wear a hijab, she respected Muslim women who chose to do so.
After she submitted the written response form, I categorized Olive as “empowered”
following Rubin’s (2007) civic identity typology. According to Rubin’s original code template,
the “empowered” status describes a student expressing a critique of injustice and a desire to fight
for social change. In response to the written prompt asking whether or not she said the Pledge of
Allegiance, Olive replied, “No, I do not say the Pledge of Allegiance because it is applauding
white supremacy colonialism and capitalist development and recognizing it as ‘freedom’ and
‘democracy’.” In this initial written response, Olive also highlighted injustices faced by a variety
of minority groups. She shared an instance in which the Transportation Security Administration
(TSA) took her father into questioning, and stated that as a Palestinian, “it’s a big part of my
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identity to resist.” Her responses were striking and offered evidence of personal injustice that
was not as apparent in any of the other written responses.
I selected Olive as a participant in this research study because she openly and
immediately expressed a disjuncture between the ideals of liberty and her personal experience of
U.S. government and society. In our first interview, I asked, “If I was only watching you in
class, would I have a good idea of your civic identity?” Olive smiled knowingly and replied,
“Yeah. I’m pretty outward about it, so yeah.” She possessed a strong sense of identity
achievement and had a clear interest in social justice.
Olive and I did not have a prior teacher-student relationship; although I did have her twin
sister in elective courses I taught both the year before and during the research period. Olive was
enthusiastic about sharing causes with me about which she was passionate. In between the two
interviews, she stopped by my classroom after school to share opinion pieces she had written
about a range issues going on in the Middle East. After classroom observations, Olive would
pull me aside to give me updates from her Twitter community or share more with me about
herself. For instance, on one occasion, her Twitter account had been deactivated for making
negative comments about the Israeli government. She was careful to explain her political
position as being against the Israeli government, but not against the Jewish people. She often
expressed frustration at Twitter, and society in general, for not grasping this distinction. One day
in the hallway in between classes, Olive stopped by my door to show me a pendant she wore
regularly depicting both Arabic and Hebrew text side by side, seemingly representing her
aforementioned comments. She was active on Twitter and enjoyed following pro-Palestinian
Twitter communities that included local, Middle Eastern, LGBTQIA+, and Jewish supporters of
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the state of Palestine. Olive’s sporadic, information-filled visits were welcome and we
developed an open rapport over the course of the research period.
Civic identity expression in the classroom. Olive expressed her opinions regarding
nearly every political issue discussed during almost every class period I observed over the threemonth research period. Additionally, Olive advocated for the rights of marginalized groups at
virtually every opportunity. She shared her personal experiences with injustice openly as well as
the experiences of friends and family. When she shared instances of injustice, it was typically
with a sense that there was a better way, and she often discussed potential solutions to issues.
Habitual expression of civic identity. Olive’s readiness to express herself in the
classroom was reliable in both regular instruction and during more formalized whole class
discussions. During the second formal class discussion, the Right to Privacy Socratic seminar,
she described an instance in which a family friend had received a visa to travel to the United
States from Jordan. Once on the airplane, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) boarded and
removed both the family friend and her parents. Eventually, her parents were able to travel home
safely, but Olive shared this experience with her classmates to underline the disruptions caused
by what she perceived were invasions of privacy. She was certain to mention that racial
motivations behind surveillance were uncalled for based upon data she presented to the group
(<0.01% of Muslims are connected to terrorist activity), and might infringe upon individual
rights to due process. Many of Olive’s personal stories were tied back to policy. She was not one
to share without purpose. In her first interview, Olive related her willingness to share her
personal experiences in the classroom related to her immigrant status and her desire to be
understood by others. Olive connected these experiences in her first interview:
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I think that like there’s this whole identity with like being an immigrant being in the U.S.
‘cause when I go back home I feel too American, and when I come here I feel too Arab.
So, like, when I’m in like groups with people, I always feel like there’s somehow like this
block… That’s like stopping them from understanding me. I don’t know. So, that’s
sometimes how it feels.
Olive’s unique position seemed to lend itself to an empathy with other groups with marginalized
statuses; such as, highlighting inequality in the prison system with regard to Black communities,
and the difficulty faced by voters in low-income groups in discussions of voter fraud protections.
During class time, Olive often acted as a spokesperson for the Arab world. She described this
experience in our second interview:
I feel like whenever you are a minority, you kind of – like it’s awful that – we are given
this like baggage, I guess, to defend our culture, but it’s something you have to deal with.
Um, so definitely when someone is asking me about who I am or my identity, I have to
represent in the best way possible…
In one instance, while students shared their results from the iSideWith political quiz assigned by
Mrs. Madison, Olive shared her belief that political socialization lies mostly within the family,
and she noted to the group, “Being raised Palestinian, is being raised political.” Olive was
comfortable with sharing all aspects of her civic identity in any classroom forum.
Social justice orientation. Olive’s consistent social justice orientation became apparent
in the first formal class discussion. The debate placed students “for” and “against” the death
penalty, Olive --- much to her relief --- was assigned on the side of “against” the death penalty.
Shortly into the debate, she cited increased rates of Black and Brown people in jail, described the
criminalization of drugs and the impact on poor communities, and quoted a source which
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revealed that while 30% of the prison population is Black, only 16% of the U.S. population is
Black. In addition to advocating for herself and the Palestinian community, Olive unswervingly
defended the rights of other marginalized groups.
During a lesson on affirmative action, Mrs. Madison asked students to raise their hands to
present arguments both “for” and “against” affirmative action. Olive raised her hand for both
sides of the argument. On the “against” side, she recognized that even with affirmative action,
there were still low numbers of black people admitted to college, and that the system was not
working in the way it was intended. On the “for” side, she also acknowledged that White
Americans have increased opportunities to go into higher education. Olive was happy to raise
her hand and present both sides of the argument, while many of her classmates were hesitant to
contribute to more informal position taking prompted by Mrs. Madison during regular
instruction.
Search for solutions. Olive not only expressed an awareness of injustice, but also a
desire for change. During a lesson on interest groups, Olive brought up the example of the
influence of soda companies on health legislation and described it as elitism. She communicated
what she perceived as a need to eliminate Political Action Committees (PACs), citing that
smaller lobbying groups could not compete with corporate control. Olive linked the need for
changes in campaign finance in order for changes in public policy to occur, During the Electoral
Processes Socratic seminar, Olive pushed for the abolition of the Electoral College and
continuously argued against protective measures aimed at voter fraud by bringing the
conversation back to low voter turnout and voter suppression. She did not always provide
concrete logistical solutions, but often emphasized institutions and policies that needed
elimination in order for true change to take place.
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Experience of identity exploration and civic identity development. Olive attributes
much of her identity and civic identity to familial influence rather than experiences in her U.S.
government class or other social studies classes. She has also cultivated a sense of community
on social media that has enhanced her access to news of global events and opened the door to
others with opinions similar to her own. Finally, much of Olive’s civic identity development
during the research period can be attributed to the results of the 2018 midterm elections that she
felt were “empowering.” She was able to make some connections between her identity
exploration and the activities in the course, but they were not as prevalent as the other personal
and familial factors described.
Familial influences. Olive moved to the United States from Jordan with her family
when she was eight years old. Upon arrival in the U.S., she and her family members experienced
cultural discrimination ranging from other kids making fun of the food she brought to lunch or
making fun of her accent and her father facing ethnic slurs at work. Olive remembered her
father’s response to discrimination, “He told me, like, ‘don’t ever be quiet, don’t ever, like,
ignore it.” This awareness of injustice and inclination to speak up is evident in the classroom as
Olive raised issues in class such as racial disparities in prison populations and institutions of
higher learning, the plight of displaced Palestinians and violence faced at the hands of Israeli
Defense Forces (IDF), and disproportionate levels of surveillance in Muslim communities under
the USA PATRIOT Act. While she can attribute her desire to fight for social justice to her
experiences in childhood, she also mentions that her parents set boundaries on her ability to be
fully active in civic participation. In our first interview Olive described her current level civic
participation:
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So, I’ve never been to protests. My parents don’t really want me to do that stuff. They
just… I don’t know… they just don’t like me to. But I am pretty active online and I like
to teach a lot of people like if anyone wants to know about the situation, I let them know
my perspective and a lot of people’s perspective[s].
She expressed some tension between the lesson she learned from her father as a child and
the desire of her parents to keep her safe. She qualified this by saying:
They still want me to speak out, but they want me to be civil. A lot of times things get to
my head and I get really angry, so I would like to be more, like, active, but sometimes I
have, like, someone stopping me so...
While she may at times wish to let her emotions rule, Olive was careful not to give into violence.
She had a family member who was involved in violent resistance movements, and while she
sympathized with the helplessness that may lead to such movements, she ultimately concluded,
“any sort of peaceful resistance is very important because anytime we do violent resistance, we
will be labeled as terrorists we will be labeled as people who are violent.”
Olive’s cautionary position with regard to civic action did not stop her from taking
extreme political positions. When describing her civic identity in her own words, Olive smiled
and said, “I’m full-on socialist,” and defended her position as even farther left than many of her
classmates. She disapproved of the current reigning parties in U.S. politics and asserted, “In my
perspective, Democrats and Republicans are the same. They are both profiting off this capitalist
market, especially throughout the years.” At other points in the semester she also referred to her
political stance as “anti-corp” or “anti-corporate.” During a lesson on minor parties, Olive
reported to the class that she liked the Green Party because they are non-violent and only use
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military for defense. She seemed to enjoy her extreme position and was always quick to share
during class time when Mrs. Madison solicited student responses during whole class instruction.
Social media influences. Olive described Twitter as her primary online media platform.
She used Twitter to access news and to stay connected with various communities and
organizations. In addition to family, her social network via Twitter seemed to be an influential
agent of identity exploration. In describing her experiences on the platform, she said:
…the Palestinian community on Twitter is pretty big so I am connected with a lot of
people. Like, I know some activists from, like, Chicago, some from Gainesville, some
from Palestine itself. So, like, I think it’s a really good way to connect and find people
and ways to start campaigns and donations and stuff like that.
She had a wealth of information to share that she had learned about on Twitter, including
LGBTQIA+ pro-Palestinian musicians, Jewish anti-Zionist authors, and various reports of runins between the IDF and Palestinian resistance. However, Olive seemed a bit mixed in terms of
her willingness to speak out on Twitter. On the one hand, she was happy to share news stories
and her personal opinion, such as her opinion, which ultimately led to the censorship of her posts
on Twitter. On the other hand, Olive was careful not to directly associate herself or declare
membership to any specific organized groups with clear purposes. Her participation online, not
unlike her participation in daily civic action, was typically independent and out of the spotlight.
This was intentional. Olive described instances in which friends and family members had been
“blacklisted” for speaking out against the Israeli government. As a high school senior with high
career hopes, she did not want to overtly associate with groups in a manner that might result in
her name in a database. In our first interview, Olive mentioned these blacklists as potentially
discouraging of her civic action, but that changed over the course of the semester.
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2018 midterm election results. Olive described the 2018 Midterm elections as a source of
empowerment. She recalled, “seeing people like Rashida Tlaib, she was the Palestinian who
went into office, it kind of, like, gives me reassurance that what I’m saying, I can still do it and
not get in trouble, so that gives me reassurance.” Olive wanted to find a way to use the system to
fight for justice. She indicated that she had family members that were a part of the United
Nations and she saw a similar path for herself. In our second interview she articulated the
connection between civil disobedience and the ability to use government to make change which
she had only just alluded to in our first interview. In the second interview, she said:
“I want to try joining, like, NGOs and like [the] Human Rights Council, maybe,
hopefully. So, you have to have, like, a good record. You have to be someone who’s
diplomatic, not someone who’s… seen as like violent. So I still want to protest in ways
that’s respectful.
Olive’s family relationships allowed her to see the different outcomes of violent versus
diplomatic action in the face of injustice. This experience, coupled with the results of the 2018
Midterm election, revealed a part of Olive that appeared more empowered than ever. Olive felt
reassured, and reflected again on what was empowering about Tlaib was, “to see that women…
with my background can do stuff like that.” Olive was particularly attentive when Mrs. Madison
reviewed the 2018 midterm election results with the class. She expressed both her
disappointment with some of her home state’s races and her excitement about Tlaib in class.
Classroom influences on identity. I asked Olive if any assignments or activities in her
U.S. government class were related to her experiences with identity exploration and civic
identity development. Olive mentioned the main benefit of whole class Socratic seminars as the
opportunity to learn more about her peers and their opinions. During our first interview, she
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reflected upon what she had gained from the initial Socratic seminars and said, “I know a lot
about how I feel about certain things and I, like, dove deep inside of it. So I don’t think it really
teaches me about myself.” In many ways it appeared that Olive was established in her sense of
identity, and utilized classroom discussion as a chance to make her voice heard, challenge others,
and stand more firmly in her positions.
In our second interview, Olive confirmed her initial thoughts on the benefits of classroom
discussion. She said:
I think I already have my mind made up, but I do listen to other people and I do take in
what they say, but it’s just what I take in. I usually try to critique what I’m thinking, if
it’s truly how I feel about a situation.
Classroom discussions provided the opportunity for Olive to further explore already established
identity statements.
Support for identity exploration and civic identity development. While Olive’s
perception of her identity exploration and civic identity development was limited, she did draw
some connections between her ability to grow over the semester and specific supports
established by Mrs. Madison. Mrs. Madison had an in-depth knowledge of the content and
curriculum that surpassed any self-teaching that Olive could have attempted on her own via
social media sources, and Olive recognized as much noting that there were topics she would not
have explored as deeply had it not been for Mrs. Madison’s assignments. The classroom
environment also allowed for Olive to engage in civil discussions with peers who held dissimilar
opinions, which was likely a welcome change from her experiences on social media. Lastly, the
frequency of discussion supported the development of Olive’s speaking skills, which would
likely serve her well in future active civic participation.
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Mrs. Madison’s content expertise as scaffold. Although Olive was confident in her
political opinions, she did value the content area expertise provided by her teacher, Mrs.
Madison. When asked about her teacher’s role in her civic identity development during our first
interview, Olive said, “…when she gives us, like, thorough details on topics that maybe I haven’t
looked into as much, it definitely shows me, like, how I feel about that situation or event.” For
instance, Olive’s research into private prisons largely came as a result of Mrs. Madison’s formal
debate assignment in the beginning of the fall semester in which students were assigned “for” or
“against” the death penalty. During our second interview, I asked Olive how research activities
in the class might have supported her exploration of self, she replied, “I already knew my
standpoint, it just helped me like find like more information about.” Olive’s awareness of issues
remained similar across the research period, but her depth of knowledge grew as a result of
personal research, some of which she attributed to class assignments delving into topic of which
she was not aware.
Civil discussions with dissimilar peers. In the campaign simulation project, Mrs.
Madison placed Olive on the Republican team because she had registered to vote in their
classroom as “No Party Affiliation.” Olive describes her interactions with her classmates on the
Republican team: “I have talked them… and we do have civil discussions,” and she recognized
the value in such conversations because, as she stated, “… yelling at people isn’t going to do
anything.” During the campaign simulation project, Olive’s individual role was to create poster
artwork for the Republican candidate. She was content with her position, but that did not stop
her from poking fun at the Republican candidate during work time. I overheard her say to the
candidate, “The worse your answer [about his position on gun control], the worse your posters
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will be.” She and her classmates agreed to disagree civilly and worked together on the project
without contempt.
Frequency of discussions facilitated safety. Olive credited the frequency of formal
discussions in AP government for some personal progress over the first semester of the school
year. She said, “I’ve gotten more comfortable with my speech.” She continued, “I think having
AP government…it helps you find a way to put your words together and describe what you’re
talking about.” During our interviews she would often mention that she was bad at speaking, so
as an educator it was powerful to hear her reflect upon this change in her skill level. Olive also
saw great value in the activity of civil discussion. She related her experiences of formal
discussions: “… it shows that like people are willing to listen and that you’re not just speaking
while like everyone turns a blind eye and closes their ears, so like people are willing to have a
discussion that what they [formal discussions] taught me.” When I asked about Mrs. Madison’s
role specifically in supporting Olive’s civic identity development in the classroom, Olive
responded: “…she definitely has helped a lot of people in the class grow and like be comfortable
with what they’re saying and like how to say it.” Olive had expressed a desire for a career in
diplomacy. The ability to participate in civil discussion and frequency of such discussions have
the potential to benefit her civic participation long into the future.
Case: Empowered – Salma
At the time of the research study Salma was an 18-year-old student. She took both AP
U.S. History and AP U.S. Government with Mrs. Madison. Salma identified as an EgyptianMuslim-American female. She wore the hijab everyday and had an assortment of colorful
headscarves. She dressed in long-sleeves and pants, and in the winter months often wore a
sweatshirt affiliating her with a local Muslim youth group. She was involved in several honor
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societies at the school and demonstrated a passion for social studies throughout her high school
career. Following the research period, Salma was awarded the Outstanding Social Studies
Student senior superlative. I categorized Salma as “empowered,” because in her initial written
response she expressed a critique of injustice and presented an active stance on civic
participation including a desire to fight for social change. In response to the written prompt
asking whether or not she said the pledge of allegiance, Salma replied:
I haven’t said the Pledge of Allegiance EVER since Trump was elected. I used to stand
up, hand on my heart, and say it in homeroom and at ceremonies. Now, I believe
America is hypocritical with its words, and ever since I followed the Black Lives Matter
movement, I can’t stand up to support a government that’s blatantly against Black people.
While the presidential election of Trump and the origin of the Black Lives Matter movement are
not directly connected, this response in total demonstrated both Salma’s willingness to take a
political stand and critique the current system, and her interest in a more active form of civic
participation in following a group with social justice at the center of its mission. What set Salma
apart as “empowered” rather than just simply aware was her to desire to fight for social justice,
rather than just a simple awareness that change is desirable. In her written response, Salma
described a positive experience she had with government workers:
I’ve met members of the [state] Senate when I visited [the state capitol]. Senator [name]
was the first Latina to be elected in [our state] Senate, so it inspires me so much to
achieve greatness like her, since I am an immigrant myself.
While Salma did not describe specific instances of disjuncture as defined by Rubin in her written
response, she alluded to an experience of hypocrisy in the country, she mentioned her immigrant
status, and she seemed deeply offended by the election of President Trump.
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I selected Salma as a research participant because her passion for social justice was
instantly evident in her written response. In our first interview, I asked, “If I was only watching
you in class, would I have a good idea of your civic identity?” Salma laughed and replied:
I think, yes… I honestly don’t hold back and I think regardless of what people, like, how
people look at me or what they say, it just… If no one is going to speak up, just say
something, and like I said, like, life’s too short to just hold back on your opinions and
especially in, like, this time where everyone is so polarized and stuff. I think if we just,
like all had meaningful discussions, it could really help. ‘Cause I don’t like when the
class is silent and Mrs. Madison asks something and everyone’s just staring. It’s like,
why doesn’t someone just say something? And if one person says something, it triggers
everyone. So, I take by the way I am in class, I’m very honest with my opinions, so you
could get a good sense of who I am as an individual.
Salma was overt in her expressions, both verbal and nonverbal. While our interviews were brief
in duration, Salma spared no detail in describing her experiences of civic identity both in and
outside of the classroom. Salma came into the class with a foundational understanding of
politics and current events, and the course really allowed her to explore her established positions
more in-depth.
Salma and I had a prior teacher-student relationship. I was her AP Psychology teacher
during her sophomore year of high school two years prior. Similar to the situation she described
above, Salma was always the student to fill the silence in the classroom, and she never shied
away from sharing her opinion or asking questions. As a student, she had a natural curiosity and
creativity of thinking, and always had a warm demeanor and a smile on her face. Salma and I
did not speak much during her junior year, other than exchanging pleasantries in the hallways
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and occasionally she would stop by my shared entryway for a longer hello with me and another
one of her previous social studies teachers next door. Salma and I had an easy and familiar
rapport during interviews.
Civic identity expression in the classroom. Salma’s “empowered” status was clear
from both the frequency and the content of her classroom contributions. As she described above,
she was comfortable expressing herself in class and was always one to jump in and contribute
whenever Mrs. Madison probed the class for input. Salma’s civic identity expressions across the
research period included critiques of the government, a desire to achieve equity through
governmental change, and assuming the role as an advocate for the oppressed.
Critiques of the government. Salma was confident in her critiques of what she perceived
as injustice perpetuated by the government. During the Right to Privacy Socratic seminar, Salma
brought up several historical examples of government interference with the privacy of citizens in
the name of safety. In her argument, she alluded to Japanese internment and the treatment of
Chinese immigrants as examples of the U.S. government targeting minorities. She also broached
the topic of the U.S. government’s justification of the Vietnam War in the name of protecting
citizens. Salma cited these cases to reinforce the idea that the PATRIOT Act’s implementation
following 9/11 was yet another example of the government overstepping its bounds in the name
of safety.
Salma softened her critique of the U.S. government with a personal experience. She
described an instance at an airport in which her family was taken aside for five hours of
questioning and searches. She half-joked that her family now gets to the airport hours before
they are supposed to be there because of incidents like this and attempted to enlighten her
classmates with a heavier message when she said, “When it personally happens to you, you don’t
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know what could happen.” In this statement, she shared the fear and anxiety that accompany
additional scrutiny by federal agents at the airport that perhaps was not evident to her classmates.
It was apparent that Salma had put a lot of effort and reasoning into presenting her arguments.
She had a magnetic personality and when she told stories, it was clear that her classmates were
listening.
Salma was open about her disapproval of President Trump because she linked his
presidency with much of the injustice she saw in the U.S. However, this disapproval did not
result in discouragement of her ability to see government as an agent of change. In a brief class
discussion of recent news reporting President Trump’s intention to use an executive order to end
birthright citizenship, Salma asked Mrs. Madison, “Would this finally be something we could
impeach him for?” She followed up with logistical questions such as, “How much money would
this executive order take?” “How do you differentiate between an executive order and the
president just wanting something to happen?” and “If they impeach Trump and kick him out, can
they turn around and do the same to Pence?” Salma’s dissatisfaction propelled her to question
the process of impeachment and the limits of presidential powers.
A desire to achieve equity through governmental change. Despite criticisms of the U.S.
government, Salma clearly saw government as a medium for change in society. In discussing the
state’s proposed amendment to restore voting rights to convicted felons after they had served
their mandated time, Salma jumped into the conversation and voiced her opinion that the
amendment should pass. She considered this amendment as a chance to provide equal access in
voting. In describing the importance of equal opportunity she said, “we can’t just open doors,
we have to give them a stepping stool.” Salma believed it was the government’s responsibility to
provide assistance to marginalized communities in the pursuit of equality. When Mrs. Madison
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reviewed the arguments “for” and “against” affirmative action, Salma looked around the
classroom in disbelief, accompanied by a verbal, “What?!”, as Mrs. Madison presented the idea
that some people are against affirmative action because it will cause groups to become dependent
on government assistance.
Salma’s confidence in U.S. government was confirmed by many of the results of the
2018 Midterm Elections. When Mrs. Madison asked the class to review what they were most
excited about in the results of the elections, Salma volunteered information about the first
Muslim-Somali female in Congress, Ilhan Omar, and how happy she was for to her win her race.
She added, “Imagine her being sworn in on the Qu’ran!” Salma was noticeably inspired by this
possibility. While Mrs. Madison reviewed the number of women who won seats in Congress,
Salma smiled and nodded along with a nearby peer (Katherine) in celebration. Salma also
offered some analysis on the state’s races, she said, “We were kind of shook Amendment 4
[Voting Rights Restoration] passed. A lot of liberal amendments passed, but the elections went
Republican.” Salma voted in this election and a picture of her with her “I Voted” sticker was
displayed on Mrs. Madison’s “I’m Cool, I Vote” bulletin board along with several teachers from
the school, voting age students, and alumni.
Advocate for the oppressed. Salma took every opportunity to position herself as an
advocate for the oppressed. During the Right to Privacy Socratic seminar, several students were
going back and forth discussing the merits of the Supreme Court’s ruling in the Masterpiece
Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission case that was decided in the summer of 2018.
While the conversation turned to whether or not artisans should be compelled to produce
something they may disagree with, Salma interjected, “If they want a cake they can find it. It’s
not about the cake. It’s about people being continually oppressed. It’s defending a whole
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movement. It’s more than a cake.” She swiftly drew the conversation back to the constitutional
arguments and disregarded arguments made by classmates searching for when it might be okay
to discriminate. Salma continuously positioned herself on the side of equality and justice.
In creating her Civil Disobedience Poster project, Salma chose to take up the cause of
“Justice for Palestine.” She described a case in which a friend went to visit his family in
Palestine, and Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) burned his cousin alive, reportedly. When her friend
protested this action, he was arrested and beaten by IDF. She shared in an almost pleading
manner with her classmates, “Palestinians go through this everyday…When it’s someone you
actually know it kind of shakes you…Holding up the Palestinian flag is illegal in Israel. The
U.S. Government needs to stop talking about terrorism until they stop funding Israel.” The scope
of the project did not permit time for Salma to delve into U.S. aid to Israel, although it was clear
that she had done research into the topic. While not Palestinian herself, Salma was passionate
about advocating for those who had suffered in the face of perceived injustice.
During the Electoral Process Socratic seminar, Salma again positioned herself on the side
of marginalized peoples. During the discussion on Voter ID Laws, Salma argued:
This concept of voter fraud is another way for people in power to stop minorities from
voting. It’s easy to say, ‘If they really want it, they would do it,’ but 10 million people
live beyond 10 miles from a place to get an ID.
Salma empathized with the plight of individuals less fortunate than herself. She called for more
representative democracy, and saw the elimination of Voter ID laws as a means to do so. She
joked, “No one says, ‘Let’s go and commit voter fraud.’ That doesn’t happen.” She saw the
presence of such laws as unnecessary obstacles that only served to suppress voter turnout and
further marginalize communities.
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Experience of identity exploration and civic identity development. In some ways,
Salma viewed her own civic identity development and identity exploration in relation to her
participation in the activities and assignments in AP U.S. Government. Salma related her civic
identity development, especially aspects of her sense of empowerment, directly back to Mrs.
Madison and her teaching. Salma had a strong sense of herself as an advocate for minority
groups and used the class as an opportunity to learn as much as she could about social justice and
related issues. Salma also experienced a hyphenated identity that allowed her to view society
through multiple lenses. Her family and community also played a major role in influencing her
to have a more active sense of civic participation. Ultimately, Salma felt confident in her own
identity and did not hold back when it came to sharing her opinions in class.
Mrs. Madison’s empowering environment. Salma spoke with ease when recounting her
experiences in relation to Mrs. Madison and her time in both AP U.S. History --- commonly
referred to as APUSH among students --- and AP U.S. Government. She left no shortage of
praise for Mrs. Madison and the classroom environment she created. In our first interview, she
reflected:
Honestly, I took APUSH last year, and Mrs. Madison has honestly, like, transformed my
views on just everything, like the United States, our liberties, the way we live our lives.
And I took the beginning of APUSH, I wasn’t… I didn’t really talk much… I was kind of
shy. But then, once we started to do debates and get more engaged about the United
States history, and then I came into this class. I just think life’s too short to be quiet and
be shy, and like what do people think about me. Just say your opinions and you will
enlighten so many people. Like, I’ve had people come up to me and say like, ‘I’m really
happy what you said in class. Like, I never knew that about you or about the United
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States, I didn’t really look at it this way.’ So, I think, like, taking those two classes has
really shaped my identity and helped me develop my viewpoints on certain things.
The structure of the formalized discussions and their frequency helped Salma feel comfortable
and allowed her to break out of her shell. In classroom observations, her wealth of historical
knowledge was obvious. She regularly included references to American History to defend her
claims. She also enjoyed the opportunity to utilize discussions as time to expand her thinking.
Salma described the benefit of talking about issues in whole class discussion:
As we discuss it, and a lot of people have the same views as me, I realize, like, ‘Wow,
there’s even more to add on.’ And that when, and I notice everyone too. They kind of
get, like, more into it. Because sometimes I come to a Socratic and I have no opinion on
it [an issue], I’m just very indifferent, but then by the end I’m like, ‘Wow, like I learned
so much about this.’ and my views have changed a lot.
The discussions were a tool for Salma to explore ideas in-depth and she used each whole class
discussion as a learning opportunity. The value she placed on whole class discussions was
evident through Salma’s active listening postures --- leaning in, nodding her head, and tracking
the speaker --- and through her diligent note-taking.
Connections to social justice. Salma saw great relevance in the course content in
connection to her personal mission to advocate for social justice and the rights of the oppressed.
Much of the marginalization in society can be traced back to government policy. Salma took
each learning opportunity in the course as a chance to further develop her knowledge so that she
could better understand the experiences of others, and thus be a better advocate for change. In
our second interview, Salma referred to a more recent unit on healthcare:
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I think, like, a lot of stuff we study about like poverty and, like, healthcare and stuff, it
really showed me, like, different economic classes you know in the U.S., how other
people are struggling and stuff and since we really have to do projects and study about
them then, like, that has caused me to want to look up more about the information
Salma learned more about of the experience of others who had been marginalized that she had
not considered before. She also relished in the opportunity to gain a greater understanding of
how the system worked so that she could know how to best make a meaningful impact on the
system. When she described her experience of learning about campaign finance, Salma appeared
overwhelmed by the amount of money that goes into election races. I asked her if she felt
discouraged or empowered to know about the influence of money on elections, and she replied:
I feel like it empowers me more to fight for laws I want to get passed or people I want to
get elected into office to kind of control that. Um. It just helps me, like; I look at money
more like I pay closer attention to money now then from before and how everything
works, like, who hires you, how much you get paid, and like discussion of minimum
wage and stuff like that.
Her determination to fix the system from within and her desire to learn as much as possible about
the experiences of others reinforced Salma’s categorization as ‘empowered.’
Hyphenated identity. Lastly, Salma had a hyphenated identity that in some ways
impacted her experience of civic identity and her own personal identity development. Salma
identified as an Egyptian-Muslim-American. Her experiences in the Muslim community offered
her unique occasions to practice a more active stance on civic participation. The involvement of
her parents in the local community certainly aided her positive perception of such opportunities.
As a first generation immigrant, Salma also viewed her own experiences from starkly different
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vantage points --- always considering her perception of ‘freedom’ in the context of both a U.S.
and an Egyptian citizen.
When I first asked Salma which category she felt she was more suited for: ‘empowered’
or ‘aware’, she replied:
I don’t know. It’s hard to pick because I feel like certain topics I’m very empowered, and
like, I’ll go out to rallies for, or I’ll feel the need to, um, go to [the state capitol], I’ve
been before, um, to talk about certain legislation being passed. But then other things, I’m
aware of them, but like I grew up pretty privileged I’d say as an immigrant. I was never
poor growing up. My family, my Dad’s a doctor, he came here, he had a secure job. So
I’m not like a lot of my Arab friends that, like, they came like the dad had, like, five
dollars in his pocket and tried to create a family, you know? So stuff with, like, in that
sense, I’m aware and I see minorities and groups like that, but I just, I feel like the
empowered stuff is directly affecting me.
Salma viewed her own congruity in comparison to the experiences of others. Later in the
interview, I probed a bit further to assess the extent to which Salma may have experienced any
disjuncture. She casually addressed discrimination she had faced, “Yeah, I mean, I’ve been
called names before. I’ve been called ‘terrorist’… stuff like that.” Her nonchalance surprised me
at first, but then in considering the stories with which she was familiar, such as the one she
shared in her civil disobedience project, it seemed almost fitting. Her acknowledgement of
discrimination as a part of her reality did not stop her from being frustrated:
There’s more, like, implicit things like people just, like… Just like, if I’m in public with
my friends that also wear scarves around their head, and then they talk to us in really
slow English, as if we don’t understand. And it’s sad because that shouldn’t be an insult,
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but it just gets me because I’m like, ‘there’s nothing wrong with not knowing English,
and also you shouldn’t treat people this way.’ Stuff like that. So, I’ve definitely been
treated that way, or like at protests for Palestine, been flicked off, or people roll up their
cars and come out yelling. I’ve been told stuff about being Muslim, but I’ve never been
physically attacked, I guess.
So she had experienced disjuncture, just not to the same extent as others she had known about.
Salma’s empowerment was clear when she further discussed her wearing the scarf or hijab. She
recognized the danger of identifying herself as a Muslim, she said, “I have a scarf around my
head and I know that me walking out every day is … like I’m on automatic threat… like I could,
somebody could, like, automatic target I mean,” but then followed, “If we can’t take pride in our
identity, then where do we go from here.” Her unwillingness to shy away from her identity
demonstrated a firm sense of self.
Salma’s ties to Muslim culture and the Middle East cultivated a unique perspective on
freedom and liberty. When I asked in our first interview if she felt that she had experienced
liberty and alignment with U.S. ideals, she reflected:
Honestly, yes. Because just comparing, just seeing how my family lives in Egypt and
how there’s, like, no democracy, no rights, no nothing, no police involvement, just no
safety. And looking at what I have here, I’m like… I’m way too blessed. We have so
much liberty that we take for granted. And a lot of times, I’ll be like ‘Our rights being
stripped away from us,’ stuff like that, but at the end of the day, I still know that I live in
a country where I could protest without getting killed. I could voice my opinions and
people will listen, so I definitely feel like I’ve been able to use my rights and liberties and
stuff like that.
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Salma visited Egypt regularly, often on summer vacations. Her experiences as both an Egyptian
and an American left her with a tension between these two conflicting identities. She described
this tension that she experienced both in the United States and in Egypt:
It’s like every time I go back to them [in Egypt], they’re like, ‘You’re an American, you
don’t understand what we go through, you don’t know life like this.’ cause when I go
there, I’m like, ‘Egypt is so beautiful. I wish I could live here with you guys.’ But they’re
like, ‘You have no idea what we’ve been struggling with.’ But then when I’m here, it’s
like, ‘You’re not an American. You’re a Muslim Arab girl. You don’t…’ I kind of don’t
fit in to either one of those, so it’s like been a battle between finding my identity and
becoming comfortable with it.
Salma also considered this tension between rival identities when she contemplated whether or
not to stand for the Pledge of Allegiance. In our first interview, she further explained her
position:
I didn’t really feel like, you know, the need to say the Pledge that much, but then part of
me was like, you should be grateful you have the opportunity to be in this country. A lot
of people would beg to be in your position, but another part of me was like do you know
what your country has done to your people type of thing.
As she described in her written response, the eventual election of President Trump and Salma’s
involvement with groups like Black Lives Matter ultimately resulted in her not standing for the
Pledge. In many ways her sense of activism originates in her connection to the local Muslim
community.
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Family and community influences. Most of Salma’s active stance on civic participation
can be traced to both her family and local Muslim community. I asked her about her
participation in protests and rallies and her first reply was an instance with her family:
I went to a lot [of protests] in the Egyptian revolution, when they threw out the
democratically elected president, I went to a lot then because that one like really went
home. We went a straight two months every weekend we would rally and stuff. Me, and
my family would go out. So that was a big one. Mainly, like Middle Eastern countries
and then I’ve been to like, after the Parkland shooting, I went out to that one. Um, and,
Women’s March.
As a teenager, Salma’s protest experiences were limited to causes and locations of which her
parents approved. She described concerns her father had with her attending a Black Lives Matter
protest, but said she found other ways to support the movement. She elaborated, “I try to like
advocate online through social media, um a lot of my friends make, like, merchandise for, like,
Black Lives Matter, and so I try to support them, support black businesses mainly.” One of
Salma’s most empowering civic participation experiences was through the Council on American
Islamic Relations (CAIR), an organization in which her family has connections. She described
the event as “Muslim Capitol Day.” CAIR hosts this event every year in state capitols around
the country. Salma said she had gone to one of these events in elementary school, but was
excited to be invited again more recently as a high school student who had more knowledge of
the issues. She spoke to state senators and representatives about issues directly affecting the
Muslim community, such as the state deciding over whether to recognize Jerusalem as the
capitol of Israel, and criminal justice issues, such as raising the criminal threshold for cases of
grand theft and prison reform. In recounting the day, Salma said:
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So it was a bunch of Muslims… we came and kind of, we showed our voice, like we’re
here we know what’s trying to be passed and we want to tell you guys we want you to
represent us. And a lot of people, there were a lot of people that you can say wouldn’t be
pro-Muslim, so they were like really Republican, really conservative, but they’re like,
‘You know what I really appreciate you guys coming out here, we haven’t had anyone
come out and talk to us except you guys, and we recognize what you have to say. Now,
I’m sorry, I’m not going to like follow what you say, maybe I could consider it, I might
not vote against the bill, but I really appreciate you guys.’ So, that’s still good to know
that people will listen to you and they take into account what you do, although, they
might not follow through. And there were a lot of people that were like ‘Oh my god, you
guys changed my views, I’m going to vote towards this bill or against it.’ So, yeah.
Her experiences with the CAIR organization in the capitol and the seemingly active stance her
family took on civic participation certainly influenced Salma’s civic identity. Her positive
experiences with members of the government had an impact on her perceptions of social justice
and the possibilities for reform. Salma even used one of the bills discussed on Muslim Capitol
Day during the class legislative simulation. She drafted legislation to increase the criminal
threshold for grand theft in order to reduce the number of petty criminals classified as felons and
lobbied her committee members and her classmates to pass the bill and it passed almost
unanimously in their simulation.
Support for identity exploration and civic identity development. Salma showed
endless gratitude to Mrs. Madison for both supporting her civic identity development, and for
supporting her exploration of new perspectives. In Salma’s descriptions, she detailed the ways in
which Mrs. Madison triggered exploration by always pushing students to think critically about
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issues, she highlighted Mrs. Madison’s ability to deliver content in an accessible manner as a
scaffold that supported her exploration, and also praised Mrs. Madison’s ability to create a safe
and comfortable atmosphere in the course. She also found that the course promoted relevance to
her own interests and real world experiences.
Challenging students to think critically. Oftentimes, the discussion topics in class
pushed students to talk about issues in which they had not previously formed opinions. Salma
especially enjoyed conversations like these, “I really like her open… like Socratics, like she’ll
give us like a handout or list of five discussions, maybe like amendments we’re going to discuss.
I really like discussing amendments or topics that are iffy.” The “iffy-ness” of these
conversations and there frequency allowed Salma to be comfortable with being uncomfortable
and to examine her own opinions more closely.
Scaffolding exploration with accessible information. Salma valued the way in which
Mrs. Madison encouraged students to consider multiple perspectives, and she especially
appreciated her content expertise, which allowed her to share information with students in a way
that was accessible. In our second interview, Salma explained:
I think she does like a really good job of being unbiased. Um. But, like, the way she says
things, the way she educates us and gives us both sides really does help me out.
Especially like, she dumbs it down for me. ‘Cause sometimes I’m like, ‘this is so much
information, I can’t understand!’ But she does a really good job of, like, simplifying
everything.
The in-class lectures supported Salma’s understanding of content and her ability to participate
more effectively in class conversations.
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Safe and comfortable atmosphere. In addition to providing scaffolds to help Salma learn
course information that she eventually integrated into her civic identity, Salma also perceived
Mrs. Madison as creating an environment that was safe for all students:
I think since Mrs. Madison likes to call on everyone and whoever wants to share their
ideas, she makes it like a really safe zone and no one’s ever said anything even if it crazy,
and she hasn’t been like taken aback or told them to step out or anything, so she
definitely makes it a safe zone and um having, like, our little groups, she tells us to turn
and talk with our groups, it’s good to see other people’s point of views that you might not
necessarily agree with and then like discussing it as a class and hearing all the inputs.
The turn and talk structure was used almost daily in Mrs. Madison’s class. Mrs. Madison would
propose a discussion question to the class --- often to break up lecture notes --- and would
quickly follow-up with, “turning-and-talking to your partners, you have two minutes to answer
this question.” Students who might not feel comfortable sharing to the whole class in the same
way as Salma were still able to participate and engage in the same level of thinking, just on a
more intimate level.
Promoting relevance with real world application. Finally, in keeping with the Kaplan et
al.’s (2014) four design principles, Salma described Mrs. Madison as promoting relevance in the
course. In particular she saw the relevance and application of class assignments as supportive of
students:
She doesn’t give us, like, busy work and stuff to just grade and input; it’s stuff that she
cares about us learning. She cares about us getting civically engaged and involved in our
communities, so just taking that stuff seriously and becoming educated on it. ‘Cause
there are certain topics where I'm like do I really care about this? But if I take my time to
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read it and think about it you know everything impacts us at the end of the day so I think
just taking her stuff seriously and seeing all the work that she puts in for us ‘cause I could
see that she genuinely cares about um what we think.
Salma perceptively noted the care that her teacher had put into the crafting assignments. Each of
the assignments included an element of controversy in which students had to make a decision
about what they thought. The content of AP U.S. Government is relevant to students on the
brink of full citizenship rights, but Mrs. Madison intention to spark a passion in her students was
not lost on Salma. Salma’s perception of support for her identity exploration and civic identity
development by her teacher is best exemplified by one final quote:
Mrs. Madison told us at the beginning of the year, she said, ‘A lot of you might not really
care much about politics or about voting, but trust me, by the end of the class you’re
gonna wanna do everything you can to vote and try to change the way the government
works.’ And I definitely feel that. Like, I knew from like the beginning once I turned 18,
I’m gonna vote, but like now I’m, like, dedicated to changing things, and I can sense a lot
of people in the class, like, can’t wait to vote and can’t wait to, um, learn more, like, elect
new people into congress. She really intensified that for me and this class built a lot of
energy and civic engagement.
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Chapter Five:
Findings – Cross-Case Analysis
Introduction
In the previous chapter, individual case reports detailed the experiences and perceptions
related to civic identity development and identity expression of five students enrolled in a
twelfth-grade Advanced Placement (AP) U.S. Government course. The following research
questions guided the qualitative multiple case study and were addressed within each individual
case report and will again be addressed in cross-case analysis in this chapter:
5. In what ways do twelfth-grade students express their civic identity in a U.S. Government
classroom?
6. In what ways do twelfth-grade students describe their experience of identity exploration
and civic identity development in relation to activities and assignments in their U.S.
Government classroom?
7. In what ways do twelfth-grade students describe support for identity exploration and civic
identity development by their U.S. Government teacher?
8. In what ways do individual differences in civic identity development explain potential
differences in the experience of identity exploration among twelfth-grade students in a
U.S. Government classroom?
The Quintain
In a multiple case study design, the quintain serves as a target for investigation of the
larger phenomenon under study, with each of the individual cases representing some facet of that
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phenomenon (Stake, 2006). The five students --- Lia, Katherine, Pearl, Olive, and Salma --served to represent the phenomenon of civic identity development in an AP U.S. Government
classroom. At the start of the study, each student was identified as representing one of the four
civic identity statuses outlined by Rubin (2007): complacent, aware, empowered, or discouraged.
Two dimensions define the civic identity statuses: congruity of experience with the U.S. ideals of
liberty and equality, and attitude toward civic participation. Lia represented the complacent
status defined by her satisfaction with the status quo and passive attitude toward civic
participation. Katherine and Pearl represented the aware status, also expressing congruence of
experience with regard to liberty and equality, but also demonstrating more active attitudes
toward civic participation. Finally, Olive and Salma represented the empowered status, both
having experienced some disjuncture with regard to the ideals of liberty and freedom and
exhibiting an active attitude toward civic participation exemplified by a desire for social justice.
In this chapter, cross-case analysis will consider the entirety of the quintain, while
highlighting similarities and differences in experience for each case. However, it should be
noted that Stake (2006) cautions against the comparison of cases: “The cases studied are a
selected group of instances chosen for better understanding of the quintain” (p.83). Cross-case
analysis serves to both accent the uniqueness of individual cases while also addressing
commonalities (Stake, 2006). The main findings will be presented through the themes identified
in each of the research questions:
•

the ways in which students express civic identity in the U.S. government classroom;

•

the ways in which students describe the experience of identity exploration and civic
identity development in the U.S. government classroom;
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•

the ways in which students describe support for identity exploration and civic identity
development in the U.S. government classroom; and,

•

the ways in which differences in civic identity might explain differences in the
experience of identity exploration.

Additional findings outside of the original themes outlined in the research questions will also be
addressed.
Main Findings
The cross-case analysis revealed several key findings. First, participants’ civic identity
expression was consistent with their assigned civic identity statuses based upon the written
prompt, with students in the “empowered” status exhibiting a tendency to advocate for social
justice during whole class discussion, while students in the “aware” and “complacent” status
were more likely to express a sympathy for injustice, but oftentimes displayed a satisfaction with
the status quo. All students described the benefits of whole class discussion with regard to their
identity exploration. However, students with a set of beliefs different from their classmates were
more likely to be restrained during whole class discussion. All students described support for
identity exploration and civic identity development from Mrs. Madison, citing the ways in which
she encouraged active attitudes toward civic participation, triggered and provided scaffolds for
identity exploration through the structure of assignments, and facilitated a sense of safety in the
classroom, particularly during whole class discussion. There were some ways in which
differences in which civic identity might have explained differences in identity exploration.
Notably, students in different civic identity statuses identified different aspects of discussion as
most beneficial. Students experiencing congruence with U.S. government’s founding ideals of
liberty and equality were more likely to be reserved in whole class discussion and communicated
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concern regarding the opinions of others, while students in the empowered status were more
comfortable speaking openly in the whole class discussion forum. Finally, participants also
described the ways in which social media and familial influences on identity may have
contributed to their civic identity development and identity exploration.
Civic identity expression in the classroom. Each of the student participants in this
study found some manner to express their civic identity in the AP U.S. Government classroom,
whether through whole class discussions, small group conversations, or written assignment
submissions. Students’ contributions to whole class discussions were consistent with their
respective civic identity statuses, and thus disclosed elements of their personal experiences and
attitudes towards civic participation. The empowered students spoke more frequently, and when
they did speak they tended to act as advocates for social justice. In contrast, students
characterized as complacent and aware, tended to have more limited contributions to class
discussion.
In many ways, the structure of the course and assignments required students to formulate
opinions on controversial public issues, and in doing so, insisted students reveal some aspects of
their personal experiences and attitudes as a means of class participation. The students
categorized as empowered spent a majority of class time advocating for social justice. Students
expressed a critical examination of government practices regardless of their personal experiences
of liberty or equality. However, the students in the complacent and aware status spoke less
frequently than their empowered counterparts and articulated awareness of social injustice, but at
times expressed desires to maintain the status quo.
Empowered students advocated for social justice. Olive and Salma participated in
regularly in class discussions. They shared openly and honestly with their classmates and felt
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comfortable thinking aloud. Olive and Salma both disclosed examples in which they had
perceived a lack of fairness in treatment by government officials early on in the research period.
During the Right Privacy Socratic seminar, both Olive and Salma shared stories of themselves
and family members being held up at airports for indefinite amounts of time due to what they
perceived as unwarranted layers of security that they felt targeted the Muslim community to
which they both belonged. For both girls, sharing experiences of disjuncture such as the
instances at the airport illustrated their empowered status by employing such stories in the
context of criticizing the PATRIOT Act and defending a right to privacy as a constitutional right.
A shared Muslim background and interest in pursuit justice for Muslim communities
found the two students paired together on the Civil Disobedience Poster project. Both Olive and
Salma chose to create posters highlighting protests of injustice in Palestine. Similarly, both
students chose to highlight protests of alleged violence by the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF)
against young people. In their poster presentations, they shared personalized stories and
experiences of injustice in Palestinian communities. While the nature of the assignment asked
all students to consider different cases of injustice, Olive and Salma’s illumination of personal
stories and examples provided a depth to their claims that could not be imitated by a presentation
of facts and figures. The promotion of social justice did not stop at Muslim and Arab
communities.
Throughout the semester, Olive and Salma both acted as advocates for other marginalized
groups, including Black, minority, and low-income communities. During the Death Penalty
debate, Olive described inequality in the prison system. She emphasized the likeliness of Black
Americans going to jail as higher than White Americans and specified that while 30% of the
prison population was Black, only 16% of the population of the U.S. was Black. Olive also went
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on to say that poor Americans are disproportionately victims of the prison system. During the
Electoral Processes Socratic seminar, Salma expressed a disappointment with the
implementation of Voter ID laws. She said, “This concept of voter fraud is another way for
people in power to stop minorities from voting.” In defense of her claim, she continued, “It’s
easy to say, ‘If they really wanted to vote they would do it,’ but 10 million people live beyond 10
miles from a place to get I.D.” Salma called for a system of voting laws that would allow for a
more representative democracy.
Olive identified as “anti-corporate” and identified strongly with the elimination of
policies that only served to benefit the wealthiest individuals. In the lesson on interest groups,
Olive volunteered the example of soda companies lobbying for influence on health legislation as
an example of elitism. She disapproved of corporate influence over public decisions. She stated,
“Smaller lobbying groups can’t compete with corporate control,” and called for an elimination of
Political Action Committees (PACs). Olive was a self-described socialist and as such, thrived
upon opportunities to defend the working class.
Salma took every opportunity to advocate for a variety of marginalized groups. On one
instance, she defended the LGBTQIA+ community in a discussion of the Supreme Court’s 2018
ruling in the Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission case. Her classmates
went back and forth on the merits of the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold the Masterpiece
Cakeshop’s right to refuse to create a cake for a gay wedding under the circumstances of the
case. Salma interjected, “If they want a cake they can find it. It’s not about the cake. It’s about
people being continually oppressed. It’s defending a whole movement. It’s more than a cake.”
Salma was intolerant of discrimination and positioned herself as a supporter of equality.
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Students critiqued governmental practices despite congruence in experience. For Olive
and Salma, it appeared that their personal experiences of inequality influenced their social justice
orientations. However, an experience of disjuncture was not necessary for students to participate
in a critical examination of government. While Lia, Pearl, and Katherine all largely experienced
congruence of experience with regard to the ideals of liberty and equality, they each still
expressed criticism of specific governmental policies and practices.
While her verbal expressions in class overall were limited, Lia did express critiques of
government at varying points during the research period. Lia chose to research the protests
surrounding Brett Kavanaugh’s 2018 Supreme Court nomination for her Civil Disobedience
Poster project. Lia embraced the cause of women’s rights. She explained, “I agree with the
protestors. Women experiencing sexual assault should be brought to light. The government
should believe women. The government should encourage women to speak instead of criticize.”
In preparation for the Legislative Simulation, Lia created a bill that would raise the national
minimum wage to $12.00 an hour. In the Electoral Processes Socratic seminar, she claimed that
politicians appeared more responsible to their financial supporters than to public citizens.
Pearl similarly found opportunities to express criticism of the government through
different assignment tasks. In her Civil Disobedience Poster presentation, Pearl expressed
sympathy for the protesters of the Dakota Access Pipeline. In an informal class discussion of the
2018-midterm election results, she expressed disappointment after the state’s governor race in
which she described the new governor as not believing that same sex marriage should be legal.
In written assignments, Pearl also found opportunities to support issues like the implementation
of a Voting Right Restoration amendment for felons in her state, and the abolition of the
Electoral College.
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While Lia and Pearl were a bit more sporadic in expressing their civic identities in class,
Katherine was more consistent in expressing verbal comments throughout the research period.
Katherine had a clear sense of her political ideology as a Democrat and found several occasions
upon which to criticize Republican policies when the class discussed current events. In the Right
to Privacy Socratic seminar, Katherine expressed dislike for certain state laws regarding
abortion. She described one state law in which a woman was required to notify her husband in
order to receive an abortion and she approvingly explained to her class that the courts removed
this requirement, calling the husband notification an undue burden.
Experience of identity exploration and civic identity development. One-on-one
interviews with each of the participants allowed me to better understand the ways in which
students were experiencing elements of the course in relation to their personal identity
exploration and civic identity development. Regardless of civic identity status, students saw
course assignments as supportive of identity exploration. However, civic identity status may
have contributed to which assignments and activities students valued most in terms of their
identity exploration. Students also appreciated the ways in which the course encouraged them to
be more aware of current events and issues, with different impacts felt for students at different
levels of initial awareness.
Students perceived whole class discussion as supportive of identity exploration. Each
of the participants reflected upon the ways in which whole class discussion was supportive of
identity exploration. In a later section, I will discuss differences in civic identity that may have
contributed to differences in the aspects of discussion that each participant valued, but first it is
important to note that all students found some qualities of whole class discussion valuable to
their personal identity exploration.
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Lia and Pearl both described interest and engagement with regard to more informal whole
class discussions that would take place periodically to review current events. Informal
discussions such as these took place over the fall semester and included topics such as the 2018
midterm election candidates and results, the proposed amendments on the state’s midterm
ballots, the mass shooting a at a country bar in Thousand Oaks, California, and President Donald
Trump’s Twitter proclamations regarding a proposed elimination of birthright citizenship. Both
Lia and Pearl were becoming more actively engaged in current events during the research period
compared to the previous school year. Pearl shared her eagerness to be more informed. In our
second interview she revealed, “I check the news. I check it on Twitter, so it’s not, like, super
detailed, but, like, I follow those things and I feel really proud of myself when I know what’s
going on.” Pearl used the frequent discussion of current events as an incentive to explore her
commitment to being a more informed citizen. Lia saw the discussion of current events as
instrumental to exploring her personal opinions regarding issues. Lia shared:
I like talking about current events. Well, I don’t talk. I like listening. I like to hear what
other people think, and I prefer to form my opinion in my head instead of saying it out
loud. And I feel like I’m less influenced when I keep it to myself.
While Lia and Pearl were still establishing many of their opinions regarding political
issues, Katherine Salma, and Olive were more establish. Katherine recognized her experiences
in AP U.S. Government stimulated more in-depth exploration of topics and fine-tuned her
skillset with regard to active citizenship. Katherine’s viewed participation in the Socratic
seminars and in the Candidates’ debate in the campaign simulation as practical real world
situations. For Katherine, participation in whole class discussions allowed her to further explore
her identity with regard to civic involvement.
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Like Katherine, Olive utilized whole class discussion as an opportunity to further develop
pre-existing beliefs. Olive explained:
I think I already have my mind made up, but I do listen to other people and I do take in
what they say, but it’s just what I take in. I usually try to critique what I’m thinking, if
it’s truly how I feel about a situation.
Similarly, Salma had many firmly established opinions coming into whole class discussions.
However, Salma also considered the Socratic seminars as a chance to consider opposing points
of view. Salma said, “Sometimes I come to a Socratic and I have no opinion on [an issue], I’m
just very indifferent, but then by the end I’m like, ‘Wow, like I learned so much about this.’ and
my views have changed a lot.” Overall, all of the students valued the ways in which whole class
discussion provided opportunities for identity exploration.
Difference in opinion led to restraint in discussion. While all students found some
manner to internalize reflections from whole class discussion in a way that furthered their
personal identity exploration, Lia and Pearl both seemed to experience a heightened sense of
sense of restraint when it came to fully expressing their opinions. Both Lia and Pearl were less
firm in their political beliefs, and also shared the similarity of coming from more conservative
families. In grappling with determining their individual opinions separate from those of their
parents, they did not always find the whole class discussion forum inviting.
During our first interview, Lia confessed that she sometimes presented viewpoints that
were not entirely her own, but rather were those she had borrowed from her peers. In reference
to a discussion regarding the PATRIOT Act in which she expressed a criticism of the law, she
said, “Sometimes I say things in class that I don’t necessarily believe.” Oftentimes, Lia would
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hold back comments in discussion for fear of offending others in the class and not wanting to
start an unnecessary confrontation. She explained:
That’s why I prefer to just listen and not talk and like mess it up or something, but, um,
yeah… I do really hate talking about politics with people, especially because everyone is
the same. I hate it. I can’t do it.
She was originally hesitant about the emphasis on discussion in the course because of her more
conservative viewpoint. Over time, Lia became more comfortable sharing, but it was not until
she connected with other students in the class with whom she had similar beliefs. She said:
I thought I would hate it. Because I thought I was going to be the only one, like, with
different opinions, like the only conservative-leaning person in there. Um, there’s like
two other people I think, but still my opinions differ from even them. So, I found out that
even within the political ideologies there are still a lot of different opinions and that’s
how I came to tolerate a lot of that class. ‘Cause I can come to an understanding with
them.
Lia was not alone in her cautious approach to discussion. Pearl also felt guarded when it
came time for her to share her opinions with classmates in a whole class discussion setting.
When I asked Pearl in our first interview about how the discussion may benefit her as a citizen,
she replied, “So… mostly in the discussion, I usually listen because sometimes I feel like my
opinion… like a bunch of people would get mad if I shared it.” There was one instance in the
Right to Privacy Socratic seminar where it seemed that the class had reached a consensus that the
PATRIOT Act was creating situations in which privacy rights were being infringed upon at
airports. Pearl disagreed, she told me privately:
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They were telling stories about how they’ve been like checked and stuff [at the airport]
and I get that, but at the same time I was just thinking that the PATRIOT Act, it’s so
much safer to just check and be safe than it is to have people die again. And like even if
it’s at the cost of, like, some people feeling uncomfortable, I feel uncomfortable in the
country if people were terrorized again.
However, she did not feel it appropriate to share her opinion with her classmates. She shared,
“’Cause they would just think I don’t agree with them because I haven’t experienced it. And I
don’t know if I had experienced it, if I would have felt differently about it.” In this case, Pearl
seemed to have an established viewpoint on the issue of increased surveillance at airports, but
she was not comfortable bringing her idea forward for whole class consideration. Although she
seemed contemplative and unassuming in her own opinion, she worried that the response she
would receive from classmates would not be constructive.
Support for identity exploration and civic identity development. It was evident that
the structure of the course, specifically the frequent inclusion of discussion, was beneficial to
allowing students the time to consider their own viewpoints and the viewpoints of others. In
many ways, the structure of the class and the reflective nature of the assignments could be traced
back to the instructor, Mrs. Madison. Mrs. Madison had a way of cultivating opportunities for
students to consider how the course content related back to themselves and their personal beliefs,
and she did so intentionally. Mrs. Madison encouraged students to embrace active attitudes
toward civic participation, she provided scaffolds for thinking critically about issues within
assignments, and she created a safe environment for students to engage in civil discourse.
Mrs. Madison encouraged students to embrace active attitude toward civic
participation. Regardless of starting point for each of the participants, the nature of the course
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encouraged students to be more active in their approach to citizenship. Lia in particular noticed
a change in her own attitude toward being an informed citizen. I asked her which aspects of the
course in particular helped her become more aware of political affairs. She replied:
Well, at the beginning of the year, especially, she had us, um, look up current events,
like, we watched the Governor’s debate and, um, we looked at all that stuff. And I even
stayed up until midnight to watch the election! I was so interested. So, um, I really
enjoyed the class actually. I didn’t think I would. It kind of allowed me to venture out of
all of the opinions that I’ve been used to and around last time, um, even though everyone
in that class is kind of, ‘of the same opinions’, but it’s a different way of looking at it.
Just because my opinions aren’t the same as theirs, and it’s just interesting to see how
they think.
As a homework assignment, Mrs. Madison required all students to watch the governor’s debate
and review the state’s ballot including proposed amendments to the state’s constitution. This
assignment was followed by a whole class discussion of the debates and state’s ballots. By the
end of the course, Lia was more open to engage in politics conversations, and was well versed in
this practice due to Mrs. Madison’s expectations of her students. In our second interview she
explained:
I felt like it was good for me. I felt like I did grow as a person. I never really engaged in
politics beforehand and now I do, for fun even. I never thought I would do that, but I’m
glad that I know my stances now.
Similar to Lia, Pearl made a concerted effort to become more informed over the course of
the semester. In our second interview she shared, “I check the news. I check it on Twitter, so it’s
not, like, super detailed, but, like, I follow those things and I feel really proud of myself when I
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know what’s going on.” This was a transformation for Pearl compared to the start of the year
where she felt overwhelmed by her classmates’ prior knowledge. She described this concern she
had when she first entered the course:
When they talked about stuff, like, when we would be in a lesson and they would talk
about something else that relates that we hadn’t learned about yet, I’d always be really
confused… ‘cause they’d always sound like they knew so much more than me…
Over time, Pearl was able to feel more confident and became more actively informed of current
events. Pearl and Lia both benefitted from Mrs. Madison’s emphasis on current events and
ended the course with more active attitudes than they had at the start.
Katherine also expanded her personal attitude toward civic participation with the
assistance of Mrs. Madison. Although, her experience happened the prior school year, it is still
relevant to Mrs. Madison’s teaching style. Mrs. Madison frequently shared opportunities for
civic involvement with students in her AP U.S. Government and AP U.S. History courses.
Katherine, although civically involved independent of school, never saw herself as someone who
would attend political rallies or protests. However, this changed after Mrs. Madison shared an
opportunity to visit the state capital with Katherine that changed her perspective. Katherine
shared:
So Mrs. Madison definitely played a role in issues that I’m passionate about. The main
thing for me is that I’ve never really been. I’m naturally very… how to put this… I never
really was someone who was going out and protesting. That was just something I really
had not considered. It’s just nothing that came to my mind immediately when I thought of
how I could get things done. So, Mrs. Madison provided me a very unique opportunity
after the Parkland shooting to go… it started with going to [a rally at the state capitol] on
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a bus ride … It was very interesting to actually see that process in person and I thank
Mrs. Madison so much for that opportunity because it was very interesting to, uh, to see
the hold that interest groups have on our state legislature.
After attending a political rally with Mrs. Madison, Katherine’s active attitude continued to
develop. Later that same school year, Mrs. Madison provided another opportunity to attend the
March For Our Lives in Washington, D.C. Katherine took advantage of another chance to
expand her ideas of civic participation and joined the group. She described:
I admired protestors but I’d never really felt it was necessary for me to participate in that
type of civil disobedience… After being able to go to March For Our Lives, I kind of
understood, I understood why people do that. So, I think that was something that Mrs.
Madison really allowed me to explore and I made the mistake of discounting something
before I had the opportunity to be involved in it and definitely I do feel especially now
that I’m able to do things myself, I can actually go and be more active in that way
because I’m more aware.
Katherine’s participation in these experiences propelled her already active stance on civic
participation even further. She was able to put herself in unique situations and see herself in the
role of active citizen in a new light.
Salma also saw Mrs. Madison as a source of energy with regard to civic participation.
Salma was so impressed by Mrs. Madison in her AP U.S. History course the year before and all
that she had learned. She viewed Mrs. Madison’s lessons as a catalyst for sparking her interest
in civil liberties. She said, “I took APUSH last year, and Mrs. Madison has honestly, like,
transformed my views on just everything, like the United States, our liberties, the way we live
our lives.” In AP U.S. Government, her experience was no different. Salma felt Mrs. Madison’s
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enthusiasm for active civic participation. She shared her experience in the class at the beginning
of the year:
Mrs. Madison told us at the beginning of the year, she said, ‘A lot of you might not really
care much about politics or about voting, but trust me, by the end of the class you’re
[going to want to] do everything you can to vote and try to change the way the
government works.’ And I definitely feel that. Like, I knew from like the beginning once
I turned 18, I’m [going to] vote, but like now I’m, like, dedicated to changing things, and
I can sense a lot of people in the class, like, can’t wait to vote and can’t wait to, um, learn
more, like, elect new people into congress. She really intensified that for me and this
class built a lot of energy and civic engagement.
Mrs. Madison provided triggers and scaffolds for thinking critically about issues. In
addition to the infusion of whole class discussion throughout the course, Mrs. Madison
structured assignments and activities in such a way as to act as a guide for students to develop
their beliefs about issues. The students acknowledged the design of the assignments as
beneficial to their consideration of issues. Each student described specific ways in which the
assignments supported their exploration of different topics.
Rather than just choosing a side with which she was familiar, Mrs. Madison would push
students to explore other positions. Lia, in particular, praised this practice:
I like that, um, sometimes we don’t get to choose our sides. ‘Cause then we end up
learning more about the other side and we become either really… we agree with it more
or we become really polarized from it. And I just think that’s interesting.
For Lia, she was able to consider her own opinions from multiple perspectives when she
was assigned to espouse a specific opinion.
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Pearl was partial to objective data. Because she was still new to the political arena, she
had a desire to understand issues in-depth and was looking for right answers. For Pearl, Mrs.
Madison’s expectation that students cite their sources was welcome. Pearl paraphrased her
teacher’s expectation:
She makes us cite sources. That’s a really big stressed thing in that class and lot of the
discussion is making sure that you’re using, like, sources and citing it. ‘Cause if not, a
bunch of people would just, like, be talking about their opinions and it would be
impossible to get anywhere ‘cause without facts, everybody’s right.
Pearl’s inquisitive nature was also aided by Mrs. Madison’s research assignments. Pearl had a
desire to be informed, and appreciated the ways in which Mrs. Madison’s assignments framed
issues for her to gain a better understanding of political affairs. She shared:
I just love getting information! And in my free time, I don’t have time to Google
everything I want to know. So when it’s guided like that, it’s easier for me to pick up on
what’s going on and like focus on what’s important.
Olive felt pretty established in her political positions, but did recognize the role Mrs.
Madison had as a content area expert. Many topics, such as private prisons, were brought to
light for Olive by Mrs. Madison’s mention of relevant issues during class. Olive said, “…when
she gives us, like, thorough details on topics that maybe I haven’t looked into as much, it
definitely shows me, like, how I feel about that situation or event.” Olive appreciated Mrs.
Madison as a source of knowledge on topics she had yet to explore. “I already knew my
standpoint, it just helped me like find like more information about.” Similarly, Salma viewed
Mrs. Madison’s expertise as a crucial trait for her own understanding of course material. She
commented:
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I think she does like a really good job of being unbiased. Um. But, like, the way she says
things, the way she educates us and gives us both sides really does help me out.
Especially like, she dumbs it down for me. ‘Cause sometimes I’m like, ‘this is so much
information, I can’t understand!’ But she does a really good job of, like, simplifying
everything.
Mrs. Madison was able to scaffold understanding and support exploration for each of the
students at varying levels.
Mrs. Madison created a safe environment for students to engage in civil discourse.
The cultivation of a safe and secure classroom environment was essential for students to feel
comfortable exploring their own beliefs. Mrs. Madison achieved this aim in different ways for
each of her students.
Lia described a common small group discussion structure that Mrs. Madison employed
called the “turn and talk,” in which students presented their ideas in relation to a discussion
prompt with their neighbor. This low stakes, small group discussion setting made it easier for
students less keen to speak aloud like Lia to feel comfortable sharing their opinions. Lia said:
I think it was mainly when she let the class, like, the turn and talk thing, talk with the
whole group, I think that was a place that we could share our opinions and I didn’t have
to, like, I couldn’t say anything because we were forced to, like, talk and it would be
awkward if I didn’t so, I just said stuff and they were like ‘Well, okay.’
Salma also recognized Mrs. Madison’s small group discussion prompts as helpful to creating a
supportive learning environment. She commented:
…So she definitely makes it a safe zone and um having, like, our little groups, she tells us
to turn and talk with our groups, it’s good to see other people’s point of views that you
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might not necessarily agree with and then like discussing it as a class and hearing all the
inputs.
The "turn and talk” strategy was common practice in Mrs. Madison’s classroom. She
used it when students were in their traditional seats facing the front of the room for lecture-style
lessons just as much as she used it when students were seated in a circle for Socratic seminars.
Pearl also described an instance when Mrs. Madison prompted a “turn and talk” that helped to
increase her feelings of safety in the classroom. After the Electoral Processes Socratic seminar,
Pearl was feeling overlooked by classmates who dismissed a solution she had suggested for
increasing fairness in Voter ID laws. Pearl recalled, “I think she [Mrs. Madison] picked up on
that ’cause she mentioned that we were supposed to turn and talk and think about solutions. She
was trying to bring it back to that.” Mrs. Madison used the “turn and talk” to allow students to
debrief and to bring students back to a solution-oriented perspective. Pearl felt supported by
Mrs. Madison’s ability to draw attention to Pearl’s contributions without putting unnecessarily
attention onto Pearl specifically.
Difference in civic identity and differences in the experience of identity exploration.
The unique experiences of each of the participants in Mrs. Madison’s AP U.S. Government
classroom come together to form a clearer picture of civic identity development and identity
exploration in the classroom. Some patterns emerged in data analysis that point to possible
differences in identity exploration that may be attributed to differences in civic identity
development. First, among the participants, civic identity status appeared to contribute to which
assignments and activities students valued most. Second, congruence of experiences as
exemplified in both the “complacent” and “aware” categories led to a sense of restraint for both
Lia and Pearl when exploring their personal opinions aloud during whole class discussions.
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Finally, a more active orientation with regard to civic participation appeared to be related to
willingness to share during whole class discussion. While these findings are not meant to be
generalizable, they shed some light on the experiences of the students in this setting.
Civic identity status may have contributed to which assignments and activities students
valued most. Lia and Pearl were the least confident in their political positions at the start of the
research period. In likely connection to this fact, these students preferred more individual and
internals aspects of whole class discussion as methods for personal identity exploration.
Katherine was unique to the group in that she already had experience with many active forms of
civic participation. For her, the most valuable discussions in the course allowed her to mirror
real world political activities, such as the Campaign Simulation candidates’ debate. Olive and
Salma described themselves as benefitting most from participating in the Socratic seminars
because they allowed them to further explore their established opinions in depth, while also
providing opportunities to hear from others with different opinions.
Of all of the participants, Lia was the only student who had not previously enrolled in AP
U.S. History with Mrs. Madison, and she did not have high expectations upon entering AP U.S.
Government. Specifically, Lia said, “I thought I would hate it.” Surprisingly, Lia enjoyed Mrs.
Madison’s frequent allowance for informal discussions of current events. However, her
enjoyment was not due to her desire to participate. She explained:
I like talking about current events. Well, I don’t talk. I like listening. I like to hear what
other people think, and I prefer to form my opinion in my head instead of saying it out
loud. And I feel like I’m less influenced when I keep it to myself.
The course provided Lia with countless opportunities to observe political discussion. Outwardly,
Lia did not appear to be participating or engaging in these conversations, so the interviews were
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helpful in revealing the internal exploration that was taking place as she worked to establish her
own opinions.
Pearl and Lia shared a cautionary approach to speaking during whole class discussion.
Interestingly, each student valued different aspects of discussion that did not include speaking.
Pearl enjoyed to engaging as a listener like Lia, but she also appreciated the research and
preparation that took place before the discussions. Pearl described the typical structure of
preparation for formal discussions:
She puts it so you have to do, like if it’s an issue, you have to research, like, a source on
each side of the issue – either supports it or is against it… Like, it’s a chart and you have
to do both, and then even for the debates when you have to be on one side, she still has
you do both sides so that you can, like, prepare for the other side and sometimes you
don’t know which side you’re going to be on.
This structure allowed Pearl the space to evaluate multiple perspectives on important political
issues and she valued this experience. She explained, “Preparing for it helped me formulate my
initial thoughts and, like, listening to other people either solidified those, or like, made me think
about it again.” Pearl participated in the Socratic seminars with slightly more frequency than
Lia, but like Lia she valued the individual reflection built into the discussion as an opportunity to
explore her own views.
Katherine expressed more comfort with her political positions and enjoyed participating
actively in whole class discussions. In reflecting on the frequency of the Socratic seminars in
both AP U.S. Government, and the year prior in AP U.S. History, Katherine said, “You know
the, like, Socratics, you get so used to them.” Her ease of involvement in whole class
discussions prepared her to participate in the candidates’ debate as a part of the Campaign
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Simulation. Katherine was most excited when speaking about her participation in the
candidates’ debate. She reflected on the experience of not knowing the questions beforehand
and not having rehearsed responses. She described:
The participation is what gets you the experience, it’s what allows you to figure out how
to do what you’re doing, and to realize ‘okay, I could do this differently’ and eventually
just get to the point where ‘I know what I’m doing.’
Katherine felt more confident in her ability to participate in a debate following this experience.
She was able to conceive of herself being successful in a challenging scenario after the
opportunity to do so in the classroom simulation.
Olive and Salma were two of the most active participants in whole class discussions, in
both this research study and amongst their peers in the AP U.S. Government class. While they
had more firmly established beliefs than Lia and Pearl, they also valued the Socratic seminars as
an opportunity for reflection upon their opinions. Olive said:
I think I already have my mind made up, but I do listen to other people and I do take in
what they say, but it’s just what I take in. I usually try to critique what I’m thinking, if
it’s truly how I feel about a situation.
Olive utilized the discussions as an opportunity to critically examine her positions. However,
like Katherine, she also valued participating in discussion for more practical and skill-based
reasons. She explained, “I’ve gotten more comfortable with my speech.” She continued, “I
think having AP government…it helps you find a way to put your words together and describe
what you’re talking about.” Although Olive had more or less settled on a set of political beliefs,
she found the frequent practice of whole group discussion to be helpful for developing her public
speaking skills.
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Salma viewed whole class discussions similarly as an opportunity to expand her thinking,
and acknowledged that sometimes her perspective would change as a result of the conversation.
She recounted:
As we discuss it, and a lot of people have the same views as me, I realize, like, ‘Wow,
there’s even more to add on.’ And that when, and I notice everyone too. They kind of
get, like, more into it. Because sometimes I come to a Socratic and I have no opinion on
it [an issue], I’m just very indifferent, but then by the end I’m like, ‘Wow, like I learned
so much about this.’ and my views have changed a lot.
Salma was the only one of the participants to also recognize the way that her
contributions to whole class discussion may influence others in her class. She commented,
“Like, I’ve had people come up to me and say like, ‘I’m really happy what you said in class.
Like, I never knew that about you or about the United States, I didn’t really look at it this way.’”
Salma valued the whole class discussion strategy as a method of reflection and enjoyed engaging
with her classmates. She was familiar with the strategy from her time in AP U.S. History the
previous school year. Reflecting holistically on her time in both classes with Mrs. Madison,
Salma said, “So, I think, like, taking those two classes has really shaped my identity and helped
me develop my viewpoints on certain things.” Whole class discussion was helpful to all students
However, students benefitted from different aspects of whole class discussion, including:
formulating new opinions, practicing public speaking, considering the viewpoints of others, or
critically examining on established beliefs.
Congruence of experience and restraint. Lia, Pearl, and Katherine all fell on the same
side of the continuum with regard to congruence of experience with the ideals of liberty and
equality in that none of these individuals had faced perceived injustice. However, Katherine’s
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involvement in various civic organizations and her witness to injustice faced by her mother put
her in a unique situation with regard to this group. This difference left Lia and Pearl as most
similar with regard to condition of congruence.
Lia and Pearl shared some qualities. Both students positioned themselves primarily as
listeners during whole class discussions. Pearl was more likely to volunteer to speak during
informal discussions. Both students identified as conservative and had families that they also
identified as conservative. Most significantly, both students felt the need to conceal some of
their personal beliefs from their classmates for fear of negative reaction.
Lia was very aware of her classmates more left-leaning opinions and would try to focus
on sharing aspects of her own beliefs that aligned more closely with her peers. During the Right
to Privacy Socratic seminar she said made a comment about the PATRIOT Act in which she
said, “probable cause should be more clearly defined.” Later in an interview she presented an
alternative position:
I mean I think probable cause… I do think it should be defined, but I also think that if a
police – since it’s something that’s, like, wrong with you – I think they should check it
out. And if you’re worried, then you obviously have something to hide.
She admitted, “I don’t want to say this stuff in class.” Her desire to hide her own opinions
seemed rational after she shared a story in which a friend of hers had lost a friendship due to
differences in political opinion. Lia worried, “All my friends are liberal. I don’t [want to], um,
offend them or just say something that will make them see me differently.” Lia felt more
comfortable sharing her opinion when Mrs. Madison assigned students to take on specific
perspectives. For instance, in the Campaign Simulation, Lia enjoyed sharing her primary pitch
and running as Vice President. She described:
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I liked being up here and talking about the stuff I believe in, but also the reason I was so
comfortable doing it, I didn't really think anyone was taking it seriously. I didn't really
think people thought I was like a strong Republican. I thought they were just like, ‘oh
well she’s just doing it because Mrs. Madison chose her and whatever she didn’t actually
run.’
Mrs. Madison provided Lia with a camouflage that allowed her to feel more comfortable
expressing herself in class.
Similar to Lia, Pearl also was hesitant to share her opinions during class. In our first
interview, I asked her, “If I were to only see you in class, would I be able to have a good idea of
your civic identity?” She replied, “No, ‘cause I’m too scared. And I just feel so opposed.” Pearl
did not like receiving negative feedback from her peers. Pearl also recognized that she had
opinions that were different from her classmates. She said, “So… mostly in the discussion, I
usually listen because sometimes I feel like my opinion… like a bunch of people would get mad
if I shared it.” Pearl described her experience listening to her classmates discuss the PATRIOT
Act. She reported:
They were telling stories about how they’ve been like checked and stuff [at the airport]
and I get that, but at the same time I was just thinking that the PATRIOT Act, it’s so
much safer to just check and be safe than it is to have people die again. And like even if
it’s at the cost of, like, some people feeling uncomfortable, I feel uncomfortable in the
country if people were terrorized again.
When I asked Pearl why she did not share this opinion, she guessed, “’Cause they would just
think I don’t agree with them because I haven’t experienced it. And I don’t know if I had
experienced it, if I would have felt differently about it.” In this case, Pearl identifies the ways in
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which her lack of experience with injustice may have influenced her beliefs. But also feels as
though her own experiences are not valid enough to share in the whole class discussion. For
Pearl, the larger whole class discussion forum was not always welcoming. She reflected, “I was
able to voice my opinion more about things… when it’s [in] smaller groups.” Pearl was less
intimidated by the more familiar small group setting. What was most interesting as an observer
was that Pearl and Lia sat in the same small group throughout the duration of the research period,
and never once seemed to communicate about their shared conservative positions, nor did they
share with me in interviews that they had identified one another as having similar views.
Empowered and willingness to share. Both Olive and Salma exemplified the
empowered civic identity status, and both students were active contributors to whole class
discussion. Olive and Salma also shared other traits. Both Olive and Salma identified as
Muslim, both were first generation immigrants from Arab countries, and both were connected to
politically active communities.
Olive and Salma volunteered to participate in discussion during every type of lesson I
observed. Whether it was a formal whole class discussion, such as a Socratic seminar or debate,
or an informal discussion of the concept being learned, Olive and Salma were eager to comment.
Mrs. Madison welcomed their contributions, as they were often the only students to volunteer a
response to questions she posed to the class.
Salma suggested that her enthusiasm in class likely originated in AP U.S. History the
year prior. She said:
And I took the beginning of APUSH, I wasn’t… I didn’t really talk much… I was kind of
shy. But then, once we started to do debates and get more engaged about the United
States history, and then I came into this class. I just think life’s too short to be quiet and
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be shy, and like what do people think about me. Just say your opinions and you will
enlighten so many people.
The impact of discussion for Salma in AP U.S. History seemed to spill over into her experience
in AP U.S. Government.
Olive similarly recognized her own frequent contributions to class. When I asked her if
she felt she revealed her civic identity in class, she commented, “Yeah. I’m pretty outward about
it, so yeah.” Olive felt that being vocal about issues was a part of her identity. She shared,
“Being raised Palestinian is being raised political.” Olive had a firm grasp on her position for a
variety of issues discussed in class and never hesitated to raise her hand when she wanted to add
a relevant fact or anecdote to Mrs. Madison’s lessons.
Additional Findings
The role of social media in identity exploration and civic identity development. All
of the participants except for Katherine described instances in which they had used social media
as a tool for identity exploration. While not the sole influence on identity exploration, social
media did seem to provide students with a backdrop for which to further explore their positions.
Olive was most active on social media. She frequently described interactions she had
with others via Twitter. She saw the social media platform as a powerful means of connecting
with like-minded individuals and cultivating a community that went beyond borders. She
described:
…the Palestinian community on Twitter is pretty big so I am connected with a lot of
people. Like, I know some activists from, like, Chicago, some from Gainesville, some
from Palestine itself. So, like, I think it’s a really good way to connect and find people
and ways to start campaigns and donations and stuff like that.
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Olive used Twitter to build connections, and also as a platform to voice her opinions. She spoke
with a mixture of pride and resentment when described instances in which her comments
received enough traffic to get her account temporarily deactivated.
Salma also saw social media as a tool for social and political activism. In some instances,
she found social media was the best method for her to become involved in movements because
she was not always able to attend protests due to her parents safety concerns. For instance, she
described her interest in the Black Lives Matter movement, “I try to like advocate online through
social media, um a lot of my friends make, like, merchandise for, like, Black Lives Matter, and
so I try to support them, support black businesses mainly.” Her virtual support for causes helped
her to feel involved with different causes while also respecting her parents desire to keep her
safe.
Lia was also active on social media, citing both Twitter and Instagram as specific sites
that she utilized. Lia described social media as helpful in allowing her to be more aware of
issues and current events, but also expressed some apathy in that it was difficult for her to fully
connect with a cause from behind a screen. She explained:
In high school, especially in AP Gov, everybody… we always talk about current
events… and everything. And I… I realized it’s more important that everybody needs a
chance to succeed… That’s how I came to realize it. I, um, I’ve actually learned that
before I went to AP Government. Mainly through Instagram and Twitter and activist
platforms, I’ve learned a lot. So I would say I’m aware of it. It’s, just, I don’t see it with
my own eyes. That’s the thing. I only see it through social media and everything, and
through the news… I don’t know what it is, but it just doesn’t strike me as, like, urgent
when it’s just through a screen. Like if I saw it in front of my own eyes I would want to
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do something about it. It’s almost like it doesn’t seem real, even though I know that’s not
the case. It’s weird.
Despite the limitations of social media, Lia went to social media sites for the explicit
purpose of exploring her political stances and personal identity. In describing how she learned
more about how she felt about certain issues, she stated:
I think I have mainly through Instagram and social media. I mean, I follow a lot of the
[accounts] – I don’t follow them, they end up on my explore page – and, um, I always
look at what they say, and I either really agree with it or I really disagree with that. I
think just my natural reaction to it has just made me realize what type of person I am in
politics because before… before junior year… I didn’t care at all. I didn’t know what I
was. I didn’t know if I was more right or left. I didn’t know at all.
The explore feature on Instagram allowed Lia to explore her own opinions by measuring her
responses to others’ posts.
Lastly, Pearl made a brief mention of Twitter when describing her efforts to be more
informed. She said, “I check the news. I check it on Twitter, so it’s not, like, super detailed, but,
like, I follow those things and I feel really proud of myself when I know what’s going on.”
Using the news feature on Twitter helped Pearl to feel more connected to current events which
translated to her feeling more comfortable in certain conversations in AP U.S. Government.
Familial influence on civic identity. Each of the students entered the course with a civic
identity that was in many ways influenced by their experiences in their families. While the
activities in class helped to refine and expand students’ notions of citizenship, it is important to
note that the foundational ideas were largely established at home.
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Lia used her familial experiences as an anchor for many of beliefs, sometimes aligning
closely with her parents, and other times going in the exact opposite direction. In either instance
though, she cited her family as an influence. For instance, Lia described her home setting as
very traditional in that her father worked and her mother stayed home. In considering her own
future prospects, she said, “I don’t want that kind of life for myself, like, at all.” However, when
it came to her position on gun control, she revealed:
It’s normal for members of my family to have guns… my Dad always says when I’m 18,
I’m going to learn how to shoot one to protect myself. So, it’s natural for me to think that
having guns are okay, but then again, I do not think that school shootings are okay. So, I
really don’t know which side I would be on.
Lia experienced a tension between values and beliefs she had learned at home and a desire to
establish her own sense of self, independent of her family.
Pearl expressed a similar tension with regard to her family. Pearl enjoyed learning about
politics and government in Mrs. Madison’s class and she often found herself agreeing with Mrs.
Madison’s presentation of issues, but she also recognized validity in the opposite messages she
received at home. She said:
…Since she [Mrs. Madison] has the Democrats club, like, I’m pretty sure that means
she’s a Democrat. I don’t really know much about the difference between Democrats and
Republicans enough to analyze that and, like, make decisions based on that. But I’m
pretty sure my parents are Republicans. So it’s kind of, sometimes it’s kind of weird
because, like, at home I hear my parents’ side of it, and then in class I hear her [Mrs.
Madison] side of it and it’s just kind of conflicting sometimes ‘cause they both make
sense.
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Like Lia, Pearl struggled to find her own path and establish a set of opinions that she could feel
certain were her own. She reflected:
It’s so hard. It’s so hard to make my own decision. That why I don’t really know what I
am right now. Like, I don’t have… I don’t know whether I’m a Democrat or a
Republican or like a third party or anything. I just kind of, like, decide how I feel on each
topic individually. Which I know that like a lot of people do, but some of them, like, they
obviously feel more strong to one party or the other, and I just have one opinion on
everything. I just have to put them together.
Katherine’s familial influence was different than Lia and Pearl’s in that she could point to
a specific moment when her mother shaped her active attitude toward civic participation early on
her adolescence. Katherine’s mom initiated her involvement with a civic organization of which
Katherine still took part. She described this experience:
When I was around 12 -13 years old, my mom saw an ad…for the General Federation of
Women’s Club Juniorettes. And she thought, ‘that would be a good way to meet new
girls and socialize more’, because I had a group of friends, but it was small. And
ultimately my experience with [the Juniorettes] socially was not great --- it still is not.
But as far as the actual events, I learned what it was like to volunteer and the reward you
get from that feeling which I was surprised to learn because I was 12, you know I didn’t
know any better… I thought it was going to be boring I thought it was going to be kind of
‘whatever what am I doing here?’ I ended up enjoying it so much that I continued
despite some unpleasant experiences I have had with some of the members there. I have
continued to stay there because I really do believe in what they do to help the community.
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Not only in [the city], or in the state… but actually nationally and a little bit
internationally as well.
Similar to Katherine, Salma’s parents also guided her in becoming involved in civic
organizations. Salma’s father’s involvement with the Council on American Islamic Relations
(CAIR) allowed her to participate in the event, “Muslim Capitol Day” in which she had the
opportunity to join a community of Muslims in visiting with and lobbying state lawmakers.
Salma described the event:
So it was a bunch of Muslims… we came and kind of, we showed our voice, like we’re
here we know what’s trying to be passed and we want to tell you guys we want you to
represent us. And a lot of people, there were a lot of people that you can say wouldn’t be
pro-Muslim, so they were like really Republican, really conservative, but they’re like,
‘You know what I really appreciate you guys coming out here, we haven’t had anyone
come out and talk to us except you guys, and we recognize what you have to say. Now,
I’m sorry, I’m not going to like follow what you say, maybe I could consider it, I might
not vote against the bill, but I really appreciate you guys.’ So, that’s still good to know
that people will listen to you and they take into account what you do, although, they
might not follow through. And there were a lot of people that were like ‘Oh my god, you
guys changed my views, I’m going to vote towards this bill or against it.’ So, yeah.
Her experience with Muslim Capitol Day allowed Salma to practice a more active form of
citizenship as compared to her activism on social media. Salma’s parents also included her when
going to protests during the Egyptian revolution.
Olive linked activism with her personal identity. In her early written response she said,
“to be Palestinian is to resist.” Olive connected this identity of resistance to her father and his
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own response to discrimination: “He told me, like, ‘don’t ever be quiet, don’t ever, like, ignore
it.” While Olive’s parents were not as supportive of her attending political rallies or protests, she
still credited her parents with giving her the courage to voice her opinions in class. She clarified,
“They still want me to speak out, but they want me to be civil.”
Collective identities influence civic identity. My participants identified individual
gender and race and ethnicity at the start of the study. At times, their membership in
demographic social groups appeared important to the development of their civic selves.
While I cannot speak to the influence of gender roles with regard to male students, my
female participants did at times directly identify with feminine causes and make reference to
gender stereotypes. For instance, when discussing her decision to complete her civil
disobedience poster project on the women’s rights movement and protests against the Supreme
Court nomination of Brett Kavanaugh, Lia remarked:
Well, I’ve always felt very strongly about women’s rights ‘cause I want to do big things.
I want to go into a STEM career and make lots of money and I don’t want to be
controlled by a husband or anything, so women’s rights is one of the major things I
believe in.
Lia continued, in reference to her mother’s decision to stay at home to care for her family rather
than pursue a career, she said, “I don’t want that kind of life for myself, like, at all.” Lia’s
identification with her gender included a rebellion against traditional gender stereotypes, and she
saw greater value in a career path that would lead to self-sufficiency.
Katherine, perhaps unknowingly, interacted with gender stereotypes in her commitment
to the local Women’s Club organization. She described her involvement with the community
service group:
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When I was around 12 -13 years old, my mom saw an ad…for the General Federation of
Women’s Club Juniorettes. And she thought, ‘that would be a good way to meet new
girls and socialize more’, because I had a group of friends, but it was small. And
ultimately my experience with [the Juniorettes] socially was not great --- it still is not.
But as far as the actual events, I learned what it was like to volunteer and the reward you
get from that feeling.
Katherine’s interaction with the Women’s Club taught her about the joys of service.
Interestingly, despite her relatively long career of service with the Juniorettes, Katherine did not
explore participation in civil disobedience until making a connection with Mrs. Madison.
Olive’s experience with collective identities was apparent from her initial written
response in which she stated, “To be Palestinian is to resist.” While she was inspired by the
number of women who won seats in Congress during the 2018 midterm election, she felt more
connected to the women of color who came into power. In reflecting upon the results she
recalled, “seeing people like Rashida Tlaib, she was the Palestinian who went into office, it kind
of, like, gives me reassurance that what I’m saying, I can still do it and not get in trouble, so that
gives me reassurance.” Olive’s positive connection to her ethnic heritage resulted in feelings of
empowerment that had positive impacts on her civic identity.
Summary
Cross-case analysis provided insight into both what was unique about each individual
case, as well as emphasizing what was common across the five participants’ experiences in the
AP U.S. Government classroom (Stake, 2006).

Participants’ civic identity expression in the

classroom aligned with each participant’s respective civic identity status, with empowered
students being more likely to advocate for social justice and complacent and aware students more
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likely to be more reserved. Regardless of civic identity status, all students expressed critiques of
governmental practices and policies. Students’ reported experiences of identity exploration and
civic identity development included the perception of whole class discussion as supportive of
identity exploration and differences of opinion leading to restraint in classroom discussion. All
participants described Mrs. Madison as supportive of identity exploration and civic identity
developing, noting the ways in which she encouraged students to embrace more active attitudes
toward civic participation, the ways in which assignments served as both triggers and supports
for thinking critically about issues, and the manner in which she created a safe environment for
students to engage in civil discourse. There were a few notable ways in which differences in
civic identity contributed to differences in experience of identity exploration. Specifically, the
aspects of assignments that students found most beneficial and the degree of restraint or lack
thereof experienced by students differed by civic identity status. Additionally, students
described the role of both social media and familial influences on identity exploration and civic
identity development. The chapter that follows will include further discussion of the findings,
the implications of the findings for social studies education, a review of the limitations of the
study, and recommendations for future research.
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Chapter Six:
Discussions, Implications, and Recommendations
Introduction
In the previous chapter, cross-case analysis provided a holistic interpretation of each of
the individual cases that make up this qualitative multiple case study of five students enrolled in
a twelfth-grade Advanced Placement (AP) U.S. Government course in relation to each of the
four research questions. To review, the research questions, which undergird this study, are as
follows:
1. In what ways do twelfth-grade students express their civic identity in a U.S. Government
classroom?
2. In what ways do twelfth-grade students describe their experience of identity exploration
and civic identity development in relation to activities and assignments in their U.S.
Government classroom?
3. In what ways do twelfth-grade students describe support for identity exploration and civic
identity development by their U.S. Government teacher?
4. In what ways do individual differences in civic identity development explain potential
differences in the experience of identity exploration among twelfth-grade students in a
U.S. Government classroom?
Each of the five participant’s cases was evaluated individually by reviewing participantspecific notes from classroom observations, interview transcriptions, and related artifacts. I
employed a hybrid approach to data analysis combining both inductive and deductive coding
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processes (Fereday & Muir-Cochrane, 2006). Individual case reports were developed first,
followed by cross-case analysis in which cases were compared to explore both commonalities
and distinctions. To summarize, the twelfth-grade students participating in the study all
appeared to express their respective civic identities in the classroom, with the students with more
firm identity commitments experiencing a greater degree of comfort with revealing their political
stances. Additionally, all participants saw value in the frequent practice of whole class
discussions of political issue. However, differences in civic identity and identity exploration
related to differences in the experience of support for identity exploration and the aspects of
assignments students found to be most personally beneficial.
Civic identity expression varied from student to student appropriate to the prior
experiences of each individual and their respective personal characteristics. Regardless of the
varying degrees of congruence of experience with ideals of liberty and equality, all five
participants expressed a critique of governmental practices in alignment with course
assignments. A significant portion of assignments and activities in the AP U.S. Government
classroom required students to critically examine the principles, policies, and practices of the
U.S. government. Through the in-depth analysis expected in the course assignments, all
participants revealed aspects of their civic identity, and demonstrated some growth in civic
identity, through participation in this course.
All participants found elements of the AP U.S. Government course to be beneficial to
their identity exploration in the determination of personal political stances, and supportive of
their civic identity development. Mrs. Madison’s consistent structure of requiring students to
present both sides of political issues prior to determining their own personal political stance was
especially effective for those students who were reconsidering identity commitments relating to
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their political stances. Whole class discussion was successful for allowing students to reflect
upon their own opinions while simultaneously evaluating the claims presented by their
classmates.
All students perceived support from Mrs. Madison for their identity exploration and civic
identity development. While the structure of assignments and activities was helpful for students’
development of identity commitments related to political issues, Mrs. Madison’s personal
characteristics also encouraged students to develop more active attitudes toward civic
participation. Each participant concluded the research period with reports of feeling more
empowered or more aware than when they had begun.
Finally, the differences in student civic identity status seemed to relate to differences in
identity exploration, and thus resulted in students perceiving separate elements of the course as
valuable. Because of this, all elements of class assignments developed by Mrs. Madison
appeared vitally important to the impact of these assignments on each student’s individual
experience of the class. Some students were also able to recognize the ways in which certain
aspects of assignments were beneficial to their classmates.
Overall, this research study provides insight into processes associated with adolescent
identity exploration in a secondary social studies classroom, has implications for the field of
social studies education, and leads to recommendations for classroom instructional practice,
curriculum development, and teacher education. In the remaining sections of this chapter, I will
endeavor to discuss these findings in relation to Kaplan, Sinai, and Flum’s (2014) design-based
interventions for promoting student identity exploration within the academic curriculum. Then, I
will consider implications of my findings for social studies education in tandem with my
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recommendations for the field. Lastly, I will review limitations of this study and propose
suggestions for future research.
Design-based Interventions for Promoting Identity Exploration
Flum and Kaplan (2006) argued that academic curriculum and specific learning activities
could be designed in a manner that triggers, supports, and scaffolds identity exploration in
adolescence. The results of this study would indicate that curriculum design and implementation
with the aim of promoting adolescent identity exploration is both possible and practical in the
social studies classroom. Kaplan and colleagues (2014) outlined four design-based principles
aimed at promoting students identity exploration within the academic curriculum as (1) the
promotion of personally relevant topics and issues, (2) triggering student identity exploration, (3)
facilitating a sense of safety, and (4) providing scaffolds for identity exploration. While Mrs.
Madison did not explicitly cite these principles in discussing her intentions for the course she
clearly expressed a desire to cultivate empowered citizens who were confident in their political
beliefs. Such an aim entails a focus on civic identity and political aspects of psychosocial
identity that allowed the students in her course to experience the advantage of identity
exploration within the academic curriculum with the support of their teacher. Differences in
civic identity status influenced the ways in which the students perceived different elements of
support for identity exploration within the classroom. However, all students experienced some
degree of identity exploration as a result of the assignments and activities in their AP U.S.
Government class.
Employing the design-based interventions as a framework, the incorporation of these
identity-focused interventions empowers educators to become of agents of identity exploration in
addition to other prominent influences on adolescent identity, such as family, peers, and social
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media. The National Council for the Social Studies (2001) claims, “the core mission of social
studies education is to help students develop the knowledge, skills, and values that will enable
them to become effective citizens” (p. 1). While the current climate of high stakes testing
emphasizes the importance of civic knowledge and skills, such elements alone cannot cultivate a
civic identity centered on active participation in government. Allowing students the opportunity
to consider their personal values through examination of their moral and political stances on
issues brings meaning to the classroom experience and moves social studies instruction into the
realm of preparation for civic life. Thus, it is the responsibility of social studies educators to
consider the ways in which their academic curriculum may support the identity exploration in the
U.S. government classroom, and across the social studies. In this section, I will use Kaplan and
colleagues (2014) framework of design-based interventions for promoting identity exploration to
outline the ways in which the assignments and activities in a social studies classroom could be
utilized to support student identity exploration.
Promoting self-relevance. First, I will examine the results of this study through Kaplan
and colleagues’ (2014) proposed strategy of promoting self-relevance in curriculum in order to
foster student identity exploration. Throughout the course of the research period, students were
consistently asked to relate the AP U.S. Government course material to their own lives. The
promotion of relevance in the curriculum allowed Mrs. Madison to encourage student
engagement across course topics, which in turn led students to become more actively involved in
political issues discussions both inside and outside of the classroom.
The promotion of relevance is accomplished through the connection of some element of
the educational environment with the self (Kaplan et al., 2014). The most traditional examples
of promoting curricular relevance observed during the research period were when students were
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given the opportunity to select topics of personal interest to study in relation to course
assignments, such as the selection of a protest movement to research for civil disobedience
poster project and the creation of a unique bill for the legislative simulation. When students
were given the opportunity to choose their own topics, it resulted in a wide range of subject
matter and revealed issues of importance to the students. Mrs. Madison made an effort to
incorporate topics that she thought would be relevant to students’ lives into major assignments,
such as the Gun Control debate and the Right to Privacy Socratic seminar. Mrs. Madison’s
ability to identify content relevant to students was likely enhanced by the fact that many students
in the class also took her AP U.S. History course during the previous school year, so she had a
prior knowledge of student interests coupled with an awareness of issues that were relevant to
adolescents. The practice of promoting relevance is need-supportive in the sense that students
who self-select topics may experience a sense of autonomy and competence in relation to the
task, and may also feel more related to their peers upon sharing a part of their identity in class
(Assor, Kaplan, & Roth, 2002; Deci & Ryan, 2000; Harrell-Levy & Kerpelman, 2010).
In a class of twenty-four students, finding topics personally relevant to all students can be
a challenge for a teacher. Mrs. Madison also sought to promote relevance by introducing
students to the multiple schools of thought surrounding political issues and then asking students
where their personal opinions fell on the spectrum of beliefs. Shifting the task of making
connections between academic curriculum and students’ lives from the teacher to the student
demonstrates the flexibility of this design principle, and allows for both intellectual labor and
identity exploration to be completed by the student rather than the teacher (Kaplan et al., 2014).
The promotion of relevance enhanced students’ personal connections to the course and
their familiarity with their teacher. As students’ perceptions of familiarity with the teacher
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increased, so did their perception of relevance with the course and vice versa. Thus, providing
an opportunity for Mrs. Madison to successfully encourage students to embrace an active attitude
toward participation. Lia, for instance, described Mrs. Madison’s excitement about civic
participation and Mrs. Madison’s involvement in civic activities as motivation for her to want to
be more informed. Lia labeled herself as moving from the “complacent” status at the start of the
research period, to a categorization as more “aware” by the conclusion of the fall semester. This
change may in part be credited to the sense of familiarity she perceived between herself and her
teacher because although Lia identified Mrs. Madison as more liberal than she was, she
described several instances in which Mrs. Madison created a comfortable environment for her to
express her beliefs in class. A result such as Lia’s was the aim of Rubin’s (2007) proposal that
understanding student civic identity could foster approaches to civic instruction that aimed to
inspire more active attitudes toward civic participation, especially in those students who enter a
social studies class with a more passive stance.
Triggering student identity exploration. The second design-based principle for
promoting student identity exploration outlined by Kaplan and colleagues (2014) is the triggering
of student identity exploration. Triggers provide a feeling of discrepancy or dissonance in the
self that is meant to propel a student towards resolution through the process identity exploration
(Harrell-Levy & Kerpelman, 2010; Kaplan et al., 2014). Mrs. Madison provided such “triggers”
for identity exploration to her students by challenging them to develop and defend their political
beliefs.
The most common method for encouraging identity exploration observed in the study
was in the structure of assignments. Mrs. Madison required students to understand the different
viewpoints surrounding political issues. Lia, Pearl, and Salma all described the ways in which
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Mrs. Madison prompted students to explore both sides of an argument as a practice that had them
reconsider their positions. When one’s opinion is side-by-side with the opposing perspective,
self-reflection and reconsideration are likely to occur. Similar to the design-based principles of
promoting identity exploration, the tenets of transformative pedagogy described by Harrell-Levy
and Kerpelman (2010) also place the teacher in a position to ask students to “question, and
reevaluate their own beliefs in order to fully grasp and grapple with the material” (p. 82). Such
grappling is the aim of a transformative pedagogy and it was also Mrs. Madison’s goal when she
asked students to determine their own personal opinions following the process of examining
multiple perspectives.
Mrs. Madison entered the course with the intention of students leaving her class with
well-developed political opinions. At times, the structured discussion guides were not always
enough to prompt students’ identity exploration. If the class appeared to be one-sided, Mrs.
Madison would pause the discussion and probe students to present the alternative perspectives
themselves. This practice helped to supplement the work students had done on their own to
research opposing viewpoints by providing an in person confrontation of students’ established
beliefs.
Mrs. Madison described her purpose in the course as inspiring active citizenship. Such an
aim required a slight challenge to many students’ current levels of civic participation.
Westheimer and Kahne (2004) identified three different kinds of citizens that were captured by
various citizenship education programs: the personally responsible citizen, the participatory
citizen, and the social justice-oriented citizen. While Mrs. Madison would have settled with all
students leaving her classroom as voting citizens, she strived for her students to become their
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most active civic selves, regardless of the kind of citizen that happened to be for each individual
student.
Eliciting identity exploration took different forms with students with varying degrees of
attitudes toward civic participation. Salma, for example, described herself initially as knowing
she was going to vote once she turned 18, but toward the end of the research period described
herself as being motivated by Mrs. Madison to make a difference and get involved with civic
activities, and go beyond just voting in elections. Whereas Lia and Pearl entered the course with
less awareness of current events, and later explained the ways in which Mrs. Madison’s course
encouraged them to be more informed and better able to participate in political discussions. In a
study of a ninth-grade literature lesson designed to elicit identity exploration, Sinai, Kaplan, and
Flum (2012) also observed the difficulty in predicting which activities would serve as a trigger
for the most students. The duration of this research period was beneficial because each
individual student in the study experienced some sort of “trigger” for identity exploration at
some point throughout the semester. It is unrealistic to expect every activity to promote identity
exploration in the same manner. However, over time educators should aim for students to
experience some trigger or challenge to their beliefs in the social studies classroom in order to
provide the opportunity for thoughtful reconsideration, evaluation, and reflection on one’s beliefs
that results in a more firm sense of identity achievement.
Facilitating a sense of safety. The third design-based principle for promoting identity
exploration involves the teacher facilitating a sense of safety in the classroom necessary for
students to feel comfortable exploring their personal identity (Kaplan et al., 2014). While some
students were immediately comfortable expressing their civic identity in a whole class
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discussion, others took longer to adapt. Mrs. Madison fostered a safe environment for each
student to engage in civil discourse to his or her individual comfort levels.
A prime example of facilitating a sense of safety was the manner in which Mrs. Madison
incorporated frequent small group discussions as a daily practice in the classroom, including the
integration of small group discussions within the whole group discussion forums. Despite some
challenges in whole class discussion, Lia and Pearl found refuge in small group discussions,
namely the “turn and talk” strategy in which students were first able to share their opinions in
smaller groups. Kaplan and colleagues (2014) consider a sense of safety to be vital when
promoting identity exploration in students due to the often-vulnerable nature of the process of
identity exploration. While comfortable in whole class discussion, Salma also noted the safety
produced by infusion of the small group “turn and talk” strategy.
The “turn and talk” strategy is a variation of the “think-pair-share” strategy which
encourages students to first thinking independently about a question, then discuss their answers
with a partner, and finally share their ideas with additional classmates or the whole class
(Lyman, 1981). Sharing in a small group setting and sharing with a partner reduce the anxiety of
sharing one’s opinion with the entire class, thus facilitating a sense of safety while also
encouraging student engagement in discussion.
A sense of safety is necessary for the discussion of political issues suffuse with public
controversy. Hahn and Tocci (1990) explored the relationship between classroom climate and
controversial issues discussion in a five-nation study and ultimately found that an open
classroom climate plays a vital role in the success of the discussion of controversial issues. Hahn
and Tocci (1990) report, “When students feel comfortable expressing their views during frequent
discussions of controversial issues they are more likely to acquire attitudes which have the
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potential to foster later civic participation than are students without such perceptions” (p. 358).
The frequent inclusion of discussions in Mrs. Madison’s classroom undoubtedly contributed to
students’ perception of an open and safe classroom climate. The small group discussions within
the larger whole class discussions further contributed to the sense of comfort students had with
the discussion of controversial issues.
Scaffolding exploratory actions. Kaplan and colleagues (2014) fourth, and final,
design-based principle for promoting identity exploration within the academic curriculum is the
implementation of exploratory strategies that scaffold the process of identity exploration. The
appreciation of specific activities as scaffolds for identity exploration varied from student to
student based upon their prior experiences and civic identity. Different students perceived
different levels of support for identity exploration from each of the class assignments and
activities.
Mrs. Madison structured her assignments in a way that guided students’ critical
examination of issues. Kaplan and colleagues note, “Scaffolding identity exploration in the
classroom can also take a variety of forms, including reflective questions for personal or
interpersonal deliberation, reflective writing assignments, role-playing exercises, and peer
modeling” (p. 253). Students in Mrs. Madison class were consistently asked to understand the
course content in relation to their personal opinions. This task was typically accomplished
through guided questions or position statement prompts. Students were often given the freedom
to find their own sources and at times select their own topics, but always within a pre-defined
structure. This balance of choice and structure is paralleled in Jang, Reeve, and Deci’s (2010)
study of autonomy support and structure, which ultimately revealed the complementary nature of
these elements with regard to enhancing overall student engagement. Scaffolding identity
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exploration is autonomy-supportive because it allows students to act independently, but not
blindly, so as to maintain simultaneous feelings of competence.
Students in different identity statuses described different aspects of discussion as most
supportive to their personal identity exploration. For instance, both Lia and Pearl explained that
they preferred listening during whole class discussion, as opposed to speaking. Lia and Pearl
were characterized by their congruence of experience. Based upon their personal descriptions of
their civic identities, both Lia and Pearl might be categorized into what Crocetti and colleagues
(2008) defined as searching moratorium in which the individual reconsiders identity
commitments that were established earlier in adolescence through in-depth exploration. The
exposure to discussion of controversial issues and the personal experiences with injustice shared
by classmates prompted Lia and Pearl to reevaluate previously held beliefs. For these students
who had not had personal experiences with injustice and were still forming political opinions,
individual, internal, and private aspects of assignments were preferable for this active
reconsideration of opinions. Conversely, the regular practice of whole class discussion was
welcomed as means of identity exploration for student with more established identity positions
and who had a more clear understanding of injustice, as in the cases of Katherine, Salma, and
Olive. Salma and Olive in particular were empowered by their opportunities to share personal
experiences and enlighten classmates about instances of injustice around the world.
While Mrs. Madison exemplified the design-based principles for identity exploration
intuitively in her own teaching, it seems that U.S. government teachers could benefit from a
thoughtful, more purposeful, consideration of the design-based principles. Preferably, teachers
of all social studies subjects could incorporate relevant topics, triggers or confrontations of
student’s established beliefs, a sense of safety, and scaffolds for identity exploration. In the next
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section, I will discuss possible implications of incorporating the design-based principles for
promoting identity exploration for social studies classroom instruction, curriculum, and teacher
education.
Implications and Recommendations for Social Studies Education
Student voice was central to the research questions, which aimed to investigate the
processes related to civic identity development and identity exploration in a U.S. Government
classroom. Student experience should be the driving force behind classroom instruction and
curriculum design. The students in this study were fortunate to have a teacher who set out with
the goal to cultivate active citizens. Whether intentional or otherwise, the curriculum experienced
by the students in this study demonstrated the ways in which a U.S. Government curriculum can
serve students at varying stages of civic identity and identity exploration.
Examining this study through the lens of the four design-based principles for promoting
identity exploration in the academic curriculum demonstrated the attainability of such an
approach to social studies education. If social studies educators want to develop effective
citizens, then they must also recognize the significance of adolescent identity exploration within
this greater purpose. The development of effective citizens is enhanced when a social studies
classroom is inviting for students of all civic identity types, and noticing distinctions in civic
identity is beneficial to supporting adolescent identity exploration.
Ultimately, best practices for civic identity development and adolescent identity
exploration are dependent upon the individual student. Each student in this study responded
differently to the various experiences in the AP U.S. Government classroom. It was the variety
of strategies, assignments, and activities that allowed each student to feel invited into the
development of what type of citizen they wanted to become. With that said, below I offer
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several recommendation for classroom instruction, curriculum, and social studies teacher
education that are by no means meant to be prescriptive. But rather, are meant to add to
literature in support of a social studies education that empowers our students to be active and
effective citizens.
Implications and recommendations for classroom instruction. Despite differences in
civic identity, each of the students in the study responded positively to Mrs. Madison’s teaching
style and considered the assignments and activities in the AP U.S. Government classrooms to be
supportive of their identity exploration. While it would not be feasible or desirable to replicate
Mrs. Madison’s exact demeanor, there were two elements of Mrs. Madison’s teaching style that I
believe to be worthy of imitation. First, Mrs. Madison’s classroom belonged to the students, and
student discussion was given priority over than content that they needed to “get through.” This
mindset allowed students endless opportunities to share elements of their civic identity with their
classmates. Second, although Mrs. Madison did not specifically identify personal or
psychosocial identity processes, she took conscious responsibility for the development of her
students’ civic identity and in that effort, she was cognizant other influences on adolescent
identity development.
Opportunities to share civic identity. Like Rubin (2007), Mrs. Madison saw value in the
use of text-based Socratic seminars for allowing students to connect their personal experiences
and opinions to larger themes in the AP U.S. Government course. Students in the “empowered”
status were given ample opportunities to share their experiences with and knowledge of injustice
through discussion of topics such as the right to privacy. Rubin (2007) noted, “The recognition
and exploration of problems or disjuncture appeared to stimulate a more active understand of
civic engagement” (p.468). The ability to critique injustice in an academic discussion provided
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students a productive environment for sharing personal experiences that may at times have been
discouraging. Through whole class discussions, the sharing of personal experiences was an
empowering action that likely contributed to students’ perceptions of civic participation.
The opportunities to share civic identity were especially inviting for students of color.
Both of the students classified as “empowered” identified as Muslim and were first generation
immigrants from Arab countries. In a study of civic purpose, Malin, Ballard, and Damon (2015)
described identity issues as one factor that may motivate civic engagement in youth displaying
civic purpose. Malin and colleagues (2015) note, “Civic engagement is a way for youth to
affiliate with others around these identity group issues” (p.120). Olive and Salma had a tendency
to unite during whole class discussions when topics relevant to the Muslim community arose.
For both students individually, participation in the Muslim community inspired the girls to take
action in response to struggles faced by members of their community. While not all young
people find motivation in their social identity that sparks civic action, the immigrant status of
both Olive and Salma seemed in part motivated to civic participation by their respective ethnic
and religious heritages.
For students who were less likely to share their personal experiences in the Socratic
seminar format, Mrs. Madison provided informal opportunities for discussion throughout the
class. When sharing her weekly lesson plans, Mrs. Madison would often make comments
approximating the time of activities always leaving the caveat of, “depending on how long
students discuss.” Informal opportunities for discussion took the form of whole class interactive
lectures, the smaller “turn and talk” strategy, or Mrs. Madison taking the opportunity to debrief
the most recent political headlines. In this manner, all students were able to share aspects of
their personal experiences to the degree to which they were comfortable. The students who did
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not feel inclined to speak themselves reported that they enjoyed hearing the opinions and
experiences of their peers.
The frequent and varied opportunities for students to share elements of their civic identity
with their classmates increased the relevance of the course, and thus increased classroom
engagement. Mrs. Madison recognized the significance of allowing students the chance to share,
and made the active decision to make her lesson plans flexible enough to accommodate a
student-initiated discussion gone long. Mrs. Madison identified providing opportunities to speak
were supportive of students’ learning, and embedded daily opportunities for sharing into her
classroom instruction. For students, this opportunity to share elements of themselves with their
classmates and to hear from the experiences of others was a valuable tool for identity
exploration.
Awareness of other identity processes. While the regular use of discussion was a
valuable tool for identity exploration, Mrs. Madison also had an awareness of other influence on
adolescent identity exploration. For instance, when the majority opinion in the group seemed to
dominate conversations, Mrs. Madison would be mindful to praise those who could develop an
argument for the other side. Or if whole class discussions seemed to come to a lull, Mrs.
Madison would invite students to speak with their shoulder partners about an issue. Both Lia
and Pearl reported reservations about speaking during whole class discussions, citing fears of
peer backlash as reasons for not sharing their full opinions on issues. Likewise, Hess and Posselt
(2002) report, “The behavior and perceptions or peers strongly influence students’ views of
classroom discussion” (p. 311). Fear of peer judgment is a powerful force in adolescence. Lia
and Pearl shared that this apprehension was related to the fact that their personal beliefs were at
times in opposition to the majority of students in the class. Eccles and Roeser (2011) posit, “…
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individuals fare best in settings in which they fit well with the norms and aggregate
characteristics of students much less well in setting in which they are outliers” (p. 232). Lia and
Pearl were outliers in the AP U.S. Government course in that they were a part a small minority of
students that identified with more conservative political beliefs. For both Lia and Pearl,
opportunities to share personal opinions in small group setting helped to alleviate some of the
anxiety associated with contributing to whole group discussions. Although the students
expressed fear of rejection by their peers, they described feeling supported by the strategies
employed by Mrs. Madison. The role of the teacher in this instance is to be aware of forces in
the classroom that may run counter to the aim of facilitating a sense of safety.
Mrs. Madison was also keenly aware of the influences of advancing technology on her
students’ conceptions of citizenship. In reflecting on their own identity exploration and civic
identity development, four out of the five participants described cases in which they had utilized
social media as an instrument for identity exploration or civic engagement. Olive and Salma
both employed social media platforms in order to stay connected to social networks surrounding
issues about which they were passionate, Pearl used social media as a source for news, and Lia
explored her opinions by actively reviewing and evaluating the political opinions posted by
others. Brown & Bobkowski (2011) report, “Young people have at their disposal an increasing
number of tools (e.g. social media, e-zines) through which to engage more actively in the
political process” (p. 96). Adolescents’ interaction with digital networks provides an important
forum for civic activism that allows increased connections and sharing of news and information.
Mrs. Madison would use the school’s online grade book as a platform for sharing information for
students in a way that mimicked the flow of a “feed” on social media sites. For one assignment
in particular, students had to post a reaction to an article about the delayed, and ultimately
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deserted, Supreme Court nomination of Merrick Garland in 2016 with a “hashtag” expressing
their opinion on the matter.
Malin and colleagues (2015) provide an important reminder that civic identity does not
develop solely in relation to the social studies classroom. In a study of civic purpose, Malin and
colleagues (2015) found, “For many youth with civic purpose, the strong moral values that drove
their commitment could be traced to social sources such as religion, family, and community”
(p.123). This was evident in each of the participants as they detailed the influences their families
and communities had on their civic involvement and attitudes towards civic participation. In
addition to allowing students the time and space to share their personal experiences, Mrs.
Madison also asked student to engage their parents in a political discussion as an assignment for
the course. Rather than simply reviewing the topic of the role of the family in political
socialization, Mrs. Madison asked her students and their parents to take a political ideology quiz
and then sit down to compare and contrast their answers with their family member. This special
attention to the family connection was helpful for students to understand the learning objective at
hand, and as a method for students to explore the origins of some of their established beliefs.
Within the classroom, Mrs. Madison offered students the time and space to explore civic
identity and engage in identity exploration. However, she also acknowledged the role of other
influences on adolescent identity exploration and gave those other influences on identity
appropriate recognition. Adolescent students do not exist in a vacuum. Classroom instruction
should provide an opportunity for students to share their understanding and experiences in the
world, and should scaffold students’ exploration by allowing opportunities to evaluate the role
outside influences on aspects identity.
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Implications and recommendations for curriculum. The College Board, in
accordance with their AP program, determined the curriculum of the AP U.S. Government
course. However, in her role as curriculum-gatekeeper, Mrs. Madison made some key decisions
in how her students would attain the course objectives (Thornton, 2008). It is the task of the
teacher to determine the ultimate course of study in a classroom. The methods in this section are
meant to encourage a rethinking of curriculum in social studies education. First, civics education
should be supportive of students representing the various civic identity types and inspires active
civic participation. Second, the infusion of controversial public issues discussions should be
considered as an exploratory strategy helpful to adolescent identity exploration.
Design principles for civic education. In the development of the civic identity typology,
Rubin (2007) proposed a more versatile notion of civic education that focused upon moving
student from passive attitudes toward civic participation to more active attitudes toward civic
participation, accounting for a diversity of personal backgrounds of experience. Thus, moving
students from the “complacent” quadrant of civic identity to “aware”, and from the
“discouraged” quadrant to “empowered.” The topics of discussion in Mrs. Madison’s classroom
were typically centered on contentious political topics around which students had to develop an
opinion and supporting argument. Mrs. Madison’ practice of including such topics aligns with
Rubin’s vision for civic education. Rubin (2007) states, “Although many educators choose to
avoid controversial social and civic issues in their classrooms, these were the very practices that
students cited when describing a shift to a more active civic identity” (p. 469). The critical
examination of problems in governmental policies and practices was accessible and engaging for
all participants regardless of personal background. Such identifications were possible due to
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Mrs. Madison’s personal teaching philosophy of removing the taboo from political discussions
and her ultimate desire to help her students be comfortable talking about issues in government.
Rubin’s (2007) aim for a more versatile civic education acknowledged the differences of
all students as they enter the social studies classroom, particularly on the dimensions of
congruence of experience and attitudes toward civic participation. Rubin (2012) proposes, “A
better sense of how civic identity is shaped can inform curriculum planning in powerful ways”
(p. 5). Rubin (2012) undertook an instructional reform project in three U.S. history classrooms
in which four design principles guided the transformation of a U.S. history course by Rubin, her
research team, and the teachers of the courses. Rubin (2012) outlined a framework for
meaningful civic learning that (1) built upon students’ prior experiences, (2) provided
opportunities for discussions of controversial civic issues, (3) developed students’ research,
discussion, and analysis skills, and (4) established students’ understanding of their rights and
responsibilities as citizens. Intriguingly, Rubin’s (2012) investigation of her principles of civic
education took place in U.S. history classrooms, and not U.S. government classrooms. Such
design principles may be applied across the social studies curriculum to foster active citizenship
with respect to a variety of topics. For instance, Myers, McBride, and Anderson (2015) studied
the relationship between Socratic seminars in world history classrooms on the topic of global
citizenship on students’ own conceptions of civic identity, which ultimately revealed that
discussion allowed students examine a wide range of identity positions with regard to global
citizenship.
Mrs. Madison’s desire to empower effective citizens resulted in her addressing the design
principles outlined by both Kaplan and colleagues (2014) and Rubin (2012) without referring to
any specific guidelines. Rubin’s (2012) design principles promote a personal relevance and an
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active orientation toward civic participation. Both of which allowed students in Mrs. Madison’s
class to feel supported regardless of their civic identity status. Notable for each respective set of
design principles is that they do not mandate specific practices, but rather a guide for the teacher
to thoughtfully examine their curriculum and determine the best course of action for their
particular context and student population.
Opportunities for controversial public issues discussion. In addition to Rubin’s (2012)
conception of a more differentiated form of civic education included the practice of controversial
issues discussion, researchers in the field of social studies education have been examining the
potential benefits of controversial public issues discussion for decades. Results from the 1999
IEA Civic Education study suggest that a key component for students in the preparation for civic
life is the ability to engage in the discussion of civic issues in an open classroom climate
(Torney-Purta, 2002). Ultimately, the results from the IEA Civic Education study indicate that
an open classroom climate that encourages civil discussion of political issues is associated with
increased civic knowledge and civic engagement (Torney-Purta, 2002). Students in the study
had countless opportunities to participate in whole class discussion of political issues. While
they did not all express the same degree of participation in these discussions, they did all find
some appreciation for these discussions. Similarly, in a study of social studies courses focused
controversial public issues (CPI) discussions, Hess and Posselt (2002) found that discussion
offered students an opportunity to learn about issues, students found significance in their own
contributions and enhanced performance over time, and students enjoyed listening to the their
peers.
According to Rubin (2012), “empowered students describe their social studies classes as
pivotal for their understanding of their own rights and avenues for action” (p.7). Providing the
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forum to relate personal experiences and opinions is important for enhancing civic engagement
outcomes (Hahn & Tocci, 1990; Rubin, 2007; 2012). The results of this study suggest that
controversial public issues discussion is beneficial to adolescent identity exploration for students
with a variety prior experiences and prior knowledge. Even those students who were not
observed as active participants in whole class discussions of controversial public issues still
reported an appreciation for understanding the perspectives of their peers. Students found
preparation for, participation, and reflection on controversial public issues discussions to be
valuable to their own identity exploration.
Rubin’s (2012) design principles for civic education echo the sentiments of proponents of
controversial public issues discussions (e.g. Hahn & Tocci, 1990; Hess & Posselt, 2002). The
path to educating effective citizens is not the same for every teacher, but is essential for every
student to begin considering their identity in relation to civic life. Social studies teachers must
find ways to he re-imagine curriculum to consider the ways in which course activities may be
supportive to civic identity development and identity exploration in order to fulfill the aim of
preparing effective citizens.
Reframing “teaching to the test.” As new social studies teachers enter the profession
with end-of-course exams in social studies as a norm, it is important to change the conversation
around “teaching to the test.” The phrase “teaching to the test” has gained a negative
connotation that has endured despite updates and revisions to state and national curriculum
standards and assessments. Many AP courses in the social studies have undergone redesigns by
the College Board with the intention of creating more skills-based assessments centered on
students developing evidence-based claims. When students are working with content at a higher
level of understanding, then basic memorization becomes secondary to greater aims. In this way,
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information no longer needs to be “gotten through,” but rather discussed, synthesized, and
evaluated.
The AP U.S. Government course in the study concluded with an AP examination. Yet, I
never once observed a sense in the classroom that the students’ ultimate goal in the course was to
pass a test. Mrs. Madison was familiar with the AP U.S. Government curriculum, and
considered her methods and strategies as the best approach to helping students truly understand
the academic content. Mrs. Madison felt confident that if students were asked to apply course
materials to their own lives, then they would be more likely to remember it. So, rather than ask
for memorization, Mrs. Madison asked her students to make claims and develop arguments.
In the selection of specific Supreme Court cases and topics of controversial issues
discussions, Mrs. Madison was indeed “teaching to the test.” However, students never seemed to
perceive her lessons in this way. Instead, they considered how they felt about topics such as
affirmative action, the Electoral College, or campaign finance laws. Of course, the relevance of
U.S. government for students on the brink of their voting rights as citizens is difficult precedent
to set for promoting identity exploration in a social studies classroom. Undoubtedly, though,
there are methods to teach U.S. Government that do not yield the level of engagement I observed
in students in Mrs. Madison’s classroom. However, all of the social studies subject areas contain
social, moral, economic, and political issues and it is the task of the teacher to identify relevant
topics and issues for discussion within the academic curriculum that will spark interest for their
students. For instance, Myers, McBride, and Anderson (2015) conducted a study of civic
identity in world history classrooms on the issues of global citizenship and global awareness.
This study lends support for to the use of whole discussion in the social studies as an instrument
for student identity exploration.
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Implications and recommendations for teacher education. The above-mentioned
implications and recommendations for classroom instruction and curriculum naturally have
implications for social studies teacher education. Rather than recount each item again, in this
section I will highlight implications specific to pre-service social studies teachers.
Whole class controversial public issues discussions. If social studies classroom teachers
are expected to facilitate whole class discussions, then it is important that they have experienced
and participated in such discussions in their social studies teacher preparation programs. There
are certainly controversial issues within the field of social studies education to provide
opportunities for discussion. Teacher education professionals might engage their pre-service
teachers in the practice of whole class discussion as a means to instruct students on both content
and strategy. Even at the collegiate level, students benefit from teacher educators who model
strategies for their students so that they may better envision the use of whole class discussion in
their own classrooms.
Pre-service teachers should be familiar with the process of coordinating a whole class
discussion and with the implications a well-structured whole class discussion may have on
student identity exploration. Social studies teacher educators might consider the ways in which
they can incorporate past and present research in the field exploring the concept of civic identity
development as it relates to the social studies classroom. Teacher educators might also employ a
structure similar to Mrs. Madison’s three-step model for discussion --- preparation, participation,
and reflection --- in order to allow pre-service educators to reflect upon their own identity
positions. Continuous engagement in discussion allows students to examine and reexamine their
identity positions in new contexts. Pre-service teachers should both learn about and participate
in formal whole class discussion structures.
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Professional development for in-service teachers. New research investigating the
processes associated with adolescent identity formation in the school context and social studies
teaching strategies that support such development may not be widely available to classroom
teachers. It is important for teacher educators to bridge the gap and explore opportunities to
provide professional development for in-service teachers.
In-service teachers would benefit from professional development experiences that
incorporate Rubin’s (2012) design principles for a more inclusive civic education. Rubin’s
(2012) initial study of the design principles took place in a U.S. History course, teachers of other
social studies subjects might also consider the ways in which their subject matter may engage
students in exploring their civic identity. Additionally, further research is needed to explore the
ways in which incorporating Kaplan and colleagues’ (2014) design principles for promoting
identity exploration in the academic curriculum.
Summary. In summary, the results of this study suggest that a focus on civic identity by
a teacher can lead to the promotion of identity exploration with classroom instruction, which
may ultimately benefit students’ to become more aware and empowered citizens. Classroom
instruction should provide students with plentiful opportunities to share their civic identity with
their peers as an exploratory strategy. Additionally, classroom instruction should incorporate an
awareness of other identity processes and serve to complement and supplement other factors at
play in adolescent identity exploration. Curriculum design should be reflective of the diversity
of experiences students bring with them into the classroom and promote a more versatile civic
education. One way to accomplish this is through the purposeful inclusion of controversial
public issues discussions that support student identity exploration. Teacher education program
should support such endeavors by engaging pre-service teachers in the practice of whole class
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discussion of controversial issues. If controversial issues discussions are to become a central
practice in social studies education, it is necessary for the next wave of social studies educators
to become well versed in this strategy. Finally, teacher educators should also bridge the gap
between theory and practice by engaging in-service teachers in relevant professional
development opportunities. Ultimately, it is my aim for the results of this study to further build
support for the use of controversial public issues discussion as an instrument to promote identity
exploration in the social studies curriculum. In the next section, I will discuss limitations of the
study and make recommendations for future research.
Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
In conducting a qualitative multiple case study of five students in an AP U.S.
Government course, it was my hope to show that there is not one practice, method, or strategy
that can or should work for all students. Although classrooms and educational contexts are
different, I do feel that that the reader may discern elements in the research site, the teacher, the
course, and most importantly, the students, that may yield similarities to their own teaching and
learning situations. In that way, the results of this study specifically apply to the research
participants, yet the classification of these students into civic identity statuses may help educators
see characteristics of Lia, Katherine, Pearl, Olive, and Salma in their own students, and will
allow these students’ descriptions of their experiences to better inform them in their instructional
practices.
Although, one way to further strengthen these findings would be through the process of
replication. My prior relationship to the school site, to the teacher of the class, and to some of
the participants likely influenced the rich data I was able to obtain during classroom
observations, interviews, and artifact collection. In addition to considering the replicability of
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these findings at another school site, it would also be valuable to study a more diverse sample of
students within a classroom. Due to the voluntary nature of the study and the imbalance of
genders within the class, all of my participants were female. It is difficult to hypothesize
potential differences between male and female experiences civic identity, and experiences of
civic identity and identity exploration in the course without any male participants.
Another limitation of the study that may have impacted my results was the Advanced
Placement course distinction. The advanced nature of the course allowed the teacher to operate
under the assumption that her students were capable and prepared for higher-order thinking.
This may not have been the case in a “regular” or “honors” level U.S. Government course. In
addition to a more sophisticated academic focus, AP classrooms tend to not experience the same
level of disruption as a result of behavioral incidents as their “regular” and “honors” level
counterparts. There were maybe a handful of incidents in which the teacher in this study had to
redirect student behavior and it was not for any of the research participants. Future research in
this area should consider students from a variety of ability levels and in different social studies
subject areas. Additionally, I believe that it is because of the advanced nature of this course that
I did not identify any students that would be categorized as “discouraged” on the civic identity
framework. It might be that students who enroll in an AP U.S. Government course are more
likely to be inclined toward civic engagement in comparison with their peers who elect to take
the standard level course. A change of the level of course may lead to new insights in research,
possibly informed by students representing a more diverse array of civic identity statuses. Future
research should aim to identify students in each of the civic identity statuses --- discouraged in
particular --- to discern methods that are most effective for promoting identity exploration within
this population.
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Finally, this research study was limited in depth and duration by my own divided
responsibilities as social studies teacher and researcher. Ideally, I would have observed each
class daily in order to fully immerse myself in the experience of students in the course. I would
also have liked to extend the research period over the course of the entire academic year or
longer in order to properly document changes in students’ civic identity in relation to course
assignments and activities. However, my responsibilities to my own students limited my
involvement with the AP U.S. Government course. Furthermore, four out of the five participants
in this study also referred to experiences with Mrs. Madison during their 11th grade AP U.S.
History course as influential to their civic identity. In this context, future research might
examine a cohort of students as they move through both AP U.S. History and AP U.S.
Government.
Conclusion
Results of this study indicate that the frequent use of whole class discussion in a safe and
supportive environment allowed students of different backgrounds and prior experiences to
develop more active attitudes toward civic participation and promoted adolescent identity
exploration. Social studies teachers should be concerned for student civic identity development
and in doing so should be obliged to scaffold and support identity exploration, specifically with
regard to identity commitments related to citizenship. Popular practices in social studies
education already apply the design-based principles for promoting adolescent identity
exploration. Social studies educators must reconsider the ways in which they are preparing
effective citizens with appreciation for the nuance of each successive generation. It is our duty
as educators to support every student in realizing their individual potential as a citizen. I cannot
help but look to the young people from Parkland, Florida who survived a mass shooting in their
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high school, and admire the way in which they turned a tragedy into an opportunity to use their
collective voice for political change. But I also cannot help but wonder: are all students aware of
the power they have as citizens? And is every student empowered to fight for what they believe
to be right? Students across the nation face adversity and injustice of all kinds, and social studies
educators must equip all students to participate in and contribute to the national dialogue. As
survivor of the Parkland school shooting and organizer of March For Our Lives, Emma
González, said, “We are going to be the kids you read about in textbooks.” Let us continue to be
reflective and reflexive in our social studies practice so that we may best support the next
generation of citizens and leaders.
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Appendix A – Researcher Background
I came into the field of education by way of undergraduate studies in psychology. I
stumbled into the psychology department after a series of incompatible majors and I am so happy
that I did. Nearing the end of sophomore year in college, I needed to find a path that was mine. I
watched as my peers excelled in coursework in their respective majors appearing to work toward
well-defined goals, and I could not believe that I had come so far in my education without a clear
sense of purpose.
I had a privileged experience in my K-12 education. I went to public schools in uppermiddle class suburban neighborhoods; I was in advanced classes; and I participated in a wellrecognized magnet program. I was very well prepared for college. Or, at least, I was very well
prepared for college admission. It took me nearly two years and several dark spots on my
college transcripts to decide that I wanted to be a high school social studies teacher. Psychology
was my avenue of choice because I wanted to learn everything that I could about learning, about
behavior, and human development. I wanted to be prepared for students like me who were
capable, but still needed guidance. I also wanted to be prepared for students who did not fit the
academic mold but still yearned to find their passion. Like many young educators, I wanted to
save the world, or at least make an impact in my little corner of it.
Although I did not have the terminology at the time, I began my career as a secondary
social studies educator with the intention of acting as an “identity agent” for adolescent students
(Schachter & Rich, 2011). After courses in adolescent psychology, I wanted to use my
knowledge to serve as a guide for students during the process of identity development. In my
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seven years of teaching high school social studies, I found that psychology is not only one of my
favorite content courses to teach, but also served as a foundation for providing meaningful
instruction in the variety of social studies courses offered at the secondary level.
As a teacher, one of my daily classroom routines included asking students to consider
social studies content in relation to their own sense of self. That is the nature of social studies
content, to agree or disagree with the behaviors or statements of famous figures of the past and
present, or to incorporate the knowledge of events or ideologies into one’s worldview.
Encouraging students to examine and reflect upon their own values and beliefs is the foundation
for preparing students to become effective citizens. Duplass (2017) describes the role of the
social studies teacher as a “philosophical counselor” who utilizes the philosophical technique to
thoughtfully engage students in an examination of content with the underlying aim of developing
“authentic, autonomous human beings” (p.3).
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Appendix B – Participant Selection Writing Prompt
This measure was adapted from the Socratic Seminar and Interview Protocols
created by Beth C. Rubin (2007).
Name: __________________________________
Part 1
Directions: Please read the text below and then respond to each of the following questions in
complete sentences. When possible, please provide specific examples, evidence, and/or details
to explain your responses.
Text: Pledge of Allegiance
I Pledge Allegiance
To the flag of the United States of America
And to the republic for which it stands;
One nation, under God, indivisible,
With liberty and justice for all.
1. What do these words mean to you? What does it mean to “pledge to” something?

2. Is there any part of this that you either agree with strongly or that bothers you?

3. Do you say the pledge of allegiance? Why or why not? (how did you decide)

4. Is there anything in the pledge that is in conflict with what you know about American
history?
5. Is there anything in the pledge that’s in conflict with American society today, and/or your
personal experience as an American?
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Part 2
Directions: Please answer the following questions based upon your personal experiences with
U.S. Government (federal/state/local) in complete sentences. When possible, please provide
specific examples, evidence, and/or details to explain your responses.
1. Where do we come into contact with government (federal, state local) in our day-to-day
lives? Who works for the government? (Create a list)

2. Do you come into contact with any of these government workers/government agencies in
your everyday life? Which ones? What about your family members or friends – does
anyone you know come into contact with any government workers or agencies?

3. Can you think of a good experience you or someone you know had with one of these
government workers/institutions?

4. Can you think of a bad experience you or someone you know had with one of these
government workers/institutions?

5. What does it mean to participate in government? What does civic participation mean to
you?

With what race/ethnicity and gender do you identify?
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Appendix C – IRB Forms
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Study ID:Ame1_Pro00036821 Date Approved: 11/13/2018

What will you be asked to do?
If you take part in this study, you will be asked to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete a single written response describing your thoughts and opinions about U.S.
Government. This should take approximately one hour to complete;
Allow the researcher to observe your U.S. Government class once a week for a threemonth period;
Participate in two open-ended interviews lasting approximately 30 minutes each;
Answer questions about your civic identity and your opinions about class topics and
activities;
Allow audio-recording during each of the two interviews, with the researcher being the
only person to have access to those recordings, and the recordings only being maintained
until the study is complete, after which the digital files will be deleted; and
Share submitted class assignments with the researcher.

To maintain confidentiality, you will be assigned a pseudonym to be used in all data collection
and organization. You will not be identified by name at any point in the research. The Instructor
for the course will not know the status of your participation in the research project, and will not
be present during interviews.
I will transcribe the interviews and observations notes in in a Word document on a laptop
computer. The observation notes and all data gathered from course assignments will be saved in
a password protected data repository. I will be the only one with access to the stored data. These
data will remain in my possession and will be destroyed five years after the publication of the
dissertation.

What things might happen if you participate?
To the best of our knowledge, your participation in this study will not harm you.

Is there benefit to me for participating?
Students participating in the study will likely benefit from increased opportunities to explore
their identities in relation to the material. So any potential cost related to participation in the
interview may be outweighed by the opportunity for personal reflection.

What other choices do I have if I do not participate?
You do not have to participate in this research study.
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Version 2
October 31, 2018
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Study ID:Ame1_Pro00036821 Date Approved: 11/13/2018

Assent to Participate
I understand what the person conducting this study is asking me to do. I have thought about this
and agree to take part in this study. I have been given a copy of this form.

_____________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Taking Part in Study

____________
Date

_____________________________________________
Signature of Person Taking Part in Study

_____________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Providing Information (assent) to subject

____________
Date

_____________________________________________
Signature of Person Providing Information (assent) to subject
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Version 2
October 31, 2018
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Study ID:Ame1_Pro00036821 Date Approved: 11/13/2018

Consent to Take Part in this Research Study
I freely give my consent to take part in this study. I understand that by signing this form I am
agreeing to take part in research. I have received a copy of this form to take with me.
_____________________________________________
Signature of Person Taking Part in Study

____________
Date

_____________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Taking Part in Study

Statement of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
I have carefully explained to the person taking part in the study what he or she can expect from
their participation. I confirm that this research subject speaks the language that was used to
explain this research and is receiving an informed consent form in their primary language. This
research subject has provided legally effective informed consent.
_______________________________________________________________
Signature of Person obtaining Informed Consent

___________
Date

_______________________________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
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October 31, 2018
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Study ID:Ame1_Pro00036821 Date Approved: 11/13/2018

Consent to Take Part in this Research Study
I freely give my consent to take part in this study. I understand that by signing this form I am
agreeing to take part in research. I have received a copy of this form to take with me.
_____________________________________________
Signature of Person Taking Part in Study

____________
Date

_____________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Taking Part in Study

Statement of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
I have carefully explained to the person taking part in the study what he or she can expect from
their participation. I confirm that this research subject speaks the language that was used to
explain this research and is receiving an informed consent form in their primary language. This
research subject has provided legally effective informed consent.
_______________________________________________________________
Signature of Person obtaining Informed Consent

___________
Date

_______________________________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
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Version 2
October 31, 2018
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Appendix D – Classroom Observation Tool
Date: _______________

Time: ___________

1. Sketch of the physical layout of the classroom and any other details of the physical
environment. (Note any changes since last observation)

2. Lesson activities:

3. Comments or behaviors indicating teacher support for identity exploration:

4. Comments or behaviors indicating teacher support for civic identity development:
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Participant Pseudonym: _________________________________
Participant Actions
Researcher Interpretation or
Reflection
Comments Made to Whole Class

Comments Made in Small Group or to Teacher
Indicating Identity Exploration or Civic Identity
Development

Non-verbal Behaviors Indicating Identity Exploration
or Civic Identity Development
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Appendix E – Semi-Structured Interview Guide Interview 1
Interview Questions are adapted from study conducted by D. Valdéz (2016).
1. Based upon your written response, it appears as though you are in a civic identity type called
___________________.
AWARE
EMPOWERED
COMPLACENT
DISCOURAGED
Aware – You have experienced an alignment between your attitudes towards civic
participation and your experiences in relation to civic ideals. You recognize that you may
have experienced in certain aspects of your civic experience and are aware that others may
not have had the same experience. You have learned about such injustices through school or
from family, but have not experienced them yourself. The following statement can
exemplify your civic identity, “Change is needed for equity and fairness.” (Rubin, 2007,
p.16).
Empowered – You have experienced a disjuncture between your attitudes toward civic
participation and your experiences in relation to civic ideals. You believe in your ability to
use the political system to bring about justice and know about your civic rights. You have
been encouraged to critique injustices through school or through friends and family. The
following statement can exemplify your civic identity, “Change is a personal and community
necessity.” (Rubin, 2007, p.16).
Complacent – You have experienced an alignment between your attitudes toward civic
participation and your experiences in relation to civic ideals. You support the preservation of
the status quo. You do not know about injustices experienced by others nor do you recognize
such experiences. The following statement can exemplify your civic identity, “No change is
necessary, all is well in the U.S.” (Rubin, 2007, p.17).
Discouraged – You have experienced a disjuncture between your attitudes toward civic
participation and your experiences in relation to civic ideals. You do not believe you have
the ability to bring about change using the political system. The following statement can
exemplify your civic identity, “No change is possible, life in the U.S. is unfair.” (Rubin,
2007, p.16)
Do you agree with this characterization?
Why/why not?
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2. Do you feel as though you have an active attitude toward civic participation (i.e. positive
change results from people “speaking out” and personal determination to overcome injustice)
or do you feel as if you have a passive attitude toward civic participation (i.e. civic
participation includes personal and economic success and being grateful for your freedoms)?
Please explain why or why not.
3. Do you feel as though you have a congruity between your experiences and the ideals of the
U.S. Government (i.e. you have experienced the freedoms and ideals expressed in founding
documents) or do you feel as though you have a disjuncture between your experiences and
the ideals of the U.S. Government (i.e. you have experienced conflict with experiences of
racism, discrimination, violence, or injustice). Please why or why not.
4. Do you think that participation in class discussion helps you to learn about yourself as
citizen, like your attitudes and ideas about U.S. Government? Please explain why or why
not?
5. If I only saw your participation in class discussion, do you think I would have a good sense
of your civic identity? Please explain why or why not?
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Appendix F – Semi- Structured Interview Guide Interview 2
Interview Questions are adapted from study conducted by D. Valdéz (2016).
1. Based upon the first classroom observation and interview, you were in the civic identity
type _______________. Do you feel as though that type still describes you? Or do you
think you have changed over the last month? Please explain.
AWARE
EMPOWERED
COMPLACENT
DISCOURAGED
2. Do any elements of the classroom discussion (preparation, participation, reflection) serve
to trigger exploration of your identity? Please explain.
3. Do you feel comfortable expressing yourself in this class? Please explain.
4. In what ways do the assignments or instruction help you to explore your opinions on the
various topics presented? Please explain.
5. Which class activities have been most effective at triggering your own identity
exploration with regard to your civic ideals and attitudes? Please explain.
6. Which class activities have been most effective in making you feel comfortable enough
to express your opinions and explore different possible civic attitudes? Please explain.
7. Which class activities have been most helpful in guiding your civic identity exploration?
Please explain.
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Appendix G – Teacher Semi-Structured Interview Guide
1. Do you feel as though you work to promote relevance in your academic curriculum with
regard to student’s personal interests and goals? Please explain.

2. Do you utilize your curriculum to challenge student’s beliefs about civic participation? In
what ways?

3. Do you utilize your curriculum to challenge student’s beliefs regarding public policy or
the rights of citizens? In what ways?

4. In what ways do your instructional strategies facilitate a sense of safety in the classroom?

5. Do you provide any specific scaffolds to support student identity exploration? (e.g.
reflective writing assignments, role-playing exercises, peer modeling) Please explain.
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Appendix H
Code Manual
Civic Identity Initial Codes*
Code 1
Label
Description

Code 2
Label
Description

Code 3
Label
Description

Code 4
Label
Description

Code 5
Label
Description

Congruence (Rubin, 2007, p. 456)
Comments reflecting, demonstrating,
expressing a congruity between students’
experiences and formal civic instruction
and/or institutions.
Disjuncture (Rubin, 2007, p. 456)
Comments reflecting, demonstrating,
expressing a disjuncture between students’
experiences and formal civic instruction
and/or institutions.
Active attitude toward civic participation
(Rubin, 2007, p. 461)
Students expressing a desire to overcome
injustice with comments reflecting positive
attitudes towards civic participation.
Passive attitude toward civic participation
(Rubin, 2007, p. 463)
Students expressing a passive stance toward
their role as citizen. Comments suggest that
personal success and appreciation for country
reflect civic participation
Aware (Rubin, 2007)
Students expressing sense of awareness about
the existence of injustice and a desire for
change
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Code 6
Label
Description

Code 7
Label
Description

Empowered (Rubin, 2007)
Student expressing critique of injustice, desire
to fight for social justice

Complacent (Rubin, 2007)
Students expressing a sense of satisfaction
with the status quo.

Code 8
Label
Description

Discouraged (Rubin, 2007)
Students expressing sense of discouragement
about making positive change in the world
*Civic identity codes adapted from the coding manual developed by B.C. Rubin (2007)
Adolescent Identity Development Initial Codes
Code 9
Label
Identity Achievement (Marcia, 1966; Meeus,
2011, p. 75)
Description
Students expressing sense of commitment to
identity following a period of active
exploration.
Code 10
Label
Description

Code 11
Label
Description
Code 12
Label
Description

Moratorium (Marcia, 1966; Meeus, 2011, p.
75)
Students expressing sense of active
exploration without commitment to any one
identity.
Foreclosure (Marcia, 1966; Meeus, 2011, p.
75)
Students expressing sense of commitment to
identity without much prior exploration.
Identity Diffusion (Marcia, 1966; Meeus,
2011, p. 75)
Students expressing a lack of commitment to
identity without indication of exploration.
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Code 13
Label
Description

Code 14
Label
Description

Exploration in-breath (Marcia, 1966; Meeus,
2011, p. 80)
Students expressing sense of exploring
alternative commitments prior to committing
in an identity domain.
Exploration in-depth (Marcia, 1966; Meeus,
2011, p.80)
Students expressing sense of actively
evaluating and maintaining identity
commitments after choosing them.

Interventions Promoting Identity Exploration Initial Codes
Code 15
Label
Promoting relevance (Kaplan et al., 2014, p.
251)
Description
The design of academic curriculum that takes
into account the characteristics of students
and encouraging of student to connect selfaspects to academic content.
Code 16
Label
Description

Code 17
Label
Description

Code 18
Label
Description

Triggering identity exploration (Kaplan et al.,
2014, p. 251)
The design of academic curriculum that crafts
experiences of discrepancy between current
identity commitments and self-perceptions of
values, goals, or social roles.
Facilitating a sense of safety in the classroom
(Kaplan et al., 2014, p. 253)
The design of academic curriculum that
alleviates anxiety and reduces the risk of
identity exploration in the classroom. Such as,
exercising an unconditional regard,
establishing norms of mutual respect, and
acknowledging and legitimizing students’
perspectives and emotions.
Scaffolding identity exploration
The design of academic curriculum that aids
students in learning exploratory strategies
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including reflective questions for personal or
interpersonal deliberation, reflective writing
assignments, role-playing exercises, and peer
modeling.
Code 19
Label
Description

Student perception of design principles
(Kaplan et al., 2014, p. 257)
The subjective experience of the student in
response to design principles aimed to
promote identity exploration.
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